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Island of Hope, Island of Tears
HEN THE ELLIS ISLAND MUSEUM OF IMMIGRATION OPENED IN 1990, MOST

of us heaved a sigh of relief that this national shrine to our ethnic diversity
had been saved. For years, America's "portal of hope and freedom," through
which 12 million people passed, had been the site of real estate speculation, including proposals for a women's prison, a gambling casino, a college, and an immigrants memorial
designed by Philip Johnson. Now the speculators
are at it again, threatening Ellis Island with demolition and commercial development. If the National
Park Service (Nps) has its way, 12 buildings on the
sourhern part of the island will be razed to make

way for a 375,000-square-foot
international conference cenrer.
Eighteen other structures will
be rehabilitated to provide hotel rooms, meeting areas, restaurants, and other facilities.
Advocates of the scheme argue that such a center will boost
tourism, generate tax revenues,

ing the Great Hall. Tiansforming part of our foremost symbol of democratic freedom into an exclusive
conference center is at odds with its very meaning.

Another development, recently approved by
will similarly diminish the historic integrity of Ellis Island. Funds
have been allocated to build a
permanent bridge linking the

Congress,

western side of the island to Lib-

erty State Park in New

Jersey.

Currently, visitors travel to Ellis
Island by boat, experiencing the

and create new jobs. Meanwhile,

way their ancestors came to the
island. The bridge will remove
this sense of arrival, delivering

Nps officials contend that the
crumbling, early 20th-century
structures to be demolished (left

visitors through a back-door
route and destroying the island's
dignified isolation.

in photo)-contagious

Since the Park Service announced its plans last December, more than 21 organizations

disease

wards, mortuary, office build-

ing, powerhouse, kitchen, and
\trPA recreation building-constitute only a small percentage
of Ellis Island's buildings and
are not critical to the appreciation of its past. The new Museum of Immigration to the
north, they maintain, is enough
to commemofate ouf national

immigrant heritage.
But not all immigrants to

and agencies have voiced oppo-

sition to its proposals. This
month, the NPs will meet with
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation to hammer
out a compromise, which must
ultimately be approved by U.S.
Secretary of the Interior Manuel
Lujan. What Lujan should carefully consider is the long-term
future of one of this country's

the U.S. passed through Ellis Ismost treasured national reland's Great Hall. Many were PROPOSED PLAN FOR ELLIS ISLAND
sources. Nearly half of all U.S.
f--] nesroReo
deemed ill enough to be quarpRoposeo
citizens are descended from imREHABTLTTATToN
antined in the wards across the l=-l
migrants who entered the counPRoPosEDNEWcoNsrRuctoN
to
enter
island, or declared unfit
&
try through Ellis Island. These
altogether,
and
sent
our country
home. Fear is as much a parr of the history of Ellis Is- Americans-and indeed all American5-d65s1vs se
land as hope; an "island of tears" is how many viewed experience this important part of our heritage in its
I
the immigrarion station. Preserving the island's dark entirety, including the memory of tears.
K. DtErscn
side is as crucial to interpreting its history as celebrat-
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Engagingsociety in vitat ways

A new revolutlon. Starting June 19th. In Boston. Engage a remarkable city. Historic neighborhoods. Gropius' Boston and the
Bauhaus. Beacon Hill. Cambridge. Trinity Church and Faneuil Hall. Tour influential pro.leits with the principal architects, ano
Boston G/obe architecture critic Robert Campbell, AlA. Including the John Hancock Tower, guided by Henry iobb, FAIA. More
than
30 special tours to choose from in and around Boston.
Connect with AIA colleagues from 50 states and 17 countries to create and communicate valuable new perspectives on the
profession'3 value to clients and society.
Learn from a comprehensive mix of more than 140 professional development programs designed to make your day-to-day practice
more successful. Embrace the innovative ideas of 4 major thinkers in presentations on the near future. Exptorc.

Save money by registering before April 241h. Be an early bird. Or take advantage of our "1+1" offer to save 50% on a seconcl
registration from your firm, with each full registration at $325. Bring a colleague.
Reglster soon. Schedule & registration material will be in members' hands by early March. Chapter offices will also have copies.
Questions, more information, or a registration packet? call the convention hotline at2o2/62s-73g5, or fax2o2/626-751g.
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The American lnstitute of Architects
National Convention and Design Exposition Boston June 19-22 1992
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Creute better proiects, moximize productivity,
ond shorpen your monugemenl effectiveness.
ducts primarily for design, construction, computer-assisted speciffing,
facilities management, reprographics,
or GIS, while neighborhoods sponsored byAutodesk and Intergaph
display linkable systems from many
developers in a one-stop shopping

A/E/C SYSTEMS '92 is the technolory connection for today's computer-sophisticated architects,
engineers, contractors, facilities

See, lourh ond compore the hottesl

hordwore, roflwole, peripherols
ond supplies for every opplicolion
ot the onnuol evenl where design

managers, GIS professionals, and
others in the design and construction industry. The comprehensive
exposition is actually a host of
related exhibits of interest to the
entire project team, happening

ond conslruction professionols moke

their be$ computer conne(lions.

environment,
Each exhibit stands alone, but all
relate closely, and attendees have full
crossover privileges to every area of
the show. If you want to see it, it will
be at A/E/C SYSTEMS '92.

simultaneously.
In application areas, specialinterest users can zero in on pro-

Conned wifi the best romputer
minds of conferen(es fiot teoch
you how to find betler solutions to
clients' problems ... design & build
quolity fodlities ot lower (ost ...

Looking at the latest technology is

'

good, but learning how to use

it for

maximum benefit to your firm and
your clients is even better. That's
what the 1992 conference program
is all about,
More than 100 sessions ranging in
length from 60 minutes to 3 days are
scheduled between June 8 and 11

operate the built environment more

efficiently.

Our conferences don't waste your
time with circuit lecturers 0r vendor
pitches. Get it straight from fellow
users at A/E/C SYSTEMS '92 . . . where
design and construction professionals
make the best computer connections.

including:

.

ManagpgYourArchitectural

.

..

CADD System

. Computcrs in Architectural
Desigr & Modeling

o Computer-integrated Design:
The Real Payoff

Phone, fox, or_write;for complete inform.otion...fost!
Prinf or type cleorly'*or iusi tope your business'cord below.
Phone

l'800-451'l

,t

A1

196

or l-203'566'6097
or lox fhis fom to

l-203-666-4782

Company Narpe

or moilthis form lo

A/t/(
I

sYsTErSS '92
P0 Box 310318
llewington, CT 061 3l -0318

CiW, State, ZIP Code

(onnect me wilh A/t/("SYSTIfllS '92! Send the following right owoy:

Ctrcle 22 on information card
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LETTERS & EVENTS
Inoeasing earning power
I take very strong exception to the position
aniculated by Richard Abrahams in his letter
"Earning Power" (December I99I, page l5).
The reason the public does not have a realistic understanding of the monetary value of
architectural services is that architects do not
have a realistic understanding of, or perhaps
belief in, their own wofth.
$7hen architects routinely provide services
for absurdly low fees, the public comes to expect that these fees indicate the market value
of our services. I think we must all follow the
rules of common sense: understand what you
must charge to suppoff your practice, earn a
living, and make a profit; understand that a
profect on which you lose money is worse
than no project at all; have the resolve to
walk away when unreasonable fees are offered; do not undercut your competirors,
who are actually your compatriots.
Roger IM Bass, AIA

Bass

fi Micklq Archhects
tVasbington, D.C.

Sharing crcdit
I was both flattered and angered by your article "Copyrighting Architecture" (December
1991, pages 95-97). The designer and "author" of the Scarsdale house was never mentioned. As an employee of Nadler-Philopena

Until the practitioners of architecture be
come more fair-minded and generous about
sharing design credit, no law will change the
real problem ofdesign authorship.
Richard

Associates in 1985, I alone spent many
months developing the design and preparing

construction documents

projects throughout the U.S. lil[e often associ-

ate with a local architect, though we retain
the title ofdesign architect. Yet on several recent projects, the associate architect neglected to include our firm as paff of award
submissions and magazine credits. \7e were
upset to discover that a local firm had once
even won an award for our firm's design.

Edge cities
The design section of the December 1991 issue on edge cities makes an important anc
timely contribution to the profession. For
years, many architects have been taking shots
at edge city development without recognizing the vitality, potential, and challenge o1
this evolving urban form, or the powerful appeal it exercises for so many people.
There is a tremendous need for, and at
opportunity to create, richer urban design.
broader cultural diversity, improved sustain-

ability, and a stronger sense of place

v

r0$

RIGIIT

Look no further. For over 35 years, Architects, Engineers and draftsmen have chosen the quality and
dependability of Plan Hold products t0 protect theirvaluable 0riginals.

WE'RE STILT THE LEADER!
Put our experience to work and let our experts help you select the file that's right for you. Send for
our free literature and discover that your problems weren't as big as you thought.

FlanPtbkl
lRVlNE. C^L|FORN|A9ZTI+-6293

'

t-714-660-0400.

Circle 24 on information card
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and

community in the edge cities, where so many
millions now work and live. and where sc

J5l

.

Associatet

Bo$on, Massachusettt

for the original

firm principal supervised my work, but his sketch for the front
elevation was very different from the actual
built house. So who really "owns" this design? In my heart, I believe I do.
I now work for a Boston firm specializing
in museum planning and architecture, with
Scarsdale house. The

17421 VON I(AR^/ANAVENUE

L Leaf 'ttz

E. Wmer lobnson and

F/x: t-n4474-8076

many more are likely to settle.

Congratulations on this stimulating exploration of urban structure. Not only the
Garreau article, but also that by Kieran and
Timberlake and the coverage of Tustin Market Place, Reston, the Citadel, and Kentlands
provide valuable grist for the mill of the architect/planner/urban designer.
Frank E, Hotchkir, AlA, AICP
Laguna N iguel, California

Gorrcctions
Norman Rosenfeld, AIA, Architects is the as-

of St. Luke's/Roosevelt
Hospital Center (January l))2, page 7 5).
Thte & Snyder is the architect of the Sahara Nfest Llbrary and Museum (January
sociate architect

1992, page 25), with Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle as design consultant.

Alan Lapidus was the architect-of-record
the Disney Contemporary Resort Meeting
Facility (January l))2, pages 62-6D, with design architect Gwathmey Siegel a Associates.
For

March 3-April 3O: "Small Firms, Great Projects," exhibit on display at the AIA/San Francisco Chapter. Contact: LizMuffeny, (4lJ)

362-3948.
March 9-12: cAD & Engineering \Torkstations'92 conference and exposition at the
Anaheim Convention Center. Contact: Keith
Reehl, (703) 698-9600.
March 12-14: Seventh annual Restaurant

Hotel International Design Exposition &
Conference, at the Los Angeles Convention
Center. Contact: Barbara Downey, (201)

346-U00.
March 14: Rice University symposium "The
City Imagined," exploring changing patterns
of the contemporary city. Contact: Joan Reid,

013) 281-t202.
March 17-21: "Making Cities Livable" conference at the Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco. Contact: Suzanne H. Crowhurst

Lennard, (408) 626-9080.

March 18-20: lVest\Week ')2, at the Pactfic
Design Center in Los Angeles. Contact: Julie
D. Thylor, (213) 657-0800.

March 23-271 \Workshop on Masonry Conservation in \Tilliamsburg, Virginia, sponsored by RESTORE. Contact: (2I2) 477-0114.
March 26-27 : "Environmental Protection :
Planning, Law, and Guidelines," training program sponsored by the American Institute of
Certified Planners in Phoenix, Arizona. Contact: Kristen Pridgeon, (3 12) 95, -9 IOO.
March 27: AIA Government Affairs Day, at
USC School ofArchitecture Contact: Vinceena
Kelly, (3 10) 495 -1.469.
March 28: "\filliam Tirrnbull: A Regional
Perspective," exhibit at the Contemporary
Arts Center in Cincinnati. Contact: Stacey
Simms, (t13)121-0390.
April 1; Application deadline for The New
York Academy of Art summer program
in classical architecture. Contact: Donald
Rattner, (2I2) 94I-8088.
April 3: Registration deadline for "Defining
the Edge: The City and the Bay," San Francisco design competition open to architectural interns and students. Contact: AIAS.

(202) 626-1472.

PRAIRIE AVENUE
BOOKSHOP
IL 60605
Tel 312-922-8311

711 S Dearborn, Chicago,

Fax 312-922-5184

SEASIDE, Making a Town in America
269 pages
photos, plans, color

40+ projects, essays
AVAILABLE NOW
ppr $24.95 hd $39.95

\

\l

DUANY & PLATER.ZYBERK
TOWNS &TOWN-MAKING

-,ll

PRINCIPLES
"Since & Before Seaside", etc
I l8 pages, 210 illus
2 colorgatefolds

AVAILABLE NOW
ppr $25

3000 titles in stock
80 pg mail order CATALOG $3 postage
Quarterly NEWSLETTER
orders shipped same/next day
24148 hour air seruice available
Phone inquires welcome MC/V/AE

30 YEARS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
Circle 26 on information card
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THE L.A. COUNITY IVIUSEUI\A OP AI

FRoM THE oUTSIDE, THE CHANGES WEREN,T

APPARENT. FROM THE INSIDE, THE CHANGES WEREN'T APPARENT. AT LEAST, NOT AS SEEN THROUGH THE EYES OF A MUSEUM PATRON

BUT VIEWED FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE MUSEUM'S STAFF, THE TRANSFORMATION COULDN'T HAVE BEEN MORE IMPRESSIVE.

BY REPLACING THEIR TRADITIONAL STATIONARY SHELVING WITH SPACESAVE

HIGH-DENSITY MOBILE STORAGE, THE MUSEUM WAS ABLE TO CONSOLIDATE THEI
ENTIRE RESEARCH LIBRARY COLLECTION IN A MUCH SMALLER AREA. THIS IN TURN OPENE
UP ROOM FOR STUDY CARRELS, READING ROOMS

AND OFFICES. ALL WITHOUT ADDING EVEN A SINGLE FOOT OF NEW SPACE.

AND BECAUSE ALL SPACESAVER SYSTEMS ARE CUSTOM DESIGNED, THE MUSEUM'S ATTRACTIVE, BUT NOT ENTIREL

@ 1992 Spacesauer Corporation,1450

lane*ille Aae., Ft. Atkinson, W, 53538

$7hite House Exhibit

.

NE\TS

75 Years of Chicago Architecture

'

Millennial Message from the Cooper-Hewitt

Accent Salutes America's Most Famous Residence
AI

1\

ACCENT ON ARCHITECTURI
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and Honor Awards, but this year's gala,
held on Januaty 22 in \Tashington,

between speeches and skits devoted to White
House history. It was a sophisticated video-

taped presentation of the 10 Honor

Award-winning buildings (pages
48-55) with commentary by

D.C.. focused on the nation's most
recognized

ment is wrong for the environment."
The highlight of the gala was sandwiched

landmark-the \fhite

House. As the official kick-off to

their owners; the 25-Year Award
winner, Salk Institute for Biological Studies in La Jolla, California, designed by Louis Kahn

the 200th anniversary of the
laying of the cornerstone of the
building, Accent spotlighted the
Executive Mansion's social and ar-

chitectural history. Programs included an exhibition at The Octagon
Museum (page 24); a lecture by

in 1965; and buildings by AIA
Firm Award winner James Stewart
Polshek and Partners (pages 68-79).

Jonas Salk (center inset), inven-

tor of the polio vaccine and

\7hite House architectural historian N7illiam Seale, author of

Kahn's client, accepted the 25Year Award with a speech that

Tbe President's House; a program

for elementary and secondary

tions on growing up in the \(hite

recalled his association with the
Philadelphia architect. "By creating an environment that was
in itself a work of aff," Salk explained, "it was my hope that the In-

House by Luci Baines Johnson (bottom inset).

stitute would insoire the art of science and [thereby] improve the

students; a design charette for
local high school students (bottom right); and personal recollec-

q

Befitting the high profile of

human condition."

the \fhite House during the
festivities, First Lady Barbara
Bush (top inset) presented AtL's

)Oth Gold Medal to Beniamin
C. Thompson (pages 56-6I) at a

Accent on Architecture

is

held in conjunction with Grass-

!

gala awards ceremony attended by
2,000 people at the Kennedy Center for

the Performing Arts. Crediting Thompson
for creating "joyful, robust, colorful, exciting"
buildings, Mrs. Bush declared, "It takes a
special vision to see the possible in what seems
impossible . . . Benjamin Thompson teaches
Iessons that go far beyond architecture."
In his acceptance speech, Thompson acknowledged the global nature of today's
practice. "Sflorld problems cry out for the

healing vision of architects," the Gold
Medalist implored. Thompson also chal-

lenged his colleagues "to say'yes' to rebuilding better villages and towns, 'yes' to kinder
landscapes, 'yes' to cities that are human and
fun." But he concluded that even more importantly "the world needs architects who
dare to say 'no' when we know that develop-

roots, a four-day leadership con-

ference established to educate
stare and local Ara ofiicers about
programs and government regulations that affect the practice of architecture. In addition to public outreach and practice workshops, this year's 500 Grassroots
participants attended seminars by Irving R.

HflH
As the highlight of a Grassroots
Congessional rcception, AIA presented its first Thomas feffenson
Arvards lor Public Architecture to
James Ingo Freed, paftner of Pei Gobb
Freed & Partnerc (top left); Senator
Daniel Patrick Moynihan of New York
(top center); and Architect of the
Gapitol George M. White (top right).
The awards iury cited the inaugural
winnerc for distinguishing themselves throughout their Garcers as
indMduals commifted to excellence
in "architecturc that has lasting,
beneficial impact on the lives of
millions of Arnericans. "
In another Accent outrcach pnogram,
38 students at Washington, D.C.'s
Spingam High School submifted

"late entries" to the original 1792
design competition for the lYhite
House. Gold Medalists Charles
W. Moorc, loseph Esherick, and Ben
Thompson (below) and 1992 Firm
Award recipient lames Stewart Polshek
(bottom) rcviewed the schemes, which
were presented to Badara Bush.

Levine of Nsc News and Carolyn Kane of the

z

National Federation of Independent Businesses. In "America's Healthcare Crisis: Defining the Architect's Role." U.S. Representative
Dan Rostenkowski. (D-Illinois). descibed his
own prescription for healthcare reform, which
includes allowing small businesses to deduct
100 percent of heath insurance premiums

and reforming medical malpractice provisions. These recommendations are endorsed
by the AIA, which estimates that the number
of member firms offering health insurance to

z

employees has dropped approximately 20
percenr over the pasr two years.

-L.N.
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The California Museum of Science & Industry has selected the Newport Beach,
California, office of Zimmer Gunsul Frasca
Partnership to design its new 600,000square-foot facility in Los Angeles. New
York-based Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer Associates has been awarded a contract to
expand and renovate the Rainbow Bridge
U.S. Toll PIaza at Niagara Falls, New
York. Lake/Flato Architects of San Antonio, Texas, is planning an extension to
Austin's Laguna Gloria Art Museum on
its 12-acre site. Two 1946 prototypes of
R. Buckminster Fuller's aluminum and
Plexiglas Dymaxion House were recently
donated to the Henry Ford Museum and
Greenfield Vllage in Dearborn, Michigan,
by the Graham family. Schwartz,/Silver
Architects of Boston has been commissioned to design a $4 miilion Learning
Center, containing allbrary and computer
facihty, for Proctor Academy in Andover,
New Hampshire. The firm has also been
selected to design two dormitories, faculty
housing, and a campus quadrangle for
the The Middlesex School in Concord,
Massachusetts. John Syvertsen, the l99I
chairperson of the AtA's Committee on
Design, recently joined the Deerfield,
Illinois-based firm O'Donnell Wicklund
Pigoeze and Fetenson Architects as a principal. Abert C. Mailin & Associates of
Los Angeles has been selected to design a
1.4 million-square-foot office complex
for PT. Gajah Ti:nggal Mulia and Bank
Dagang Nasional Indonesia in J akarta,
Indonesia. Plans for the 400-foot-tall
Toronto Arts Building (below), designed
by Boston-based Moshe Safdie and Associates for Toronro's theater district, have
recently been approved by the city council, and construction ofthe building is expected to begin this fall.

$fhite House Exhibit at Octagon
THE \THITE HOUSE \rILL
celebrate its 200th anniversary in October, and to convey its architectural history, the American Architectural
Foundation (AAF) and the N7hite House His-

torical Association have organized "Vhite
House: Image in Architecture 1792-1992."

The exhibition of drawings, photographs,
documents, and artifacts on view at The Oc-

tagon and AIA headquarters until April

change. Hoban modeled his modest Neoclassical residence on the Duke of Dublin's
Leinster House, a l7 45 Irish-Georgian
manor-a "sensible scheme," in the words of

historian \Tilliam Seale, for a house that
would become more significant for its political and social history than its archirecture.
Aside from the construction of the south
porch in 7824 and the north portico in L829,
Hoban's design has remained unchanged; the
interiors, however, have undergone extensive

ARCHITECTURT/MARCH
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furthony St. lohn Baker's pastoral 1826
watercolor (top) contrasts with 1990
elevation (above center). Model viewed by
(left to right) AIA Executive Vice Prcsident
James Cramer; HIIBS Project Supenisor
Flederick Undstom; First Lady Badara Bush;
and AIA Prcsident Gecil Steward.

AIso on display is a 1908 letter from out.
going President Roosevelt to then-AtA Presi
dent Cass Gilbert, charging the Institute

with "preserving

a perpetual eye

ofguardian

soldiers burned the building. The exhibition

\(hite House." In 1989, th
AIA formed a committee to advise the \7hit
House on its most recent refurbishment

features 1902 drawings of the Beaux Arts
East Room and State Dining Room, produced in ink on linen by McKim, Mead &
\(hite. These rooms and original l8th-century features were destroyed when the interior was entirely reconstructed during the

which has included stone repair and th
stripping of two centuries' worth of paint
Displayed in the AIA gallery are measurel
ink drawings by the Historic Americar
Buildings Survey (HABS), which has beer
documenting the \fhite House as part of th

Tiuman Administration.

continuins restoration effort.

renovation, beginning

24

12

was opened by First Lady Barbara Bush during Accent on Architecture.
Six original entries in a 1192 design competition for the Executive Mansion portrz.y a
motley collection of visions for a structure intended to reflect democratic ideals. President
George \Tashington, who selected a scheme
by Irish carpenter James Hoban (represented
by Hoban's 1193 north elevation), prescribed
a house that would accommodate the immediate needs of the President, yet allow for

in

1814 after British

ship over the

-K.S

NE\TS
Reinterpreting

75

Yearc of Chicago

]HICAGO'S IRREPRISSIBLE STANLEY TIGERnan was at it again this winter, engaging in
he risky business ofcategorizing rhe work of
:olleagues who aren't dead yet. Tigerman,
vho has organized controversial exhibitions

uch as "Chicago Architects" (1976) and
Late Entries to the Chicago Tribune Tower
lompetition" (I978), recently curated "Halfime," a rethinking of the last 75 years of
Jhicago architecture. As the architect introluced the show in January at The Arts Club
rf Chicago to an audience of more than 200-

ncluding several practitioners whose work he
vas about to critique-he cracked, "This show
hould be subtitled 'A Test of Friendship."'
The raison d'etre for "Halftime" was the
'5th anniversary of The Arts Club, whose
pare interior just off North Michigan Av:nue was designed by Mies van der Rohe in
9)0. The exhibit, on view at the club until
r{arch 11, broke Chicago architecture into
bur movements: Evolving Modernism (1915;6), Neo-Miesianism (19t6-76), Postmod-

rrnism (1976-86), and Deconstructivism
1986-9I). Each movement was half as long as
he one before it-thus, the title "Halftime."

The exhibition reviewed the work of 71
.rchitects, including Tigerman-seemingly
he perfect number to celebrate The Arts
-lub's 75th anniversary. But was the number
oo perfect? The central question about "Half-

ime" was whether

it

offered an important

Architecture

ing steel I-beams, for example, graced the
pillow on which one knelt before the altar of
Neo-Miesianism.

'lTithin

each of the

four movements, Tiger-

man came up with a "halftime event" that
presaged the beginning of the next movement. Halfr'ay through the 2}-year span of
Neo-Miesianism, for example, Robert Venturi's 1956 publication Conplexity and Contradiaion opened the way to Postmodernism.
The heroes of "Halftime" were found in
"Evolving Modernism," their names a mk of
the familiar (Mies, Sullivan, and \Tright) and
the unfamiliar (Andrew Rebori, George Fred

Keck, Abel Faidy). Although their designs
differed widely stylistically, these architects
shared a common struggle, Tigerman asserts.
They did not exploit history in order to legitimize their work. The vast majority of them,
he notes, "were rugged individualists."
Architects in the other three movements
did not fare as well under Tigerman's

scrutiny. Reviewing the work

of

"Neo-

Miesians" in the show's catalogue, he writes,
"The architects of'the city of big shoulders'
during this monolithic period also had big
shoulders that supporced little above them."
It is too soon to judge the impact of Postmodernism, Tigerman maintains, adding that the
movement "came and departed as quickly as
a lake-effect storm," a reference to the snow-

storms that whip off Lake Michigan. As for

Tigerman's'Halftime' exhibition at the Miesian
Arts Glub of Ghicago depicts four periods of
the city's architecture through grids of
photographs mounted on ficestanding rvalls
(below). The blackand-white photographs
(above) shrink in size to correy the deoeasing
lifespan and qulity of each successiye architectural movement, from EvoMng Modernism
to Deconstructivism. The photos arc idertified
in books on 'raltatstt adjacent to the rvalls.

rew perspective on Chicago's architecture, or

it represented little more than a
iendishly clever numbers game. The answer
s that the exhibition was at once enlightenng and distorting, with Tigerman occasionally
rapping himself in a web of his own making.
vhether

Tigerman designed the show as part
to Mies, part architectural joke.

romage

Halftime" employed a Spartan palette of
rlack, white, and gray; a gridded plan of four
reestanding walls for each of the four move-

nents (appropriately, Deconstructivism's
gall was skewed diagonally); and a grid of
,lack-and-white photographs on each wall.
)n the reverse sides of the walls, a small table
,ffered a book open to tvso pages that identi-

ied the photographs, two votive candles,
)lus a custom-designed kneeler cushion-all
ongue-in-cheek homages to the demigods of
.hicago architecture. Each cushion was decoated with a symbol indicating the preferred
tructural system of its era: An "I" representARCHITECTUR-E IMAFICH
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AT THE BASEBALL HALL OF
FAME, ONE NAME OUTSHINES
ALL OTHERS IN SAVES.

With the OSRAM HQI:DE lamp, the neq modern addition to
the National BaseballHallof Fame in Cooperstown N.Y has
made a grand slam home run in energy cost savings.

This recently completed 25,000 square-foot addition not only
celebrates the Hall of Fames 50th anniversarv it also offers a modern
showcase for todays game.
And to give it a more youthful, upbeat environment, the designers
specified the OSRAM HQI-DE lamp,
World Series performance. Bigger savings.

The OSRAM HQI-DE metal halide lamo far outshines all other
PAR incandescents and metal halides. lt provides extraordinarv color
rendition and luminous efficacy for accent and display lighting. And when

used together with the new OSRAM POWERTRONIC electronic
ballast, the already energy efficient HQI-DE lamp delivers even greater
performance, a20o/o longer life and rncreased savings.

Producing more light than PAR lamps while using less wattage and
emitting less heat, the new OSRAM HQI-DE lamp offers a service life
that is frve times that of PAR incandescents. This means big reductions
on energy and mdntenance-and afast return on your investmentusually within the first year of use.
A winning combination.

The OSRAM HQI-DE lamp is available in compact and versatile 70
and 150 watt sizes, and in two colortemperatures. Today4 you really
can't afford to stay in the dark about the brightest choice. The OSRAM
HQI-DE lamo and the new POWERTRONIC electronic ballast

For more information call 1-800-338-2542.
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TCHNOLOGY BROUGHT TO LIGHT

i

NESTS
Chicago Architectufe

cantinaulfrnt page 25

Deconstructivism, l.re observes that its lead- to ongoing design rvars, such as the battle
ing teachers in Chicago are ambivalent abor-rt betrveen Modcrnism lrnd Classicism, that
building, but their determination to ruexam- continue to characterize architccture in
ine architecture is "healthy, if not utterly Chicago and rvorlclnide. Tir prove tl-re point,
scintillating."
one necd only cor-rsider the recentlv opencd
Tigerman left the visitor wondering hou' Harold \Vashington Library Centcr in
Iong the next "halftime" movernent rvili Chicago; tl.re Postmodern entry by Han-r1251-11v6-21td-a-half years? But tl.re funcla- mond Beeby and Babka n,on a 19[J8 designmental '*'eakness of the sl-roq,'s secluence-of- build competition in a sup,posedly Deconstyles approach was tl-rat it g:rve sl-rort shritt strllctivist uru.

Nevertheless, "Halftime" had its redeeming qualities, not least of which was its ingenior-rs

installation. Tigerman's celebration of

rl're q'orks of early Modernists such as Rebori
and Keck shed new light on the depth and

breadth of Modernism in Chicago in the
early 20th century. Moreover, Tigerman argued compellingly during his lecture at The
Arts Club that it is time to "reconstruct" architecture, especially to address broader so-

:ial oroblems such

as homelessness.

Yet "Halftime" offered little sense of how
that aim will be accomplished, other than

Tigerman's optimistic observation that
Chicago architects are no longer willing to
''build autisrically." lf genuine rcconstruction
is to occur, it must embrace art and politics,
not only incorporating the aesthetic traditions of Mies, Sullivan, and \(right, but the
urban planning legacy of Daniel Burnham.
It was Burnham's leadership-especially
through his celebrated plan of 1909-that
gave the Chicago area its renowned network
of watc'rfront parks and forest preserves. Millions of people enjoy these open spaces every
day; but, alas, Burnham died in L9l2-afew
years too early to make it into "Halftime."

-Ss41a

KaurN

Blatr Kamtn couers architecture and the artJ f0r
the Chicago Tiibune.

Kneelers and votive candles (above) encouraged visitors to pay their respects to Ghicago's
Neo-Miesians, Modernists, Postmodernists,
and Deconstructivists.

NESTS
Cooper-Hewitt's Millennial Message
MICHAEL GRAVES' FAMOUS TEAPOT JUXTA-

posed

with a nuclear mushroom cloud-

good-morning head of steam versus goodnight blast of gas-typified the sardonic tone
of the "Edge of the Millennium" design symposium, sponsored by the Cooper-Hewitt National Museum of Design in
January. That scenario, evoked by Tibor Kalman, principal of the product
design firm

munists, design was forbidden; under the freemarket system, the atritude is, "why bother?"

In concluding statements, critic Michael
Sorkin regaled the audience with the story of
Long Island impresario -Walter Hudson,

of a heart attack just before the symposium
began.) Sorkin's description of Hudson as the
"paradigmatic millennial man for rhe posrelectronic age: totally immobile," gave added
force to an earlier, highly provocative presen-

tation by Xerox researcher John

"communities" of networked computer

users, Brown's innovations allowed

M & Co., and Metropolis

Hudson to enjoy virtual mobility and
connections to his media following.
But even with its perfect choreography and packaging, it is doubtful that
such tempest-in-a-teapot symposiums
as the "Edge of the Millennium" have
the potential to challenge Sorkin's

design critic Karrie Jacobs, in their in-

troductory media presentation "The
End" (not of time, but of design) was
an apt metaphor for the symposium.
Held at The Cooper Union for the Advancement of Science and Art in New
York City, the event included nearly 40 architects, designers, educators, and critics whose
talks and slide presentations addressed the
role of design at the end of the 20th century.
In a presentation entitled "The Apocalyptic Moment," Syracuse University professor
of political science Michael Barkun postu-

Seely

Brown. \With strategies for creating

girth made him a
prisoner of his bedroom-which was also the
studio where he designed clothing for hefty
folk. (Hudson, whose notoriety grew as his
weight fell on a Dick-Gregory-style diet, died
whose famed 1,000-pound

I

ProSnosrs.

-EowRno

ErcrN

Eduard Eigen is a researcb associate at Columbia
U

niuersitlt's Graduate School of Archincture.

lated that the recent dramatic changes in
world politics and economics, coupled with
the possibility of nuclear accident or technological calamity, have made odd bedfellows of
religious fundamentalists, techies, and political partisans to the right and left. The most
tangible result of this unprecedented alliance,
Barkun believes, is Biosphere ll-the vast
glass-enclosed, manmade environment in the
Afizona desert (AncuIrECruRE, May l))1,
pages 76-81)-an unworkable paradigm for

Ready...Aim...White! Spot Whites: focusable
accent lights for the new white sodium
Iamps. 7o,ooo hour life. Stable color
at one-third the energ/ of incandescent. Continuou s beamspreads from 70" to 30?
3580 rotation, 40" tiltall lockable through

Cz=q

desisn-enhanced survival.

Yale architecture professor Alan Plattus
moderated a session devoted to urban design

called "Four \7odd Cities: London. Los Angeles, Mexico City, Tokyo." Reflecting upon

the notion ofParis as the capital ofthe 19th
century he maintained that the 20th century
has "no general conditions, but fragments,
local communities, and analogies of urban

cail 27283&5272;
fax 27288&7987.

constructions." Panelists proposed inventive

planning strategies, including, "metaphoric
corridors" to connect the fragments of these
four cities, selected for their radically different models of urban growth.
Other presenters expressed the fear that
consumer culture is homogenizing the world.
In "Communications: Propaganda and Consumption," Russian-born graphic designer
Constantin Boym described the new German
government's view of design: Under the Com-

Circle 38 on information card
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ktffil(alin.

Mark I(alin earns his living by
knowing specifications systems.
As a leading expert on specifications systems, heworkswith ar-

chitects, engineers, designers and
a host of other professionals to
manage their specifications sys
tems forvirtually everytype of
architectural and engineering
projecl Markhas seen awide
variety of specifications systems,
from the "homegrown" versions
to sophisticated elecfonic sys.
tems; he knows whafs available,
whafs needed and whatworks. As
a member of the MASTERSPEC
Review Committee. Mark works
to ensure the profession's current
andfuture needs are reflected in
the MASTERSPEC Specifications
System and that ifs the most comprehensive and reliable master
specifications reference service
available. Using MASTERSPEC
makes sense to Mark, and itcan
make your specifications writing
job easier, more costrffective and
a lot less risky.

-Markt.
Member,

MASTERSPEC Reaiew Conmittee

t'Tlnnr

t0 rwite
specifrcations without
]IASIERSPEC@ is

Iike a pilot not us@
a checHist before
take-off, Ifs risl<v

at
I want

Kalin,AIACCS

best" 19

[J

n

MASTERSPEC-Tbr Expert
S0 eci.fic ations System For
Professionals Like You.

to know more about MASTERSPEC-The ExPert Sfeci.fications System For Professionak.
Reason for

kit on:
Architecture/Stuctural/Civil Specifications System

Please send me the complete MASTERSPEC information

I
!

The distinct MASTERSPEC
Libraries cover architectural, englneering and interiors applications.
Written and reviewed by pro
fessionals. the MASTERSPEC
Libraries are continually updated
and expanded to reflect current
practice, and each Library is available in a printed form and on diskettes compatible with PGbased
systems. The MASTERSPEC
service also includes quarterly
updates and newsletters with
helpful information about using
MASTERSPEC specifi cations.
Plus, you can call our specifications writers toll-free to talk about
your specffications problems.
Find out more aboutthe
MASTERSPEC Specifications
System and discoverwhy so
many of your fellow professionals
make ittheir system of choice for
specifications writing. Call tollfree, 1-80G424-5080 for tull details
and ordering information.

lnquiry:

n Current hoject n Future Project
Doyouwrite ProjectSpecifications? n Yes f] t,to
fl Please have a MASTERSPEC Representative call me.

Mechanical/Electrical Specifications System

Sbuctural/Civil Specifications System
Interiors Specifications System

Memben

NAIA
f]tBD

EArchitecnrre

! Engineering
f]A/E
!E/A
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1735 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20006

Telephone: (202) 626 -7 5U
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Gommercial Reliability.
Residential Style.

:#'a s-- '..'-i-€'-,-'l

Your commercial and institutional buildingl
projects demand first rate faucets that nol only
compllment the aesthetics of your designr;

but perform flawlessly for years to come.
Grohe Commercial Faucets have no equal
when it comes to design, engineering, anrJ
reliability.

-

Grohe's line ol Commercial faucets, valves
and shower products feature: distinctive
European designs; solid brass construction;
ceramic cartridges; low noise operation;
thermostat controls; vandal resistance ;
brilliant, durable chrome-plated finishes; and
interchangeable components.
Grohe products have set the standards for
commercial and institutional installations
worldwide for over 55 years. And, Grohe
Commercial Faucets are manufaclured to be
in compliance with ANSI standards.
Grohe Commercial
next project.

..

.

the right choice for your

GROHE AMIERICA
Grohe America. Inc
o ,3jl

Subsidiary of Friedrich Grohe, Geimanv
900 Lively Blvd., Wood Dale. lL 60191
Grc,re Amgrq.1. 6a

708/350-2600 FAX 708/350-261e
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Two Pierce Place,
Itasca, lL
Trammel-Crow Co.
Urban 0esign
Group, Inc.

{architects}

All public festrooms
leature the
Grohe 21.362,

handicapped
approved, lavatory
centersel with level
handles

A\TARDS
Los Angeles Firms
Receive AIA Awards
F'OR ARCHITE(]TS

\\'ORKING IN LOS ANGELES.

tl're house has long served as a laboratory for

design experimentation. Thc jury for Los Angcles Chapter AIA's 1992 design au,ards,
lrowevcr. discovered tlrat rlre city s most rnnovative architecture is no longer confined to
but includes high rises, institutional
buildings, and even a fast food chain. Last
October, Charles Gr.vathn'rey of Gwathmey

l.uruses,

Siegel & Associates, I'CSD Scl.rool of Architectr-rre Dean Adcle Naude Santos, Peter Pran of

Ellerbe Beckett, and ARculrrcrl.RE Editorin-Chief Deborah K. Dietsch selected eight
nonresidential projects as this ycar's honor

j

t

arvard rvinncrs. Although thcv dismissed
for tl-reir "crank and sl-rakc" imirations of Frank Gehr1,'5 compositions, they
recognized Gchry's orvn skillful hand in his
proposccl Progressivc Corporation Headqr-rartcrs for clowntown Cleveland. Otl-rer winning
n-rany projects

projects rvere lauded for tl'rcir clear plans and
strong volumetric relationships. Houses
clidn't cscape tl-re jurv's attcntion altogcther:

rcsidcnces

by Richard Mcier and Koning

Fizt'nhel' Ar, lrire, trrrr $un mcrir

asvdfrls.

Honor Arvard

Kippen Condominiums
Santa Monica, Galifornia
William Adams Architects

n
Honor Arvard

Mandell Weiss Forum
University of California, San Diego
La Jolla, California
Antoine Predock, Architect

'.;
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Honor Ari artl
Seventh Street Office Building
Santa Monica, California
David L. Gray & Associates, Architect

Honor Arvard
Gary Group
Gulver City, California
Eric Owen Moss Architect

1.1 ARCIIITIT(.TURE / N{ARCH

1992

Honor Award

Kentucky Fried Chicken
Los Angeles, California
Grinstein/Daniels, Architect

Honor Award

Prcgrcssive Corporation Headquaders
Gleveland, Ohio
Frank O. Gehry & Associates, Arshitects

Honor Award

Salick Health Carc Genter
Los Angeles, Galifornia
Morphosis, &rhitect

Merit Award

Ackerberg House
Malibu, Galifomia
Richad Meier & Pailners, Architect

Honor Award

Merit Award

S.M.A. Headquadens
Dulver Gity, Galifornia
Eric Owen Moss, Architect

9O9 House
Sarta Monica, Calilornia
Koning Ezenbery Architecturc
ARCHITECTURE/MARCH
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A\TARDS

REsToRATIoN PEnpoRMED
ON A GnaNp ScAt-E.

AIA Colorado Honors
Denver and Aspen Firms
SEVEN BUILDINGS NTERT HONORI,D

IN AII

Colorado's annual awards program, judged b1
John Casberian, Daniel Samuels, and Rober
Timme, principals of Houston-based Taft Ar

chitects, and AncnIrpcrunE Senior Edito
Michael J. Crosbie. "Rather than distinctll
reflecting regional influences," the jury com
mented, "the collection represents a range o
stylistic approaches and diverse inspirations.'
The Denver firm Pellecchia Olson Architectr

won honors for a pair of educational facilities
Spruce Hall and Seven Hills Middle School
Impressed with the diversity of the submis
sions, the jury also cited Pouw & Associates o
Denver for a fire station; nNr Design of Den
ver and Gibson & Reno of Aspen for the Ri<

Grande Ttansportation Center; and Denver
based C.N( Fentress J.H. Bradburn & Associ
ates for the Ronstadt Transit Center. Residen
tial projects by the Denver firm David Ower

Tiyba Architects and Harry Teague Archi
tects of Aspen were also

honored.

-L.N

RAFFLES Hore r- . SINCAPoRE

RnsronarloN AND AUTHENTIC REpRoDUCTIoN
REeUIRE RonrNsor.r IRoN's EXPERIENCE AND
COMPREHENSIVE CAPABILITIES.

Oun

DestcNERS AND MASTER cRAFTsMEN

Honor Award
Seven Hills Middle School and Gymnasium
Gincinnati, Ohio
Pellecchia Olson Architects

INTERPRET YOUR ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPT

THROUGH WORKING DRA\^/INGS, ENGINEERING
SPECIFICATIONS/ PATTERN WORK AND

FINISHED CASTING.

IN enotszr,

ALUMTNUM oR rRoN,

RoetNsox IRoN

CONDUCTS ARCHITECTURAL IDEAS
TO EXQUISITE REALITIES.

Honor Award

P.O.

Duwnn L119 ' ALExANorn Cttv,
(205) 329-8486

.

Arar^lN4a 3501,0
L-800-824-2157
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Brown Residence and Studio
Denver, Colorado
David Owen Tryba Architects

lonor Award

lotko Residence
)hester County, Fennsylvania

lanl

Teague

Architects

Honor Award

{onor Award

Spruce l{all, Golorado State University
Fort Collins, Golorado
Pellecchia Olson Architects

lio Grande Transpoilation Center
\spen, Colorado
INL Design, Architects

Ionor Award

imon Volunteer Firc Depaltnent
imon, Colorado
buw & Associates, Architects

lonor Award

onstadt Transit Genter
rcson, Arizona
.lU. Fentress J.H. Bradburn & Associates

Circle 46 on information card
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ASTARDS
Pittsburgh Lauds Context and Renovation
SIX PROJECTS, INCLUDING T\flO UNBUILT
schemes, were announced last fall by AIA

Vrginia, for demonstrating architecture's human scale through front porches and tradi'

Pittsburgh as winners of its 1991 design
awards. Three buildings earned honor
awards, while the remaining proiects were

tional window patterns; and a corporatt

cited in the Open Plan category introduced
in 1990 to solicit a broader range of design
work. Chaired by Boston architect \William
L. Rawn, principal of N7illiam Rawn & Assobrane warranty not including roof
edgetermination may makethat warranty incomplete? That wind-related
damage can be easily avoided? Orthat
the "cost advantage" of shop-bent
edges no longerexists?
Learn allthis and more with Metal-Era's
free "Position Papers" sedes of reports.
Call 800-558-262 anytime to receive

ciates, the i*ry also included \farren
Schwartz of Boston-based Schwartz/Silver
Architects; \Tilliam Porter, MIT School of Architecture professor; and Cambridge-based
architect Kyu Sung \Woo. In the design category, jurors cited a fire station converted to
offices for its lively revival of a historic facade; contextual new housing

in Randolph,

manufacturing facility for its inventive collection of forms and introduction of natura
light into work areas through alarge windoq
wall. In the Open Plan category, the jurorr
recognized schemes for four wood and stee
structures that transform abandoned ston<
piers into public amenities and connect tht
Allegheny and Ohio rivers back to the city
The jurors also cited a feasibility study fo:
converting an obsolete bridge 60 miles nortl
of Pittsburgh into a three-story conferenct
center, and the Thnto Building, a former ele
mentary school, as a competent, low-budge
office conversion.

yours.

Posrrroru

Pnplr'#2'.
"How lmmnrmt ls
A Mrnr Encr

Open Plan Award

Foxburg Bridge
Foxburg, Pennsyhania
Mc0ormick McCadhy, Architects

WmmrwToA
TorHSvsnm

Wmmril?"

Posrrroru
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Pnprn #3:

"hfmnrAw
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Arvruonr To

Snop-Brrr
lUlETArs?"

Posrlou

Honor Award

Pnprn #4:

No. 7 Fire Station

"HowGm
|

0rscr

A Gopnc

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Integrated Architectural Seruices, Architects

SYsrrm?"

Itrl

Open Plan Award

W,M#"FJ6,E-ER
N4 W22450

Bluemound Rd . Waukesha, Wl 53186

1{fi155&2162 . In Wisconsin (414) 549-6900
FAX 1-414-549-6009
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Piers Project
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Bruce Lindsey/Paul Rosenblatt Associates

-K.S

A\TARDS
Six Delaware Projects
Receive Top Honors
AFTER REVIE\rING 36 ENTRIES LAST OCTO-

ber, the jury for the Delaware Society of Architects' third design awards program recog-

nized six projects that represent a diversity
of building types and esthetics. The jury,
George Pillorge of ntrr Associates in Baltimore, Kirby Mehrhof of Philadelphia-based

Dagit/Saylor Architects, and Peter Papademetriou. Director of Graduate Studies at
rhe New Jersey Institute of Technology, fa-

Honor Award

Ilelawarc Veterans Memorial Cemetery
New GasUe Courty, Delarvarc
llndercon, Brn*m, Higley & Funk, Architects

vored the clear geomemy of the Delaware
Veterans Memorial Cemetery and the modest
pavilions of the Jewish Community Center in

Wilmington. An office building was admired
[or its treelike form, "rooted" by a two-story
parking gar^ge at the building's base. The
:urvilinear Ashland Narure Center for the
Delaware Nature Society was honored for inlegrating its form with its site. Jurors praised
Westhill Townhouses, a high-density housing
Jevelopment, for creating a sense of security

Honor Award

lnd community, and a brick-clad law

lewish Gommunity Genter Family Gampus

en-

brcement building for its simplified plan in
:he face of a complex

program.

lonor Award
Ihree Mill Road (Xfice Building
ililmington, Ilelaware

lonrey Incorporated, Architects

-K.S.

Wilmington, Delaware
Teha Tech Richaldson, Architects

LET YOUR

IMAGINATION
SOAR TO NEW HEIGHTS!
Specify vintage style lighting fixtures

Honor Award

and ornamental poles with custom
features that take them out ol the
ordinary. With Sternberg you can
add high tech lanping, retractors and
reflectors, decorative bracket arms
and rings, bolted-on banner arms,
convenience outlets and, if needed,
integral ballasts. When completed
you have combined the best of today
and yesterday.

Ashland Naturc Center
Ashland, Delawarc
Homsey Incolaorated, Architects

Discover all the reasons to specify
Sternberg...call or write tor our 48

page, four-color catalog

or

see

Sweet's File 16500-STE today.

ERP"W."*D,,.S9
& ORNAMEI{TAL POLES SINCE

1923

5801 N. Tripp Avenue
Chicago lL 60646
312-478-4777

FAX312-67-2055

{onor Award

Honor Award

Uesthill Townhouses

Mcl-aughlin Public Safety Building
Wilmington, Ilelawarc
Moeckel Carbonell Associates, Architects

Yilmington, Dehrvare
luck Simperc, Architect

Circle 54 on information card

A\TARDS
Ohio J""y Honors
Michigan Architects
ARCHITECTS

PHIIIIP MARK{TOOD, A. NOTLEY

Alford, and Robert Livesey of Columbus,
Ohio, and Robert Stearns, director of Ohio

State University's \trfexner Center for the Visual Arts, gathered last fall to judge the
Michigan Society of Architects' annual design

awards competition. Premiated were seven
Michigan projects that reflect contextual sensitivity and pragmatic solutions to programmatic requirements. "I[e were determined to
recognize strong concepts as well as quality
in execution," comments jury chair Markwood. Honored for preservation and expansion were the restoration of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra Hall by Richard C. Frank
and Diehl & Diehl Architects; an addition to

N
11

?

Honor Award

Steelcase's File Plant Office by Progressive
Architecture Engineering; Penn High School
expansion by Greiner and rurlnH Architects;
and a new sanctuary for St. Anne Church by
Hadey Ellington Pierce Yee. New buildings
cited include a condominium complex, an office building, and a sports arena.

11O Miller Building
fuin Altor, Michigan
Smith, Hinchman & Gry'ls Associatesr Architects

rotring 600
STATE OF THE ART
rotring quolity ond styling
Fountoin oen, bollooint, triorvnvrvvil,
^an r, rnllarl-rnll
vvr

rrnr]
vr rv nannil
vvr rvil,

Solid bross with motte-block

or sotin, silvertone finish.
Technology in operotion.
Ihe tool lor writing
Honor Award

Fenn High School
Mishawaka, Indiana
Grciner Incoryorated and HMFII Archibctg

r@fdng
Distribuied by
KOH- -NOOR NC

Bloomsbury. NJ 08804
To I Free: (800) 877 3165
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Honor Award

Detrcit Symphony Orchestra llall
Detrcit, Michigan

Richard G. Frank and Dbhl & Diehl Atchitects

ARCHITECTURE

Architecture for People

IN

PR-ESENTING THE AIA GOLD MEDAL TO BENJAMIN

C. Thompson in January, First Lady Barbara Bush
lauded the architect for "revitahzing our cities and
bringing grcat joy to millions of people around the
world." That sensitivity to architecture's human side
is evident throughout this AIA awards issue, especially in a profile of Thompson that highlights his
trademark festival marketplaces, including new developments such as Spitalfields Market in London
(renderings, this page). The 1992 an Firm Award winneq James Stewart polshek
and Partners, is also committed to melding design excellence with social responsibility. As illustrated by a portfolio of recently completed buildings and projects
now on the boards, the firm's work is characterized by a vigorous pluralism
wherein specific reactions to context, program, and image shape the architectural
response. This year's 10 honor awards similarly signal
a departure from the self-indulgent 1980s ro "an uncompromising interest in buildings that are well-built
and well-crafted," according to juror Alan Chimacoff
of The Hillier Group in Princeton, New Jersey. In the
long run, this standard of quality might be architec-

ture's most important public contribution. As James
Stewart Polshek notes, "People expect more out of architects than a prety facade."
ARCHITECTURE/MARCH
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1992 AIA

Honor

Awards

Context and Craft
F THE 1992 AIA HONOR A\TARDS ARE TAKEN AT FACE VALUE, THE

overindulgence of the 1980s is over. Or, more precisely, the opulence, theatricality, and relentless rummaging in history's closet
are no longer to be considered staples of serious practice.
would have been easier for a Postmodernist
to pass through the eye of a needle than to

win an rward this year,"

declares honor
awards juror Peter Forbes of Boston-based
Peter Forbes and Associates. "Sf'e'd all seen
enough symphonies to sheetrock to last a
lifetime." But Forbes' description doesn't
square precisely with the evidence.

The refined and mannerly addition to
London's National Gallery designed by Venturi, Scott Brown and Associates, was honored, as was the Newark Museum, the prod-

uct of a 20-year collaboration

between

architect Michael Graves and his client.
These projects are clearly rooted in historicisrn, although neither represents Postmod-

ernism at its most glandular. The Sainsbury
rJ(/ir,g is dignified and pays more than passing homage to Louis Kahn's work at Yale,

while the Newark Museum reveals traces of
Graves's early Modernist inclinations. Both
projects are restrained and tailored, and those
qualities are what this year's jury was seek-

ing-t".iorrt

architecture-with-a-capital-A

that generally toed a Modernist line. "\7e felt

that it was time to speak up for architecture
as more than a passing issue," explains jury
chairman James Ingo Freed of Pei, Cobb,
Freed & Partners. "Buildings are too costly
and too important to produce one-liners that
won't be around six years from now."
In that "get serious" spirit, this year's
honor awards jury lauded only 10 proiects,
the fewest since 1982. Last year's jury, by
contrast, honored 19 projects, and seriously
consiclered chairman Robert Venturi's opening remarks that the AIA Honor Awards
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should reflect the diversity of contemporary
practice, rather than some narrow stylistic or
ideological line. Last year's winners (AncHtrECruRE, March 1991, pages 62-67) ranged
from the coolly elegant Morton H. Meyerson
Symphony Center in Dallas to simple cottages for the homeless in Charleston, South
Carolina. Other honors went to the fractured
Koizumi Sangyo Building in Tokyo (AncHtrECruRE, September 1990, pages 80-85); vacation houses at Seaside, Florida; a Caribbean
marketplace in Miami; and a summer camp
in rural Pennsylvania.
In addition to Freed and Forbes, iurors included Alan Chimacoff, director of design for
The Hillier Group in Princeton, New Jersey;
Bobbie Sue Hood, San Francisco AIA chapter
president and partner of Hood Miller Associ-

ates; Soutbern Liaing architectural writer
Phillip A. Morris of Birmingham, Alabama;
Kenneth Schroeder, principal of Schroeder
Murchie Laya Associates in Chicago; Gail
Thomas, director of the Dallas Institute of
Humanities and Culture; Laura J. Miller, associate professor of architecture, University of
Iowa in Ames, Iowa; and University of \7ashington architecture student Robert Raasch of
Seattle. Chairman Freed described them as
"extremely opinionated," and their deliberations as "lengthy, sometimes heated, but always intense and articulate." Another iuror

puts it more succinctly: "Everyone shook

hands at the end, but nobody shared a cab to
the airport." In any case, unanimity was jettisoned early on as a reasonable goal. Many
votes over award nominees were split; several
were clif[-hangers. "There was very little dis-

cussion

of overall intentions," notes

Ge

Thomas. "The attitude was to take each pr,
ject as it came and see if we all came up wit
the same opinions in the end."
One of the most heated debates occurr,
over Arata Isozaki's Team Disney Building
Lake Buena Msta, Florida. According to se
eral jurors, the discussion focused less on tl

building's architectural merits than

<

whether Disney was a morally bankrupt cc
poration peddling a dangerously sanitized r
sion of American life. Could Mickey and ser
ous architecture coexist? Isozaki's buildir
ultimately prevailed, while other Disney pr
jects got short shrift. But behind the phil
sophical tumult was general agreement (
certain basic architectural values, includir
what Alan Chimacoff called "an uncompr
mising interest in buildings that were we
built and well-crafted."

The Canadian Centre for Architectu
(cca) in Montreal is as much about the art

building-how materials are ioined and hc
old meets new-as it is about research al

scholarship. Although some jurors had rest
vations about its entrance, all were impress

CCA's urban sophistication, particular
the way architect Peter Rose carried the c
streets of the ciry through the proiect. "\
were also interested in buildings that h
strong resonances and emotional a

by

tecedents," adds Peter Forbes. "The ccA
incredibly reminiscent of [Karl Friedric
Schinkel. It's beautifully built."
The Carraro House, by Lake/Flato Arc
tects of San Antonio, combines simple mar
rials and at times almost skeletal forms ir
romantic evocation of earlier Texas prot
types. The architects recycled pieces of
abandoned cement plant into three pavilic
for living quarters, study, and garage. The
sult is part Texas farm and part abstraction

Buildings that respect their contexts,

w

J
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ban or rural, were equally popular with the
jury. The Sainsbury lil7ing at London's National Gallery is the clearest example, standing unobtrusively beside its historic predecessor and keeping its mouth shut. The
Canadian Centre for Architecture incorporates a Victorian house into its design, and

Koetter, Kim & Associates' addition to the
Firestone Library at Princeton, though mostly
underground, marks an important street and
corner of the town with a low stone wall and

an elegant tower. The trio of houses-Carraro, Croffead by Clark and Menefee Architects of Chadottesville, Vrginia, and Chmar
by Atlanta's Scogin Elam and Bray Architects-all defer to their dramatic natural settings. Even the Team Disney Building, with
its colorful drum and mouse ears pricked up
over the entrance, responds appropriately to
its theme park surroundings.
The notable exception to this contextual
consistency is Frank Gehry's swirling indusrial sculpture for Vtra International Furniture in Germany. Sui generis and unrestrained, the structure's only contextual
reference is to Le Corbusier's Ronchamp
chapel 20 miles away.
Recycled older buildings-a plausible design focus for the recessionary 1990s-also

got the jury's attention. Both the Newark
Museum and the Paramount Hotel show
what can be done with left-for-dead urban
buildings. At the Paramount, Haigh Architects and Philippe Starck turned a frumpy,
1920s hotel into a high-style escapist fantasy
that evokes a Broadway stage set. Over in
Newark, Michael Graves merged a Victorian
mansion and an old ywca to create a new

Ganadian Centre for Architecturc

Montreal, Ganada
Peter Rose Architect

art and science museum that the jury describes as "austere yet elegant." Graves did a
lot with a little, but in the end the building's

tectonic qualities seem less impressive than
the architect's dedication and tenaciousness
over 20 years. This award was as much for
practice as for design.

But the interest in older buildings did not
extend to pure restoration. No preservation
project won an award. An old building transformed into a new building was deemed worthier than an old building brought back to
its original glory. "Preservation has nothing

'O
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EXECUTED ANd

detailed, this exceptional museum
responds to its urban context and

brings order and new life to an
area of Montreal once fragmented

by highway ramps."

{arvey S. Firestone Library Expansion, Princeton University
)rinceton, New Jersey
(oetter, Kim & Associates, Architects

The Newark Museum
Newark, New Jersey
Michael Graves, Architect

'THIS DIGNIFIED EXPANSION harmoniously rcspccts rhe

"AUSTERE, YET ELEGANT, this project is an exampie

rrchitccturai forms and materials of thc original builcling
,r'ithor-rt literally imitating tl"rem. From the point of
ricw of an urban planner, the architect uses a trio of

how meaninglll architecrurc can be achieved on

gnllery passages unite thc for-rr main museum buildings,

'eadirrg rooms as pub[c squares that serve as iandmarks

onc of whicl-r rvas formeriv a Victorian mansion and

rrienting visitors to this vast city of books."

another a Y\Xz(]A."

of

a

shoestring budget. Three skylit courtyards linked by
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in common with new proiects," maintains
Peter Forbes, echoing comments made by
other jurors. "The best preservation architect

is the one who is invisible. The original
building is the key. So whom do you award?"
But Juror Gail Thomas, among others, is disappointed with this attitude. "I feel the onus
is on the AIA and architectural community to
make some critical statement about the art of

preservation.

It

needs

to

celebrate that,

rather than ignore it."
As was the case last year, no office towers,
schools, or public buildings made the final
cut. Has the privatization of America in the
1980s sounded a death knell for the public
realm, or have architects forgotten l-row to
symbolize it memorably? And, unlike last
year, modest or quirky projects, or those with
a strong social agenda-such as low-income
or elderly housing-also fell by the wayside.
Inexpensive designs and Croesian ones were
held to the same high standard, with no allowances made for social value or 5;ood intentions. "\(e did not give awards for nonarchitectural issues," explains chairman Freed.
"\fle asked ourselves, 'Has the social agenda
really contributed anything architecturally?'
If the answer was 'no,' we threw it out."
But, as with everything else this yeaq this

view was far from unanimous. "The AIA
should not be reinforcing elitism," claims juror Bobbie Sue Hood. "[The profession] is
failing to reach out into all those commercial
areas-shopping centers, multifamily housing-that make up a big part of contemporary practice. \fle didn't do very well on that
score." Despite Freed's statement about a
"broad range of winning projects," the majority of the awards went to designs for wealthy
institutions and corporations, or for private
clients with high standards and plenty of
money to spend. Given the stylistic superficialities of the past decade, this conservative
turn is perhaps understandable. But it's worth
remembering that it was a half century's absorption in grand statements and rarefied architectural issues that sparked the Postmodern revolt in the first place. It is a revolution
that many people, including a maiority of this
year's AIA honors iurors, want to forget. I

-f4v1p
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Carraro House
Kyle, Texas
Lake/Flato Architects

"DARING AND INNOVATIVE, this unusual house reexamines the use of building
types and challenges the conventions ofresidential architecture. A

gritty

collage of industrial materials, this home reflects the owner's unpretentious
approach to living."

o
F
o

f
f

i
)roffead House
iharleston, South Carolina
|lark and Menefee Architects

House Chmar

Athnta, Georgia
Scogin Elam and Bray Architects

PERCHED ON A BLUFF at the confluence of

he Croffead House explores geometry

two rivers,

without

ompromising livability. Vast, expansive windows relieve
he denseness

ofthe concrete block exterior."

"THIS EXQUISITE HOUSE accommodates the profound

spiritual lives of the owners while respecting the rhythms
and cycles of the environment in which it is sited. Long
and slendeg

it sits in the footprint of a fallen tree."
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Paramount Hotel
NewYork City
Haigh Architects
with Philippe Starck

..A

SURREAT OASIS

in thc

midst of Times Square,
the renovated Paramount
Hotel transports its
F

visitors to a vibrant, magi

o

world that engages the

F

z

senses. Low

lighting and

dramatic, avant garde

F

furnishings lend a sense o
Team Disney Building
lake Buena Vista, Florida

otherworldliness. Using
unusual cabinetry and

Arata lsozaki & Associates, Architec'ts

fixtures, and by manipu-

"THIS LIVELY ECCENTRIC headquarters celebrates fantasy

lating proportions, the

while at the same time providing a serious, functional
environment. A collage of skillfully crafted and colorfirl
geometric forms, the structure has an inherent playfulness
appropriate to the site and the client."

architect manages to

make the most of the ver
F
E

F
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tight spaces of the
original building."

Vitra International Furniture
Manufacturing Facility and Design Museum
Weil am Rhein, Germany
Frank O, Gehry & Associates, Architect

"AN UNINttlLllTEl)JUNIBLE of srvceping curves and sharp
angles. the rnnseum looks inu'arcl, meticulously cxarr-rining

ffin

thc relationship betwccn form ancl ligl"rt. Stark rvhite
sl-rapcs colliclc to fonr-r an arresting sctrlptural rvl-urlc."

\RCHII't,(.'fLIlLl i IIr\R(-H I99i
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'JGold Medalist

Power of Joy
OY IS ONE OF MY FAVORJTE ARCHITECTUML NrOBDS," GOLD MEDALIST

Benjamin C. Thompson explained in his acceptance speech
at ArA's Accent on Architecture gala in \Tashington, D.C.
(page 23). At Boston's Faneuil Hall Marketplace, New York's
Thompson's work reveals his fundamental
South Street Seaport, Miami's Bayside Marketplace, and other urban redevelopments in attitude toward architecture, namely, that
cities across the nation (facing page), Thomp- form should not be the primary justification
son has translated his joy into some of the for a building's existence. Quiet background
buildings, he believes, usually
most festive localities for Amerwork best, and should be
icans. A pragmatic visionary,
carefully conceived settings
the 73-year-old architect has

long worked effectively with
private developers and public

for spontaneous human ex-

authorities around the country
to construct the sort of com-

to his interest in the quality
of urban life, appears to be

mercial and cultural facilities
that bring about the genuine
revitalization of declining ur-

rooted in his early artistic talent and extensive travel.

change. This attitude, leading

Thompson was born in

St. Paul, Minnesota,

ban districts.

Interested in the preservation of the nation's architectural
heritage almost from the beginning of his career, Thompson was among the
first architects and planners of the postwar
period to develop realistic, practical ways to
bring new public and commercial life to old
buildings and neighborhoods. Fortunately,
this interest in combining preservation with
urban development coincided with the
growth of the preservation movement in the
United States and the widening public interest in the renewal of cities and towns.

Never an advocate of strict historical
correctness for structures adapted to new
uses, Thompson juxtaposes new materials
and technologies with old fabric. As an architect who also designs cities, he brings to his
urban designs an inventive freshness of style
derived from his early work as creator of innovative architecture for campus buildings
and retail establishments.
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1918. He describes his father
as a "businessman with the
soul of a poet." His mother,
a painter, writeq and collector of Modern art,
encouraged his talent for drawing and painting. His parents took him frequently to Europe at an early age where he learned, long

before most of his American generation, of
the beauty, vigor, and liveliness of European

cities-in contrast, in his own case, to

St.

"\(hen I would go into a neighborhood
bar in my hometown," Thompson recalls,
Paul.

"and see the local patrons drinking beer facing the wall, I would ask myself, 'why aren't
they in beer gardens?"'
Thompson, like many young people talented in drawing and painting, elected to
study architecture to help fashion a more
beautiful world. He received his Bachelor of
Fine Arrs in architecture from Yale in 194 1.
but was more strongly influenced in those
years by the ideas emanating from Harvard's

Department of Architecture, then headed by
\Walter Gropius. It was Gropius who
launched the Modern movement in U.S. architectural education, bringing to an eventual end-in all the schools in the country-

instruction by the Beaux Arts system.
(Thompson himself eventually served in
Gropius's Harvard post from 1963 to 1968.)
Thompson belonged to the group of seven

young architects (the late Jean B. Fletcher,
Norman C. Fletcher, John C. Harkness,
Sarah P Harkness, Louis

Robert McMillan) who,

A. McMillen, and
in 1946, invited

Gropius to help them found The Architects
Collaborative. Thompson's first outstanding
work as a TAC partner included the freshly
invented academic buildings he designed in
the late 1950s and early 1960s for Brandeis

University in \il7altham, Massachusetts, and
Phillips Andover Academy in Andover. These
campus structures launched a new style of
simplicity, rationality, and elegance. For at
least a decade, his designs were copied on
campuses all over the U.S. and Canada.

Characteristic of Thompson's belief in
background architecture, the campus buildings are simply constructed of exposed waffle

slabs supported by waterstruck brick on
block bearing walls and concrete columns.
The exposed edges ofthe slabs form deep lintels flush with the brick, or thick cornices
and cantilevers. All nonbearing exterior walls
consist of large, floor-to-ceiling glass panes,
set well back from the masonry facades. The
dimensions of the waffle-slab grid form the
basic horizontal module of the buildings, and
because this system results in exceptionally

large spans, it also offers great flexibility in
plan, allowing relatively free placement of in-

terior partitions. Thompson similarly

de-

signed the interiors of these buildings in sim-

ple and direct materials-slate or tile floors
with stair rails and door frames of lieht fin-

Fisrcrd Hall tladretplace
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ished wood. After leaving TAC in 1966 rc

launch, with his wife Jane Thompson, rhe
Cambridge-based

&

Associates

firm Benjamin Thompson

(era), Thompson continued to

work in this style for the rest of the decade.
Among the best buildings designed in this
manner by BTA are the Harvard University
Law School complex and the dormitories and
fraternity house for Colby College in \7aterville, Maine.

By the late 1960s, the work of BTa expanded to include housing, theaters, hotels,
and office buildings. The sryle developed by
Thompson for campus buildings was nor economically feasible for the newer projects. st.r
BTA moved on to more cost-effective systems

of construction. However, Thompson was
soon to invent another design prototypethe retail pavilion.

Navy Pier Reconstruction Program
Chicago, lllinois

,8

-!l

ln

1953, Thompson founded Design Research (D/R), a Cambridge retail establishment that specialized in contemporary home
furnishings from Scandinavia and Italy; in
1966, when the store outgrew its old woodframed Cambridge house, BTA began the design and construction of the remarkable
building that was to be D/R's flagship store.
The exterior walls of this five-story showroom are constructed of mullionless, floor-toceiling, spandrel-free glass, banded by the
exposed edges of the concrete floor and roof
slabs. The merchandise-ne1 ths architec1u1s-i5 on display. Except for the interior
concrete columns, the building itself seems
hardly there, yet the entire effect, especially

as illuminated from within

at night,

is

startlingly beautiful. Variations of this particular esthetic are to be found throughout
BTA's work. The besc of the buildings and
their settings have a kind of transparency,
however they are formed, that reveals the
public within, enjoying the pleasures of life.

At about the

CHICAGO'S NAVY PIER, ORIGINALLY CALLED

Metropolitan Pieq was built for commercial

shipping

in 1916, retrofitted for the

U.S.

Navy during tWodd \War II, and abandoned
as a port in the 1970s. Constructed as parr of
Daniel Burnham's master plan for the city,
the 400-foot-wide pier extends 3,i00 feet
into Lake Michigan. The pier itself, its "head
house," or gateway, and the domed auditorium at its tip were renovated by the city in
197 6, but attempts r.o realize the pier's recreational and commercial potential within
Chicago's lakefront parks system have failed.
In 1990, BTA won a competirion sponsored
by Chicago's Metropolitan Pier and Exposition Authority to revitalize the pier as a yearround festival marketplace that would draw
both tourists and Chicagoans. Addressing the
circulation needs of such a population, BTA
places vehicular access at the northern edge
of the pier, parking underneath, and outdoor

and covered promenades at its southern

same time he began building
Design Research, Thompson translated his

edge. The vast expanse between head house

for the showroom-diverse goods in
lively settings for convivial human interaclisn-1n16 a scheme to revive Boston's

of alternating indoor and outdoor gardens
with exhibition halls in glass-enclosed struc-

ideas

Quincy Market, a desolate, aging market on
the city's waterfront. Sfith its historic warehouses opposite Government Center, the area
was ripe for renewal, but Thompson's plan,

which included a pedestrian precinct of
small, locally owned retail shops and 20
restaurants, was unprecedented. Championed
by developers such as Columbia, Maryland's
James Rouse, urban retail was at the height
ofa steady exodus to the suburbs. Thompson

takes credit for awakening the interests of
Rouse, then builder of some 25 major shop-
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and auditorium is planned as an urban park

llu-l-:u>

tures evocative of Joseph Paxton's Crystal
Paiace. The formal entrance to the pier is located in the head house, to which will be
added a glass conservatory that serves as a

grand foyer. Beyond

it, a playground

and

outdoor concert area lead to a vaulted glassand-steel performance pavilion, connected to
a 960-foot-long "expo hall." Exhibitions and
museum shops will occupy the hall, and the
auditorium will be refurbished as a ballroom.
Associated with gra on rhe project are voA
Associates and Envirodyne Engineers. The
project is scheduled for completion in 1.994.

SITE PLAN

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

RESTORED HEAD HOUSE
CRYSTALGARDEN
PLAYGROUND
LAKESIDEARCADES

OUTDOORCONCERTAREA
SERVICEAREA
EXPO HALL
RESTOREDAUDITORIUM

ping malls on the outskirts of American
cities, to the possibility ofbringing businesses
back to downtown. "I decided to challenge

him about his urban responsibilities,"

Thompson maintains. Rouse, for his part,
contends that he had been on the lookout for
an inner-city project, but adds, "Ben's knowledge of merchandising helped enormously in
making Faneuil Hall Marketplace the kind of
human, sensitive place it became."
It was nor until 1976 that Thompson's
plan for Quincy Market, now known as Faneuil Hall Marketplace, was completed, but
its success led the Thompson/Rouse team to
create its remarkable series of prospering urban marketplaces across America over the
next decade. The architect's pioneering
schemes for dilapidated waterfronts and
downtowns in the United States brought BTA
similar development work in Tokyo, Auckland, Brisbane, London, Dublin, Glasgow,

Cardifl and Rotterdam.
These fine-grained, carefully arriculated
urban designs are thoroughly configured at
every significant scale. Esplanades, courts,

and plazas-and the buildings them5slyss-41s proporrioned and massed with
great skill. The beauty of nTa's urban centers
is rooted in what Thompson and his team
have learned from the more conventional side

of the practice, the design and construcrion
of individual buildings, and the shaping and
landscaping of their serrings.

Thompson's early work was spare, and
without applied decoration. A little over a
decade ago, however, the architect began to

dress some of his showplace buildings wirh
colorful murals and decorative carpets and
tiles. The later festival markets and his two

performing arts cenrers, the Broward Center
in Fort Lauderdale (pages 62-67) and the Ordway Music Theatre in St. Paul, are enhanced
by a kind of free-style ornament comprising
lively depictions of plants and animals, developed in collaboration with his son, graphic
artist Nicholas Thompson.
If the achievement of joy through architecture has always been Thompson's fundamental aim and hope, his current work is more
joyous than ever. And he intends ro keep it
that way. As he told his audience at rhe conclusion of his Gold Medal acceptance speech,
"Today, when times are tough and architects
face survival issues, the power of joy and the
strength of dreams can keep the profession
relevant, growing."
F. SCHlrrnrz

-MILDRID

Mildred F. Scbnerrz. FALA. is a an architect
in New York Chy.

and joamalist based
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Spitallields Market
London, England
ONCE A \THOLESALE FRUIT AND VEGETABLE
market, Spitalfields is a semi-abandoned 12.5acre site (bottom right) near Liverpool Street

Station in the City of London. Scheduled for
redevelopment since the mid-1980s (AncHrrEcruRr, September 1990, pages 70-71), the
site is currently being master-planned by BTA
for London's Spitalfields Development Group.
Surrounded by four historic districts, the site

contains a number of landmark buildings,
such as l8th-century houses, a Vctorian mar-

ket shed, and Nicholas Hawksmoor's 1729
Christ Church. The neighborhood is punctuated by intricate lanes and passages characteristic of London's older secrors.
BTA's plan for the development (top and
center) extends these small streets throughout the site and across its boundaries, linking
them to existing streets, passages, and open
spaces. Several new streets and squares,
named for their historic predecessors, will
form a direct walking route from Liverpool
Street Station. Brushfield Street will be reborn as a street of shops and services, and
Market Street, lined with new low-rise office

SITE PLAN

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

buildings with first-floor retail spaces, will
become a prime business address. Horner
Square

will

be carved out of the center of the

old Horner Market complex, surrounded by
the remaining bays of its Vctorian sheds.
BTA created guidelines for establishing ra-

tios of office, retail, and residential spaces,
and the firm is currently formulating the vocabulary of building materials and outdoor
furnishings. Individual buildings will be designed by at least five British architectural
firms and coordinated by EPR Architects Limited of London. The project will be built in
several phases over the next eight years.
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Custom House Docks
Dublin, lreland
B'IA'S COll PhTITION-\X/I

N N

ING N{ASTEII PI-AN

for developing Dublin's historic Cusrom
House Docks calls for preserving and rcno-

vating the area's abanclt)ned picrs, bridges,
ancl circulation roLltes, as vu'ell zrs most of its
rr'archouscs trnd scrvicc buildings. Tl-re nex'
scheme frrr tl.re 23-iicre site on tl.rc River Liffey
(top lcft and riglrt) links tl.re infiastructr-rre of
thc u,aterlront districr ro th.rr of Dr.rblin's
nenrby center, extcndinir and enhancing urban an-renirics at the city's hean. ln sympathy rvith ccnturics-old .,vaterfront strLlctlues

and the district's flnest building, an l8th-

:cntlrry Baroquc cusrolrl house (top left,
lon'cr rigl.rt in photo), all ncs' buildings zrre as
moclcst in scale as commcrcially lcasiblc.

Five ncu, offlcc builclings wcre begr-Ln in
Julv l9u8 and complerccl last September.
Ihrcc of thc strucrLrres make up the J(X),000;quare-tirot International Financial Services
3cntcr (top lcft, ccntcr ir-r pl.roto), a collcction
rf major rnr-rltinational banks, ri'ith addi:ional comr-r-rcrcial office space ro the north.
ITA cstablished thc massing of the builclings
rnd clcvelopccl and cletailcd thc lircadcs.
Nurv thnt the bLrildings house a substantial
rfllcc-u,orkcr popr-rlation, the consrruction of
rhops, rcstauranrs, and pubs will begin as
oon as economically feasible . If clevelopment
)rocceds as projectcd, tl-resc ameniries rvill be

ollowed by a 300-room hotc'l (right in
nodcl), renovated r,,'zrrchouses zrccommodatng rctiiil (ccnter of modcl), additional office
ruildings (left in model), and 200 residenrial
rnits (top in model). The project is sponsored

ffi
."4 u

t;ffi"

)ublin

is

thc associirte arc]ritect.
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)y thc Cusrom Hor-rsc Docks Authority and

levckrped by Hardlvick/McIncrny/British
.ancl. Burkc-Kenncdy-Doyle & Partners of
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FOR GOLD MEDALIST BENJAMIN C. THOMP-

son, a performing arts center correctly situated

within a newly developing urban area is as
worthy of preeminence of place as a cathedral
in a European city. A truly venerable cathedral
is usually the result of successively constructed

churches located on the same spot at the
heart of a city's most ancient core. In contrast, the Broward Center for the Performing
Arts, one of Benjamin Thompson & Associares' recently completed buildings, is located
on what was, until recently, Fort Lauderdale's
very wrong side of the tracks. This $54 million facility is constructed within a former
slum, now being redeveloped as an 1l-acre,
$100 million regional arts and science district. Crowning a manmade hill at a bend of
the New River, the complex ovedooks a newly
developed park promenade and the city's
proud array of brand new office towers. How
Thompson's latter-day cultural cathedral came
to be so elegantly and effectively placed attests to his own power of imagination, supported by his firm's combined urban, architectural, and iandscape design skills.
BTA's

initial task for the Performing Arts

Center Authority was to create a master plan

for the Broward Center's 1.J-acre site that
would establish it as the focus of the new
riverfront district, five blocks west of the
city's downtown. The district, undergoing

transformation led

by Fort

a

Lauderdale's

Downtown Development Authority, includes
the park along the river's edge, segments of
which are now complete; pleasure boat
docks; the Museum of Discovery and Science

and its Blockbuster tuAX Theater, currently
under construction; and a 95O-car parking

g^r^ge. A public library and arts museum
border the perimeter of the district.
The best view of the Broward Center (these
pages) is enjoyed by those who approach the
complex by yacht or water taxi. Commanding
a view of a palm-studded, terraced garden,
the center consists ol two hallsr the larger
primarily dedicated to operas, musicals, and
orchestral perlormances. The smaller
auditorium hosts both children's and commu'
nity theater, chamber music groups, and
emerging dance companies.
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'As architects contemplating this provocative site," Thompson recalls, "we visualized a
great, luminous presence at the oxbow bend,
moving along the river spine and responding

to its rhythm-a structure that would belong to the river scenery." Because the riverbend site for the performing arts center was
originally as flat as the rest ofthe Intracoastal
region, the achievement of such preeminence
posed a problem. So did bringing the floor
level of the main foyer as close to grade as
possible, to reduce the number of flights of
stairs theatergoers would have to climb to
the foyer before moving down the aisles to
their seats. And because of the high water
table, it was impractical to bury the auditorium in a deep foundation.
Entrance to the Au-Rene Theater (top in site
plan, facing page) is marked by a glass and
steel marquee (above). Both theaterc ane connected by an open gatden court (facing page'
top). Materials include a banel-and-pan
clay tile rcof, texturcd stuccor wood shutters'
oopper gutters, and ornamental tiles.
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Theater for opera, musicals, symphony orches-

pavilions is a sunken courtyard garden, bor
dered by a colonnade, serving as a central oul
door space to congregate before, during, an
after the performance. It connects to the Abd
New River Room, a conference and banqut
facility seating 500 people. On the mezzanin
level, the glass-enclosed foyer of the Au-Ren
Theater is framed by French doors that ope
onto a balcony, luring the audience outside f<
the view. As seen from the city at night, th
skillfully lit, richly decorated space becomes
mammoth marquee, shimmering at intermi:
sion with moving silhouettes. It is a vivid e:
ample of Thompson's emphasis on social ar
tivity, rather than architectural theatrics.
Most spaces in the complex are curviline
in plan and section and asymmetrically a
ranged to suit the site and program. "The cer
ter has what I would call a symphonic forn
imbued with the spirit of music from the ar
cient to the contemporary," muses Thoml

tras, and chamber music, and the smaller

son. "This form is felt in the curve of

585-seat Amaturo Theater, designed for dramatic productions, seminars, choirs, chamber
music groups, and dance. Separating the two

rooms and the orchestra shell, which enclos,
and wraps people in sound. It is expressed
the rhythmic sweep of the halls and foye

To appropriately rake the orchestra floor

of the main hall, nra chose to insert the
building into an earth bank, approximately
16 feet high at the entrance facade. The center's lowest point, the floor of the orchestra
pit in the larger of the two auditoriums, is 12
feet below the water table. The high, eastern

end of the center, at the point where the
main orchestra hall meets its adioining foyer,
is 2 feet above the top of the earth bank. Pa-

trons arriving by car reach the foyer by
means of a short but elegant staircase leading

from the east-facing entrance lobby. Those
approaching from the boat dock or along the
riverside promenade wind their way uP the
hillside to the lobby along paths and broad

stairs that meander through lushly planted
terraced gardens designed by the architects.
The complex consists of two pavilions, the
larger comprising the 2,7}O-seat Au-Rene

tl

vhich echo the bending river landscape."
The larger Au-Rene Theater is configured
.s a traditional opera hall, with a mezzantne
.nd balcony surrounding the orchestra seatng and tiers of box seats relegated to the

ides of tl-re proscenium.

\7ith

\i il

l,lil :i

a system of

r'l
.J

oncealed absorptive draperies, banners, and
eflective panels, the acoustical properties of
he multi-use hall can be precisely alrered to
Louse all types of performances, from drama,
lance, and full symphony orchestras to elabrate Broadu'ay productions and operas. Adrstable stage portals, an orchestra pit elevacr, movable searing platforms, and multiple

ghting positions accommodate a
:cital

as

lr

of concrete block arranged in an ashlar pattern, providing a sense of warmrh and ambience with a material that will resist wear and
tear. The smaller theater's stepped orchesrra
seating, with tiers of loges, brings audience
3

I

textual vocabulary are the few plantation

8:
c-".{

mansions stiil extant in the Intracoastal region, most notably the nearby Bonnet House
of 1919. This informal, handsome l.rouse, its
rural vernacular more Floridian than
Mediterranean, possesses deep porches, balconies, wooden shutters, thick stuccoed masonry walls, and a tile roof The fact that the
Broward Center is complerely air-conditioned
makes BTA's appropriarion of such tropical

T

I

duet

well as the largest opera.

The smaller Amaturo Theater, situated

ruth of the main auditorium, is outfitted
rith a full arr^y of rigging, lighting, and
ther equipment, as well as a resilienr wood
oor and orchestra pit. Funded in part by
lorida's Departmenr of Education, this 585lat theater provides as many as rhree perforrances a day to rhe counry's school children.
:s walls are consrructed of five different sizes

and performers close together.
Among the sources for tl-re architects' con-

+

clirnate control devices a purely stylistic

SECOND LEVEL

1
2
3
4
5
6

STAGE
AU-RENE THEATER
GRAND FOYER
ENTRY FOYER
BOX OFFICE
GIFT SHOP

7
8
9
10
11
12

choice. Neverthelcss, these vestigial rcferout with such conviction, authority, and panacl.re, that it is difEcult to imagine Broward commanding such
pride of place on any site other than this particular South Florida riverbend.
I
ences have been carried

OFFICES
COIVIIVIUNITY HALL

COURryARD
LOBBY
AIIIATURO THEATER
I\4ECHANICAL ROOM

-1,{11-prrp
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THE BROWARD CENTER FOR THE PERFORMIT{G ARTS
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA

The Performing Arts Center Authority\Jfilliam Farkas (executive director)
ARGHTTEGTS: Benjamin Thompson & Associates,
Cambridge, Massachusetts-Benjamin ThompcLtENr:

son (partner-in-charge); Scott W'ilson (project

EAST_WEST SECTION THROUGH AU.RENE THEATER

The foyer of the Au-Rene Theater, as seen
from the mezzanine level (top left), serves as
the main lobby of the complex. BTA-designed
handblown glass and wrcught iron light
fixtures hang at diflercnt heights fiom the
ceiling. The auditorium (top right and facing
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page, top), featurcs cherry wood louvered
doors and shutterc, which define the horseshoe configuration of the hall and function as
acoustical reflective suilaces. The Amaturc
Theater (facing page, bottom) is more
contemporaly in expression.

architect/design team leader); Ken Lewandowski
(assistant project architect); Ben'Wood, Tom
Green, Art Vento, John Haley, Matt Longo, Mike
Silver, Scott Butler, Colin Flavin, Bud Millham,
Peter Bunzick, Helena Korpela (design team);
Nick Thompson, Bob Lowe (graphic artists); Tonl
Ricci (contract administration)
LANDSCAPE ARGHITECTS: Beniamin Thompson &
d5566i21s5-pennis Dale, Tomm Van Dyke,
Michael Emerson
ENGINEERS: Spillis Candela and Partners
(structural, mechanical/electrical, plumbing) ;
rJfilliams Hatfield & Stoner (civil)
CoNSULTANTS: Jules Fisher Associates (theater);
R. Lawrence Kirkegaard & Associates (acoustical)
\7heel Gersztoff Friedman Shankar (lighting);
'W'arren
Blazier Associates (noise control); Andrev
Charrwell & Company (cost control)
GENERAL OONTRACTOn: The George Hyman
Construction Company
cosri $38.5 million-$ lS8/square foot
PHOTOGRAFHER:

Stevcn

BTOOKC
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Architectural Ethics
N HIS NE\r YORK

OFFICE. ]AMES STE\rART POLSHEK IS DISCUSSING THE

realities of keepin

g an architectural firm busy in a faltering

economy. Like many architects around the country, Polshek
is nervous. But unlike many, he is not grim. His firm is currently designing many important commissions, both in the United States and abroad,
and he employs a core staff of partners and
associates who work well together, as they

at South Sueet Seaport

part of Time
of 1991" roundup. Seated

199 1), has been published as

behind a large black granite table, where he
is surrounded by a map of Paris, a photo of

other assorted architectural paraphernalia,
Polshek jokes about the Time article, which
calls him "one of the finest uncelebrated architects working today." The sunny smile
and boyish aura of confidence suit the 62year-old architect who, over the past three
decades, has designed a number of buildings
marked by restraint, invention, and eiegance.
Clearly relishing the description in Tirne, Polshek quips, "one of our clients called and
said, '\(e thought you were celebrated,
That's why we hired youl"'

Although James Stewart Polshek and
Partners has won numerous local. state. and
national AIA Honor Awards, Polshek and his
partners are uncomfortable with labels. "\7e
actually hope clients come to us not because
of celebrity," he says, "but because of what
we will produce and invent.

\(e do not put

personal interests first."

Obviously, Polshek does not approve of
the way architects are made the stuff of myth
6IJ
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tects also recently completed a cafe, museum,
and reception-room expansion. These projects, along with Sulzberger Hall at Barnard
College, which opened in 1988, and the re-

(AncurrucruRE,

November 1991, pages 66-7r, are a critical
test of Polshek and Partners' commitment to
creating architecture thac fits appropriately
into an urban setting, yec stands apart as an
authentic exDression of its time.
Polshek disavows any particular style for
the firm, adding that his approach is pragmatic: "The act of building is more impor:E
i tant than the theory of building," he con2
tends. ln Janes Stetuart Polshek: Context and

Today, Polshek is in a particularly good
mood. The Seamen's Institute, which his firm
designed in the South Street Seaport area of
lower Manhattan (AncHrrECTURI, November

Le Corbusier, and books on Carlo Scarpa,
Mario Botta, and Pierre Chareau, among

in 1986; and the 1986 restoration of Carnegie Hall, for which the archi-

Toweq finished

cently completed Seamen's Church Institute

have for a long time.

magazine's "Best

in Albany, completed in l97f ; 500 Prrk

Partners James Stewad Polshek (front ro$
center), loseph L. Fleischer (left), and
Timothy Hartung (right); associates (seated,
left to right) Richard Olcott, Damu Radheshwar, Blake Middleton, Todd Schliemann,
Gharles Gritfith; (standing) Joanne Sliker, Tyler
Donaldson, Jihyon Kim, Duncan Hazard, Susan
Rodriguez; and office manager Anne Boxall.

and legend. The heightened glorification of
the star architect, Polshek believes, has gone
hand in hand with the increase in invited
competirions and selection procedures. "Too
many clients at universities and museums go
after star architects who will give them 'trophy' buildings," he contends. "lt has resulted
in some embarrassing debacles."
Polshek feels the firm's attention to particular circumstance and to the needs of
clients is crucial to the success ofthe practice,

which has been honored for both new buildings and preservation projects. Among Polshek and Partners' most acclaimed projects
are the restored New York Scate Bar Center

by Rizzoli Int
tional in 1988, architectural historian He
Searing writes, "Polshek's work resists stylis
tic labeling . . the unifying characteristic
[in the firm's approach to design]
Responsibility, published

to many different forms-c
porary and traditional, \(estern and non
\(/estern-and a willincness to assimilate
openness

incorporate those forms when appropriate."
The firm's range of building types resi
categorization as well, although the architec
have designed a preponderance of school
college buildings, not to mention several con
vention centers and theaters. Currently, Pol
shek and Partners is designing two build
in Polshek's hometown of Akron, Ohio-t
National Inventors Hall of Fame and a con

vention g6n1s1-2nd the Center for the A
Theater at Yerba Buena Gardens in San Fran
cisco. Just recently, the practice began an ex
pansion of the Lehman Children's Zoo and
signage program in New York's Central Park
And, following the popularity of Sulzber
Hall, his high-rise dormitory at Barnard Col

j
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lege, Polshek is currently studying buildings
on that campus in need ofan overhaul.
Despite Polshek's protestations againsc
style, a formal set of principles is indeed evident throughout the body of the firm's architecture. Since founding his practice in 1963,
Polshek has evolved a Modernist. rational.
and rectilinear vocabulary of forms, with an
emphasis on both expression of structure and
refinement of details. It is an esthetic that is
tempered and modified by the nature of a
project's placement and its moment in time.
The reason his 4O-story apartment and office
tower at 500 Park Avenue succeeds so well
on an urban scale is that its proportions, horizontal fenestration, details, and materials
blend smoothly and elegantly with its graceful nine-story glass and aluminum neighboq
designed by SoM for Pepsi-Cola in 1959. Polshek's glass and aluminum shaft, juxtaposed
with granite cladding and deeply punched
windows, is remarkably 6snlslgual-not only
with sotr.t's Modernist form, but among the
glass and steel or masonry and marble towers
surrounding it in midtown Manhattan.
Similarly, the firm's \Washington Court
housing complex in Greenwich Village (1987)
is one of its most contextual urban schemes.
Brick detailing that alludes to the nearby urban vernacular and general massing all make
the assemblage amenable to its Greenwich

Vllage site. There is an "ethic" underlying
this kind of deference, Polshek alleges; it's a
matter of "good manners." As he explains,
"Buildings don't have to bow and curtsy. But
they have to show a concern for the user and
the people on the street. Most people are educated noq and they are armed with regulatory powers," he points out. "They expect
more out of architects than a pretty facade."
\7hen the firm undertakes preservation
projects, such as the restoration and renovation of Carnegie Hall (begun in 1978),
design may defer to the existing structure.
But the architects achieve a certain bravado
in lighting, ornament, and coloration that reveals an architecture filtered through current
ways of looking at the past. In the Carnegie
Hall expansion, for example, a rectilinear
grid of bronze continues the motif of the new
elements in the lobby. Clean, Modernist wall
paneling is composed of rich woods that exude a 19th-century sensibility. "N7e have an
ethical responsibility to deal with old as well
as neq" asserts Polshek. "Putting the imprint of the late 20th century on restoration
is just as avant garde as doing new work."
Currently, 40 architects and designers in
Polshek's office are working on proiects rang-
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Mandel School of Applied Social Sciences
Case Western Reserye University
Cleveland, Ohio

POLSHI]K INTENI)ED
Scl-rool

'fHE NE\X/

N,IANDEL

of Applied Social Sciences at l-ris alma

lnater, Case $(/estcrn Rcservc, to symbolize
tl-rc institution's progrcssive stature zrs onc of
tl're nation's leading schools of social n'ork.
Of for-rr possible sitcs for tl-re bLrilding, thc arcl.ritect chose one that pcrmits his building to

lt,,

scrve as a gatcway tO thc campus.

Thc building's rnain, southrvest-facing entrance occupics a lrrominent corner overkrokine a plaza, fion r'',hich tl'o rvings splay out
like an open book. At the glass-cncloscd,
pron'likc entry, the roof slopcs back to the
north and thc east, crearing a fbrcccl perspective and reinfbrcing rl.rc image of forward
movemcnt. From tl.re flrst-floor lobby, sruclcnts can eithcr circr-rlatc through the building or continr-re through to a sheltering courtyard, rvhich opens ro the campr-rs beyond.
Slicing tl'rrough the br-rilding, rwo perpcndicr:lar limestone walls clefine the two main
l'ings, rvhich arre clevotcd to clisparate fr-rnc-

tii;
liit

Jd

/

/

,-\- ']\-..

5i1;n5-1hs r.vcst wing l-rouses adminisrrativc
ofTices and confercnce rooms; the soutl'rcrn

-,\
.)
\

,^-. )i
- ii-

11

Two limestone walls

wing contair-rs spccial progrirm offlces and

slice though the
Mandel School
(facing page, top) to
define an entry plaza
at the building's
southwest corner.
The glass tower

cltrssrooms. The easrern r.olunrc. u'hich wraps
zrrouncl tl-re block to emLrrace rhe coLrrtyard,

permits diagonal

'\.- :;
arr.1 \
' _l'::\.

)t

strcct rvith a

the courtyard (facing
page, bottom, and

strcet facades rcflect the materials of tl-re olc.ler
strLlcture. In the cor-rrtyard, trvo gently curv-

axonometric), whlch
is adiculated by
curyed east and west
walls faced in
aluminum and fiber.
glass panels. Behind
the ribbon of
windows on the east
wing's second floor
is a light-tilled library

ing n'alls secnl ro nudgc stuclcnts on rheir
\vay to thc campus propcr. On tl-re southcrn
face of the corrrtyard, nexr ro the slass cn-

nine-level stacks.

y'l
i'

ccntury classroom building located catcrcorner fiom X{andcl, s,liich also meers rhe

passage through the
lobby directly to

(above) with mezza-

'', i'
,./

contains f-acultv ofllces, u'ork areas, loungcs,
ancl a library.
Thc angular enrrancc facade responds in
form to Mathcr Hor,rse, an existing carly 20rh-

cliagor-rzrl

corner entry. The nc*'

building's brick, cast stone, and

limestor.re

trance pavilior-r, randomly pattcrnecl square
r.vindov"'s light the stairwcil ancl communicate
a playfllness
NLcu,rnl J. CRosur
Jamcs Stcri'art Polshek and Partners,
S. Polshek (prir.rcipal
designer). Joseph L. Irlcischer (parrncr-in-chargc);
Gaston Silva (projcct rnanagcr); Stcvc Pcppas
(project architcct); Sinrona Scarlat (tcchnical
coordinator); N{arla AppelbaLrrn (inrerior tlesign);
Clrtrles \J(/o11, Lori Sacco, Ecl l)uff'",. Jcff Ilotnin
(design tcan-r)
ARCHITECT:

Nov York City-Jancs

ENGINEERS: Barbcr & Hoffman (srructur:rl); Bycrs
Envineering (mcchanical/elcctrical)
cENERAL CONTRACTOR; Kclly Construction
Nlirnagem cnt Associilrcs
PHoTocRAPHER: J cff Golclberg / Esto
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ing from a new, competition-winning scheme
for an office building for the Ministry of Construction in Chambdry-le-Haut, France, to
the Sacramento Memorial Auditorium in
California. The firm's method of working entails the involvement of all three of its partnsls-p6l5hsk, 4S-year-old Joseph L. Fleischer, and 42-year-oId Timothy Hartung-in
various phases of project development.
Fleischeq who ioined the office in 1966, is
responsible for financial management and
overseeing project managers on several largescale commissions, including the Akron Convention Center, the Silicon Valley Financial
Center in San Jose, and New York University's
Skirball Institute for Biomolecular Medicine
and Residential Tower. As Fleischer puts it, "I
make sure projects are running, clients are
being served, and budgets and schedules are
on target." In order to perform this function
most effectively, Fleischer gathers informarion on how time is spent on projects and
feeds it into a computerized management
system. "The sizes and types of projects are
so varied," he explains, "that project managers need feedback quickly on their budgets.
Once their hours are in, I tell them where

they might make adjustments to keep on
track. ril(e can do this within 24 hours." But

it

takes time to stay on top of this electronic
system. "I'm in the office by 7:7)a.m.,"
Fleischer admits.

"I

even make the coffee."

Timothy Hartung also manages proiects,
which he and Fleischer divide up according
to project size. Hartung, who has been with
the firm since 1978, oversees the general
prit of the office, making sure individuals

esare

suited to their assignments, ironing out problems. "It involves skills in both economics
and psychology," he explains. \fith regard to

hiring, Hartung says, "\7e don't look for designers or technical people, per se. \7e want
to expose architects to all areas of practice."
Polshek adds, "N7hen we hire, we look for a
certain humility. But we don't want blind
followers. \7e want people who talk back."
Polshek participates extensively in the design process. "I'm out on the floor a lot," he
says. "I design the parti of the project, but I
tell the other designers, 'This is what I see as
the idea or the direction, but it can change."'
For example, Polshek descibes his basic role
for the Seamen's Institute as "defining the

spirit of the building." He maintains that

he

was the institute's "design conscience,"
whereas Senior Design Associate Richard OI-

cott was its principal designer. "My role,"
Polshek explains, "became one of critic."

Polshek's associates feel
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Alumni Houses
Bard College
Annandale-on.Hudson, New York
FOR THE RURAL CAMPUS OF BARD COLLEGE,

the architects designed two new dormitories
that, in typical Polshek fashion, improve an
existing site and define a new campus quadrangle. They chose a site that faced a bland,
unpopular 1960s dormitory that had been
in-explicably placed in the middle of a field.
To tie the existing and new dorms to the
campus, Polshek placed his buildings at a
right angle to the unloved Tewksbury Hall.
"\(e could have put our building on a prominent site away from the old dorm," he notes,
"but by getting close to it, we've made an
unpopular dorm into a popular one." That
Tewksbury Hall is now in demand is perhaps

explained by the fact that the old dormitory affords picturesque views of the new
building. "It's a variation on rhe old Henny
Youngman line. He said he'd rather stay
acfoss the street from the Plaza, so he could
have a view of a grand hotel," Polshek re-

f
t-l

:-.

marks with a chuckle.
_-..

The new dormitories comprise two threestory buildings, set side by side, accommodatingT2 students. At rhe end of rhis row, a
two-story faculty house is positioned at an
angle facing Tewksbury. Each dorm building
is broken into two wings-distinguished by
vaulted cornices, white facades of concrete
block, and dark brick and terra-cotra rrim-

-, - -'
.-*1 ''l'"';t'-

that appear as abstract renderings of white

New dormitories are
positioned to the
south of an existing
rcsidence hall (left)

to define a quad-

".w,

\,:.--

! l!-4

-!r

t' 'i

1;

rangle. Dormitory
wings (facing page,
top) are adiculated
by white facades and
square windows, A
two.story faculty
house is sited at an
angle (facing page,
bottom). Stair
towers at the ends

of the dormitories
(above) form a
gateway between the
two buildings.

Shaker barns. By articulating the wings with
separate roof lines, facades, and entrances,
the architects designed the dorms ro appear
as discrete "houses" of residential scale.
The verticality of the stair towers rhat serve
each dormitory block is emphasized by a dark
brick core set within a white concrete shaft,
topped with barrel-vaulted metal roofs. These
elements offer a marked contrast to rhe rwostory faculty house, which modulates the difference in scale between the new dorms and
smaller nearby campus buildings.

-MJ.C.

James Stewart Polshek and Partners,
New York City-James Garrison and James S.
Polshek (principal designers); Timothy Hartung
(partner-in-charge); Peter Talbot (project
architect); Charmian Place (interior design);
Don \Teinreich, Charles Griffith, Steve Peppas,
Adrian Panaitecu, Annette Rusin (design team)
ENGINEERS: Tor Smolen Calini & Anastos
(structural); Thomas A. Polise, PC. (mechanical/
ARCHITECT:

electrical)
GENERAL GONTRACTOn:

Bard College Department

of Physical Plant
PHoToGRT|PHER:

Jeff Goldberg / Esto
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Iooseness of approach pervades the office,
which works to the firm's benefit. "There

isn't a formula to the design of each project,"
notes Design Associate Susan Rodriguez.
"Each project offers a new opportunity." For
example, the children's zoo in Central Park,
now on the boards, requires researching zoos,

landmark districts, and parks. According to
Rodriguez, "\7e never come into a problem
thinking it is going to look a certain way."
Blake Middleton, another design associate, agrees. "Each job seems to take on its
own characteristics," he muses. "It could be
described as Modern architecture, in the
sense that it is not literal historicism. But it
does rely a lot on typology and the history of

building types." Middleton, Iike Rodriguez
and the two other design associates, Olcott
and Todd Schliemann, all graduated from
Cornell University, where historian and theorist Colin Rowe's views on Le Corbusier, typology, and contextualism in urban issues influenced graduates significantly. "So many of
the firm's projects are in urban areas," Mid-

:
_-r:

dleton notes. "The contextual principles I
learned from Rowe are invaluable."

Five other 25596i21s5-puncan Hazard,
Tyler Donaldson, Joanne Slikeq Damu Radheshwar, and Charles Griffith-are proiect
managers, with Hazard in charge of interiors
projects, and Donaldson handling preserva-

tion. A tenth

associate, Jihyon

Kim, is re-

JX

sponsible for technical services.

Managerial style seems to be key to the
quality of work produced. 'A camaraderie exists in the office," professes Middleton. "Since
the style is informal, there is a real dedication
to putting the building together well. 'We try
to get a Porsche out of a Volkswagen bud-

get." Polshek is also "incredibly

K

accessible,"

adds Rodriguez. 'And you are allowed to express your opinion. People remain here for a
Iong time. And some come back."
Hartung adds that turnover is indeed low,
although he admits to cutting staff over the
last year due to the recession. Polshek argues
that what brings people to the office is not a
central set of visual rules, but a shared vision
that "the architect should be the last humanist." He adds emphatically, "\(hat ties the
office together is ethics, not esthetics."
Polshek's ethical architecture may in part

be due to his mentor, Louis Kahn. Growing
up in Akron, Polshek was the child of parents
who expected their son to become a doctor.
As a premed student at Case \Testern Reserve University, Polshek took a course in the

history of Modern architecture. He soon
transferred to the School of Architecture. By
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RECITAL HALL LOUNGE
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EAST ROOI\4

3

CLUB ROOM

4

ROSE i,4USEUM
CAFE CARNEGIE
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Rose Museum
(facing page, top)
displays Carnegie
Hall memorabilia and
seryes as lounge
during irtermission.
Brass strip details
harken back to
haldwarc of origiml
building. Double
doors lead to East
Room (facing page,
bottom), and Club
Room (facing page,
center), which is
intimately scaled for
small gatherings.
Gafe Garnegie (left

and below), at
paquet level, is lined
with metal-framed
glass counterc.

Garnegie Hall Museum and Patrcn Spaces
New York City

THE RESTOMTION, RTMODELING, AND EX.
pansion of Carnegie Hall have provided an
ongoing project for Polshek and Partners for
rcarly 14 years. In 1988, the firm won a na-

tional AIA Honor Award for its refurbishment of the New York City landmark, which
includes a complete renovarion of the main
concert haII, a new lobby, and rehearsal
ofPolshek's new public spaces
for the Carnegie Hall Corporation are located
within Cesar Pelli's Carnegie Hall Tower (AncHlrEcruRr, June 1991, pages 66-71), just
east of the concert hall. They demonstrate
spaces. Several

the same sensitivity to the 1890 building,
and the invention of new details sympathetic
to the old, that have distinguished the firm's
previous work for Carnegie Hall.
The most exciting new amenity for the
concert hall is the Rose Museum. Located directly east of the concert hall's first balcony,
the museum doubles as a lounge during in-

termission. \7ith its dark makore and light
anigre paneling edged in brass, brushed-brass
column capitals, illuminated coffered ceiling,

and display cases exhibiting memorabilia
from Carnegie Hall's history the museum is
as exacting in its detail as a tuxedoed conductor. Two adjacent dining rooms offer the
flexibiliry to accommodate banquets or small
private gatherings, derived through sliding
pocket doors that subdivide the rooms.
Cafe Carnegie, rhe refurbishment of an
existing Iounge ar rhe parquet level, is designed to reinstate the room's original Neoclassical details. Polshek and Partners revealed the ornate ceiling and cast-iron
columns, once covered over with gypsum
board. They added a second entrance to the
cafe to improve circulation; new doors echo
the same Vennese Secession-inspired motif
that the architects inserted within the renovated spaces throughout the hall.

-MJ.C.

ARcHITEcTs

James Stewart Polshek and Partners,

New York City-Alice Raucher andJames S.
Polshek (principal designers); Joseph L. Fleischer
(parrner-in-charge); Tyler Donaldson (proiect
manager); Mike rX/oods, Lori Sacco, Lisa Mahar,
Marla Appelbaum (design team)
ENGII{EERS: Robert Salmon Associates (structural);
Goldman Copeland Batlan (mechanical/
electrical); Fisher Marantz (lighting)
OOilSULTAilTS: Chermayeff & Geismar (exhibit
designer); Tracy Ti.rrner Design (graphic designer)
Chapman Ducibella (security)
ooilsTRUCTlON M,W|GER: Tishman Construction
Corporation of New York
PHoTocRAPHER: Jeff Goldberg/ Esto
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195 I he had entered the Yale School of Architecture, where Kahn was one of his professors. Like his colleagues, Polshek was moved

by Kahn's architecture, but, more importantly, he was also influenced by his professor's approach to practice. And like Kahn,

Polshek has gradually turned away from
houses toward cultural, academic, and civic
projects. "Every building is automatically a
public one," he maintains, "whether privately
or publicly funded." And like Kahn, Polshek
has for the most part avoided developers.
"There's a devaluation of architecture in society today," he contends. 'Architects now design skins on office buildings, while other
firms do everything else."
After working briefly for I.M. Pei when

Pei was in-house architect for \7ebb and
Knapp, and then for Ulrich Franzen, Polshek
received a commission to design two large research institutes in Japan for Teijin, a textile

manufacturer. It meant living in Tokyo for
two years, but the recognition and experience
allowed him to set up his own practice in
New York rn 1963. By 1972, he was named
dean of Columbia's Graduate School of Architecture, Planning, and Preservation, a position he held until 1987.
As the firm's commissions grew in number, Polshek changed the practice from a sole
proprietorship to a partnership. ln 1980,
Fleischer became a paftner, and Hartung was
made a partner in 1987. Even as the practice
has increased in size, Polshek says, his firm

has tried to create an architecture that
"doesn't skirt the challenge of being inventive, while remaining attentive to the architecture of the place." As he puts it, "I'm

making a plea for social responsibility.
Architects need to see the building as part of
a complex society. But a building is not socially responsible unless it is very beautiful."
The 1990s present a new round of challenges, quite different from those faced by
Kahn and Saarinen. The competitive atmosphere is harsher. Architects are still waging
style wars. The ongoing recession is thwarting the realization of projects, or even their
conception. So now what? "I think attitudes
are changing," predicts Polshek. "I'm optimistic. Users will collaborate in the design of
their buildings. Projects will be built on a
smaller scale. \With corporate breakups, companies are smaller, and smaller groups of peo-

ple will make decisions about where they
work and live."

STEpHpNS

-gg741111s

Suzanne Stephens is the editor a/ Oculus,
the magazine of the New York Chapter AtA.
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Genter for the Arts Theater
Yerba Buena Gardens
San Francisco, California
SITUATED JUST NORTH OF THE MOSCON
Convention Center on an open site in down

.--':',...-.'1.
-\

town San Francisco, the Center for the Arr
Theater differs from most of Polshek's com
missions in that it is a freestanding buildinl
rather than urban infill. The building, adiacer

\,.
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,
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to the city's new Museum of Modern Art (no'
under construction) will be visible from a
four directions. The center, which accommc
dates film, dance, opera, and theater, is a corr

position of black tile, white steel, and alt
minum boxes (top and above) that establish

singular profile for the complex. The tiled vo
ume will feature a large glass window throug
which video screens will be visible. The con
plex will be completed in 1993.

-MJ.(

H6all Inelihrte fior Biomolecuhr iledicine

d

Resldenlhl Torer
ewrbdr Udvercity i|edhal Centel

awbdr Gity
)LSHEK'S TRADEMARK IS THE DEFT JUG.
ing ofspaces on a crowded urban site, typi:d by a 550,000-square-foot mixed-use

rilding for New York University's hospital
rmplex. The granite, aluminum, glass, and
ick exterior (right) of the 24-xory tower re-

tes to adjacent Modern buildings and ex'esses its various progrnm conten6: four sto:s above grade include biomolecular research

o

boratories and mechanical equipment. Facty offices and student housing occupy rhe
>per lp floors. The ground-floor lobby chan:ls medical center staff between tower and
rspital. Now under consrruction, the proiect
Lll be completed nlate 1992.

a
4

r

b
U

-MJ.C.
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National Inventors Hall of Fame

Akron, Ohio
EXHIBITS DEVOTED TO AMERICAN INVENtors will be housed in an 82,000-square-foot

building in Polshek's hometown of Akron,
Ohio. The museum, which will display such
artifhcts as the patent for Alexander Graham
Bell's telephone, comprises an arcing wall of
metal panels and trusses beside a 170-foothigh tensile-cable and steel tower (top right).
Inside the curved structure is a five-story volume with tiered balconies, through which
visitors view historic inventions and a portrait gallery. An amphitheater is angled toward a highly finished concrete wall that
slices through the building (center right and
right). Sponsored by the nonprofit National
Invention Center, the museum's construction
will begin iater this year.

-M.J.C.
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kron Convention Center

kron, Ohio
KE THE NATIONAL INVENTORS HALL

OF

lme, the Akron Convention Cenrer is degned as part of the city's downtown revitalation plan. A three-story brick and glass ro-

rnda (top right and center right), will rise
r the city's skyline and act as a poinr of orirtation from the cenrer's two major public
)aces: a 60,0O0-square-foot exhibition hall
rd a 1,000-seat banquet hall. A two-level
'rangement of the concourse wings incorpo.tes exhibition spaces on top and smaller
,aces, such as conference rooms and admin:rarive offices, on the lower level. Exterior
'ick and translucent glass block (right) re.ll the nearby grain mills and factories of the
te 19th and eady 20th centuries. Construcrn is scheduled to begin inMay 1992. I

F

o
F
F
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ieismic Requircments

ihift Eastward

Home Builderc Poised
For Market Upswing

]S7O NATIONAL BUILDING CODE ORGANIZA.

IF ATTENDANCE AT THE NATIONAL ASSO.

ions have substantially revised their seismic
valuation methods. This year's supplements
o the Building Officials and Code Adminisrators (nocA) International's National Code
.nd the Southern Building Code Congress
nrernational's (sBCcI) Standard Code, both
.dopted in eastern regions of the United
'cates, no longer determine seismic requirenents on the basis of a map divided into
;eographic "risk zones." New and renovated
ommercial buildings are now classified by
eismic performance categories based on ocupancy and the building's motion relative

ciation of Home Builders (Nane) convention is any indication of the coming year's
housing market, the outlook is bright.
The Las Vegas event attracted more than
60,000 participants and 1,000 exhibitors.
The optimism at the show may have been
bolstered by a slight increase in singlefamily housing starts at the end of 199L.
Attending to the needs of the nation's

o ground movement. Under the newly

.dopted regulations, proposed construction
,n sites previously designated as "low-risk"
one I regions (based on a scale ofO to 4),
vhich were excluded from seismic regulations,
vill now be subject to seismic codes. The
Lew criteria are based on provisions recomnended by the National Earthquake Hazards
Leduction Program (Nnnnp). BOCA is now
ffering workshops explaining the new deign requirements. For further information,

ontact BOCA, (108)799-2300, or

20t) r92-t00r.

SBCCI,

-M.S.H

iuide to Healthy Ar
'he Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
anks indoor air pollution among the top five

environmental health
risks. To limit such
hazards, the EPA and
the National Institute
for Occupational
Safety and Health
have jointly released
a new nonregulatory
{self-helptt guide:
Building Ar Quality: A Guide lor Building
lwners and Facility Managers" (above). This
pring, the EPA plans to open an Indoor
ir Quality lnformation Center and publish a
rimer on the subject for architects designing
ew buildings. Contact: (2O2) 260-8090.

increasingly diverse populations was the
underlying theme of many of the show's
events. A seminar entitled "Home of the
Future" noted a rise in "particle" markets
in the United States. Growing Asian and
Hispanic populations, for instance, will
trigger greater demand for larger houses
to accommodate several generations under
one roof, while more senior citizens will
require smaller dwellings.
Diversity was certainly apparent in the
range of products, seminars, and demonstration homes presented this year. \7hile
speakers wrestled with the complex factors that affect affordability-including
building codes and construction meth9d5-ssvs12l manufacturers introduced
sophisticated automation systems and
components for the high-end customer.
Celebrating its 5Oth anniversary this
year, NAHB inaugurated "Homes Across

America," a year-long low-income housing
initiative. NAHB, Southern Nevada Home
Builders, and Habitat for Humanity sponsored the construction of a 1,222-squarefoot house outside the exhibit halls. The
home was then trucked to a Las Vegas
suburb where it will be sold at

cost.

I

-N.B.S.
Products displayed at this year's l{llHB
exhibit include Maryin Windows' Magnum
Triple Hung (top left), whose top sash
lowers as the bottom sash is raised; Fellats
French Gasement (center left), which

elimimtes the corner mullion; and Plexusts
Gontrol Genter (left) for the Smart House.
ARCHITECTURE
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Designing for AIDS
As the epidemic grows, architects develop new types of healing environmenrs.
rHE RESIDENTS IVILL BREAKFAST LATE IN
he dining room, soak up sun rays in the soarium before a morning massage, and walk
lowly through the greenhouse to check on
rhe seedlings they planred the day before.
fhey will not be guesrs in the latesr health

pa, but AIDS patients striving to maintain
heir independence at the life-affirming
)ailey-Boushay House,
vhich opens nexr month
n Seattle, \Washington.
The 34,000-squarebot concrete block and
tucco building is one of
nany facilities across the
ountry designed specifi-

ally to care for and
people with tttvelated illnesses. These
Louse

prototypes de$t
raditional healthcare
nodels. Architects must
irtually start from scratch in creating a
,uilding type ro house a diverse range of
Lrnctions: examination and treatment rooms,
ounseling areas, dining and living rooms,
dministrative offices, and specialized spaces.
.ach new project remains an individual case,
ponsored by enlightened clients who emrew

,race alternative concepts of care. As they

egotiate between federal, state, municipal,
nd community bodies for regulatory zonrg, and reimbursement approvals, these
ponsors and architects are developing innoative buildings that should not only benefit
rose afflicted wich aros and urv, but pa.ents in other types of healing environmenrs,
specially the elderly.
Architecrs are creating supporrive sertings
rr this type ofunconvenrional healthcare by
onating their services and developing innoative ways ofcutting across social, polirical,
nd medical.boundaries. In response to the

F

ailey-Boushay House in Seattle, Washingrn, features amenities such as greenhouse
nd terrace on the third floor (right). ftt-

ork includes a poem in raised brass letters
nset) that gives pause for reflection.
ARCHITECTURE/MARCH 1992
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range ofAIDS and HIV parienr needs, rhey are

designing a spectrum offacilities that counter
the rectilinear footprints of traditional healthcare stfuctures.
Craftsman-style houses, old orphanages,
and former office buildings are being transformed into skilled-nursing facilities offering
psychological support so that patients can
return home; day centers for adults who are
still independent; community healthcare centers with a broad agenda of medical and therapeutic aid; housing dedicated to people with
AIDS; and hospices for the last days oflife.
The traditional skilled-nursing medical

model-despite the merit of being eligible
for Medicaid reimbursement-sadly fails
HIV/AIDS populations. The cyclical and ongoing nature of utv illnesses; the fact that
adults with AIDS are usually in their prime of
life, and therefore more mobile and sociable
than other patients; the need for psychological and family support; plus associated debilitations such as loss in body weight and
strength, vision impairment, and dementia,
demand a wide range of environmental supports for both patients and staff. The most
successful new facilities are housed within
homelike settings that contain consulting,
therapeutic, and meeting rooms for patients,
additional office space for staff, and such
amenities as libraries and greenhouses. Centers
for live-in patients typically house kitchens,
sleeping accommodations for caregivers, and
meditation rooms for reflection and grieving.
If the facility offers medical services, additional provisions for handling infectious waste
and Hvac systems with sufficient capacity
are required to prevent the spread ofairborne
infections such as tuberculosis. For example,
rooms dedicated for administering aerosolized
pentamadine, one of the primary drugs for
treating AlDS-related pneumonia, require 20
to 30 air changes per hour to protect clients
and medical staff.
Substantial revisions in July 1990 to New
York's skilled-nursing facility codes should go
a long way toward humanizing larger Hlv/
atos facilities. For the first time, concepts such
as enhancing the quality of life and improving residents' privacy, independence, and dignity are arciculated in the regulations. Based
on performance criteria rather than on specific
requirements, the new codes are forcing architects to rethink conventional double-loaded
corridors and create solutions that encourage
a positive social and psychological outlook.
The first skilled-nursing facility dedicated
to people with utv illnesses in New York
City is Rivington House on New York's Lower

86
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Bailey-Boushay House
Seattle, Washington
The Bumgardner Architects
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East Side . Sponsored by the Village Nursing

Home, a community-run long-term care
operator, its construction is expccted to begin
this year following the sale of state bonds.
Perkins & \fliIl and Davis, Brody & Associates
of New York have bccn commissioned to
create the $24 n-rillion facility by renovating a
dilapidated school to house 2zi I beds and a
rooftop dining and rccreation space. "There's
really no code fbr a lacility like this," points
out Perkins & \flill Partner Donald Blair.
Unlike other AII)S projects across the country
that have been hcld up, or rcjected because of
neighborhood prcjudicc, Blair is most pleased
ro report that R.-rvington Housc rvon the

support of all local organizirtions. Another
facility u'ith a nerv approach to functional
and public spaccs is a 140,0O0-square-foot,
190-bed skilled-nr-rrsing l-rorne in Harlem
designed by Norrnan RoscnFeld Arcl.ritects of
New Yrrk. The new brick building contains
a lar-rndry and kitcl.ren on each floor, a bar
and lounge firr cntertaining, and rooms with
beds arranged at a right angle to delineate
occupants' territorics. Sponsored by Mount
Sinai Medical Ccntcr, thc project awaits final
state approval.
In the earlicr days of tl.re atDS epidemic,
the primary need rvas fur skilled-nursing
beds. Witlr tlrt' a.lvunr ot nr.rr Jrugs thlr
reduce the fiecluencv ofthe acute episodes
that require hospitalization, tl.rere is gron'ing
demand for far less expensir.e u,alk-in centers and l-rousing *'ith no fbar of cviction. One
of the most sophisticated ccnte rs in the
country is Boston's nc'nv Fenway Community
Health Center. Thc ncw building is designed
by Dan Ocasio of the local firm Urban
Access; the programming, planning, and design of the intcriors were undertaken by
Vance Hosfbrcl ancl Victoria Mohar of Bostonbased Payette Associates. Opcned last Ma1,,
the three-story building houses Hlv treatmenr rooms on thc top floor, rvl'rich overlooks

park; community, mental health, and
alternatir.c scrviccs such as chiropractic and
acupuncture on the second floor; and a lab
and administrzrtive ofllces on tl-re first floor.
Identifying the dcsign challenge as "giving
a

expression to inclividr,r:rlity within a community," Hosforcl optcd firr a "noncorporate,

noninstitutior.ral atmosphere" by designing

ir-l !

such details as indirect lighting, maple-clad

!i

casework, and r-rndr-rlated ceilings.

Thc major critcria for l.rousing people rvith
utv-related illncsscs is dcvcloping a sense
of l.romc, believes architcct Martin Cohen, an
Armonk, Nerv Vrrk-based l.realth-facilities
consultant to other arcl-ritects and os'ners.
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Bill Austin Day Treatment and Gare Genter
Whitman-Walker Clinic
Washington, D.C.
Acanthus Architects
PROVIDING A MNGE OF EDUCATIONAL, t{EDical, and psychosocial programs ro the gay
and lesbian community of \Washington, D.C.,
srnce 1973, the rVhitman-'ilZalker Clinic initiated its first AIDS program in 1983. To better
serve its Hlv-infected clients, who represent
all populations affected by the virus, the
clinic commissioned Acanthus Archirects of
tVashington, D.C., to conveft an adjacent
single-story office building (above) into the
3,700-square-foot Bill Austin Day teatment
and Care Center. The center, which opened
in February, is entered from the main clinic
through a curvilinear receprion hall (plan and
facing page, top). Handrails along the corridor (facing page, center) offer support to frail
pacients. The hallway leads ro a skylit general activities room (facing page, bottom),

which functions as a dining room. meeting
room, and, after hours, a waiting room for
those being tested and counseled for HIV infection. Adjacent to this room are a kitchen,
scorage lockers hidden behind wood-paneled
doors, and a personal-care room in which a
haircut or shave is offered. Off the main hallway, the architects located a room for physical therapy and massage, a bathroom with an
accessible shower and whirlpool for treatment (center left), laundry facilities, and a
nurses' station where patients can receive
four- to eight-hour intravenous treatments.
A living room (top left), located at rhe far
end of the facility, offers a place of fellowship
for Htv-positive patienrs, who often feel a
deep sense ofisolation. Countering an orthoGROUND FLOOR PLAN
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gonal grid, angling suspended light fixtures,
and selecting unusual colors and rich materials are a few ways in which the architects
added delight to a potentially somber setting.
Hanging above the oak mantelpiece is a
portrait of Nfashington, D.C., architect Bill
Austin, who died of atos in l99O and whose
friends and family provided financial support
for the center.
ARCHITECTURE/MARCH T992 89

But he adds, "Our profession has yet to understand what makes a place seem like a
residence." Home may mean having bedside
control over lights and window shades, as
in the Easler House in Gloucester (these
pages), growing plants in a greenhouse, as in
Seattle's Bailey-Boushay House (pages 8687), or living with family members who
are also infected. To help meet the growing
demand for family care is the 42-apartment
Highbridge-\Toodycrest Center, a renovated
orphanage in Ncw York City designed by
Donald & Lisa Sclare Architects. The scheme
features a lounge with kitchens on each floor
(19 two-bedroom apartments have their own
kitchens), an exercise room, and a fully
staffed clinic. Alternatively, home could be an
apartment in the S1.2 million, 17-unit Ne*'
Hope Residence, under construction in
San Pedro, California, designed by Grinstein/
Daniels of Los Angeles. Organized around a
courtyard and equipped with roofdeck and
hospital-size elevator, the complex includes

,.. ,.':

one- and two-bedroom units. Each unit includes a bathroom and a caregiver's bed.
In talks to the AIA Committee on Architecture for Health and the New York Chapter of the AIA, Richard V Olsen, a New York
environmental psychologist and one of tl"re
very few who has researched AtnS-related facilities, addresses the root conccpts of homedignity, autonomy, community, and physical
comfort. He maintains that supportive settings must be organized from the user's perspective. Because residents are suffering from
feelings of loss of home, job, and l.realtl-r, their
environment should help givc thcm back a
sense of autonomy by being totally acccssible
and comfortable. Olsen cites many details
through which residents can gain a sense of

control, such as lightweight doors that are
easy to close and a stool to sit on while shaving. He recommends features that provide
physical support, a directly accessible bathroom, and lights with dimmcrs, whicl.r are
essential for people bothered by glare or who
have vision problems.
Faciiities for patients who are too sick to

be independent, yet do not requirc hospitalrzatton, are also in great demand. In 1988,

populations in mind, California legislated a new licensing category,
called a "congregate living health facility," for
people who are terminally ill. Fitting that
code requirement is the 25-bed Carl Bean
AIDS Care Center in South Central Los Ange-
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TWO.ROOM SUITE
1

TV/VCR HOUSED IN CABINET

2

SOFA CONVERTS TO A BED WITH
REIVOVABLE CUSHION COVERS

3

ADJUSTABLE WALL.IMOUNTED LIGHT
SEAIVlLESS WALL FINISHING

SHOWEH WITH SEAT AND GRAB BARS

AIDS

les, financed by state bonds. The facility is
reserved for people with full-blown AIDS; average length oF stay is expccted to bc 40 to

90

1

EXTENDING SCISSOR IV!IRROR
7

18-INCH-HIGH TOILET

8

GRAB BAR

q

OUARTZ LIGHTING

10

BUILTIN SHELVES FOR PERSONAL BELONGINGS

11

FOLD.DOWN WRITING/DINING TABLE

12

LIGHT DII\,1I\,4ER, WINDOW SHADE CONTROL,
PORTABLE PHONE, AND CALL BUTTON

Easler House
Gloucester, Massachusetts
Payette Associates
LATI]R THIS YEAR, A FORMER SEAIVIEN,S FLOP-

house (above)

will

become Massachuserts'

first integrared residence for people wirh Htvrelated illnesses and those recovering from
substance abr-rse-two populations with similar requirements for supportive housing.
Owned by two local developers involved in
affordable housing, the 17-room facility is
managed by Nuva (or "new life," in Portuguese), an innovative, publicly funded com-

munity organization. Two of the rooms were
recently renovated by Vance Hosford and

Dian Love of Payette Associates under the
sponsorship of lnterirLrs and AncurttcrunE
magazines and the National Symposium on
Healtl.rcare Dcsign to provide an appropriate

STUDIO

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
1O
11
.12
13

LEVER DOOR HANDLE,3 FEET HIGH
LIGHT CONTROL.3 FEET HIGH
FOLD-DOWN BED
SLIDE-OUT COUNTER
INDIRECT LIGHTING ON DI[,4I,4ER
FOLD DOWN WRITING/DINING TABLE
SOLUTION-DYEDCARPETING
COUCH WITH BUILT-IN CHAISE
POCKET DOOR
BUILTIN TOILETRY CUPBOARD
BUILT-IN SEAT

TBANSLUCENT GLAZED PANEL
DEEP TUB WITH INTEGRATED ABI\i] RESTS,
REPOSE PILLOW, AND HAND SPRAY

settinll for pcople x'ith Hl\'-relared illnesses.
(Nuva is currently raising funds to facilitare
additional renovarions.) Equipped with remote-controlled shades, dimmable lighting,
room for occlrpanrs'personal furniture and
belongings, trnd built-in furniture, the revamped spaces offer emotional and physical
supporr for the patient. The third floor contains a two-room suite that consists of a
12-by-13-foot bedroorn (facing page, top),
whicl-r includcs a folding wood table (facing
page, center), and an fl-by-9-foot sitting
room (facing page, bottom) witl.r a sleep-sofa
for a caregiver. A 12-by-1S-foot studio on
the second floor includes a bed (top left) that
can fbld out ofsight (center left) to enlarge
a sitting area (bottom left). Botl-r rooms include private barhrooms with an accessible tub
or shower. \Wilsonart generously contributed to installation costs, and the furniture
rvas loaned by manufacturers and distributors
(see page 92). MorseDiesel International
arrangcd for sr-rbcontractors to donate some
services. Construction was managed by The
Combine of Essex, Massachusetts, whicl.r
also contribr-rted to costs. Payette Associates
waivcd its fecs on this projecr.
ARCHITE(JTURE / MARCH
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60 days. Butler ForbesJubany and associate
architects Po Thogmartin Architects, both
of Los Angeles, along with Cooper Roberts
Architects ofSalt Lake City, renovated a
190 1-vintage, 3,400-square-foot Craftsmanstyle house and built a 15,000-square-foot
addition for the center. Scheduled for completion this May, the project includes individually air-conditioned rooms and spa-type
baths on each floor. To achieve an airy, noninstitutional image within the addition, the
architects inserted a double-height public area
capped by a barrei-vaulted ceiling ofglass.
\windows from the second-floor corridor Iook
out into this interior space, bringing more
light to the upper bedrooms.
The California legislature has also made
way for a new type of facility called a freestanding acute-care hospice. Opened inJuly
I99l to great acclaim, the privately funded
San Diego Hospice Acute Care Center, located
on the new campus of the San Diego Hospice
Center, includes all the services ofan acutecare facility plus the amenities of a residential
setting. The 24-bed hospice by Delawie,
\filkes, Rodrigues, Barker & Bretton of San
Diego features hardwood floors, doors opening onto patios, and accommodations for
families. The building also houses the Center
for Palliative Studies, a research and educational body whose mission is to improve the
quality of care for patients for whom a cure

ls no longer an optron.

Ancnttrc, unr thanks the following companies,

Given the limited funding for most AIDS
projects, many architectural firms arc waiving fees as they develop new building types.
If, as Hosford predicts, the trail-blazing

manufacturers, and individuals for donating their
services and products to the Easler House in
Gloucester, Massachusetts, which otiginated as an
lnteri ors initiative project.

smaller projects of today become prototypes
for the institutions of tomorrow, pro bono
work may very well be rewarded with Iarger
commissions in the future. In addition to developing new design solutions to AIDS-related problems, architects are discovering
new ways of practice. In New York City,
for example, Swanke Hayden Connell Architects, Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates, and
Perkins & Nfill are working together in an
unprecedented pro bono collaboration on
plans for a new, full-service, pediatric-AlDScare unit for Bronx Lebanon Hospital.
According to the Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta, the number of people in the
U.S. with AIDS may increase from 206,192
to 365,000 by the end of the year. Sfith
more than 1 million Americans now infected
with gtv, there is clearly a huge demand for
HIV/AIDS facilities of all types. Incorporating
alternative concepts of design, caregiving,
and environmental supports, these new facilities will offer pioneering models for other

SFol{SoRS:

types ofhealthcare.

-KaruN

Karin Tetlru is a freelance writer

based

Tnrrow
in

Accord. NewYork.

Architex; Armstrong rD7orld Industries;
The Combine; Component Assemblies; Davis
Furniture; DesignTex; Garofalo Electric Co.;
Kimball: Maharam: Milcare: MorseDiesel
I nternational; \Tilsonart
ARCHITECil: Payette Associates, Boston
CoIISULTAI|TS: Weidlinger Associates
ooNTRAGTORS: The Combine: MorseDiesel
sUBcOl{TRAcToRs: BKM Associates; JAJ Tile
Company; L.S( Holton Company; Maywood
Builders Supply Co.; Medusa
cusToil FABRIGAToRS: Upholstery Modes/CI
Design (cushions)

Brown Associates (bathroom tiles);
Vicretex (vinyl wall covering); \Tilsonart (wood
veneers and laminates for bathrooms/solid surface
wall); TheJames Wood Company (wood paneling)
TilTlLES: Ambiance; Architex; DesignTex;
Kirk-Brummell; Sina Pearson Textiles; Stratford
SURFACEIi: Shep

Hall; J.H. Thorpe; Unika Vaev
BEDUNENS:J.P Stevens

Hartco \rood Flooring (parquet

FL(X)RING;

flooring) ; Prince Street Technologies (carpeting)

Incorporated
Boyd Lighting; Dibianco Imports;

FOLD-UP BED: Sico

LtGt{TlilG:

Lightolier
PllrMBlNG flXTUREST Kohler ComPanY
wl{IXM9: Charrette (mylar shutter cover); DiBianco
Imports (glass panels); MechoShade Systems
(motorized blinds); Pinecrest Shutters (shutters)
FURNITuRE LOAilED: B&B Italia via Montage;
Donghia via Ostrer House; Harborlight Futon
Co.: ICF: The McGuire Furniture Co. via
M. Geough; USA, Inc.;\trTorkbench

Resources for AlDS-Gal€ PrctotYPes
FORARCHITECTS SEEKING MORE INFORmation about AIDS-care facilities, a good

Photographic Essay on Panial Sight, published
by The Lighthouse in New York, is a help-

place to start is the Technical Assistance
Project (206-448-5242) headed by Betsy

ful explanatory brochure. Responding to

Lieberman, executive director of ^aps
Housing of \flashington, who is writing a
manual on AIDS-care facilities. Two other

Atos Residential Setreport on San
a
usefi,rl
A
Manual,
tings:
sources are Deueloping

Francisco's early model hospice Proiect,

published by the Visiting Nurses and Hospice ofSan Francisco in 1988 and "Redesigning Facilities for People with atos"
by Richard V Olsen, Health Facilities Managentent, February 1990. Kim Blakely, a
New York-based environmental psychologist who is writing a staFtraining manual
on AIDS and vision for The Lighthouse National Center for Vision and Aging, reports
thar75 percent of people with AIDS suffer

vision loss ranging from slight impairment
to blindness. Lrut Vision lnfornation: A
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the poverty of research, the Health Facilities
Research Program of the Ar,a"/aCSA Council
on Architectural Research is seeking funds

for a study of AIDS-care environments. The
study will investigate such issues as the impact of deaths on residents and the merits of
single versus double rooms. Two departments at the New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJrr) are addressing AIDS facilities
issues. NJIT's Architecture and Building
Science Group has applied for funding to

develop design and selection criteria for
apartment programs for people with aros.
At the NJIT School of Architecture, Professor
Leslie Kanes \fleisman's fifth-year design
studio is working closely with the Newark
medical community to develop an architectural program for a community center for
families with uw/alos. To be completed this

summe! the resulting document, which includes designs, method, and concepts, will
be used for fund-raising (call 20I-1963080). Meanwhile, literature on geriatric
dementia and low vision is relevant to designing for AIDS/HIV. Three usefri.l publications are Nursing Home Rnwations Daigrted
for Reform, by Lorraine G. Hiatt (Butterworth Architecture, Stoneham, Massachusetts), which helps sponsors optimize systemic qualities of programs through better
design; Holding On to Home: Daigning Enuironnenfi for Pwple with Denentia, by Uriel
Cohen and Gerald rVeisman (|ohns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore), which
includes examples of different types of
facilities and a systematic process for planning, programming, and design; and Housing tbe Aged by Victor Regnier and Jon
Pynoos (Elsevier Press, New York), a wellorgaoized compendium of design directives
for groups with special

needs.

I

PRACTICE

Branching Out to New Generations
Continuity from one set of firm principals to another requires careful planning.
A RTCENT SURVEY OF ARCHITECTURT AND

engineering firm principals by the management consulting firm of Mark Zweig & Associates of Natick, Massachusetts, reveals that
more than 25 percent ofrespondents feel that
clder principals are "just coasting toward
retirement." According to Frederick D. \fhite,
l partner with Zweig, younger, baby-boomer
:rincipals are "raking on a lot ofresponsibility,
lnd are frusrrated because image and owner;hip are very difficult to change."
This alienarion among younger parrners
:eflects a reality for many prominent archi:ecture firms launched during the postwar era:
-heir founders are now approaching retirenent age. The image of a celebrated partner
rasking in his former glory and leaving
'he work-but nor che 1srnunsln6i6n-16
/ounger followers is common among archi'ecture firms. According to \fhite, "most

irms are oriented around the professional
;ood will and charisma of a founding princi>aI." Ensuring continuicy of purpose, proj:cts, and profits after a firm's leader retires
equires establishing a sound transition plan;
n the case ofan illusrrious but aging deigner, it also requires relinquishing control.
iradual transfer of power
,MONG THOSE NAVIGATING THE SHOAIS OF

:adership and ownership transitions with a
reasure ofsuccess is The Stubbins Associates
f Cambridge, Massachusetts, formerly
Iugh Stubbins and Associates, famed for its
977 design of New York's Citicorp Center.
'he Stubbins firm prospered
from the time it
,as founded in 7949 until the recession
of
re early i970s, which jolted founder Hugh
rubbins into reorganizing his practice. The
rcession also persuaded Stubbins, then 65,
r lessen his administrative involvement and
3vote more time to design. "I wasn't ready
r retire, but one gets older," Stubbins exlains. To atrract new talent and to encour;e the best people to stay, he began to
rare responsibility. In l9l7 ,he named three
>unger principals, including 33-yearold
ichard Green as vice president of design.
The restructured practice grew, and Stub-

c
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bins announced his desire to step down as
president in 1983, leaving the choice ofsuccessor to the four remaining principals. That
prompted further soul-searching about the
firm's direction, and a decision to keep the
practice oriented to high-quality design.
Green, who was soon elected president and
chiefoperating officer, contends that clients
were prepared to accept this change, since
"they knew that we weren't a one-man firm."
In 1985, management took two final steps.
An employee stock ownership plan was instituted, and Hugh Stubbins' stock was purchased and redistributed. (Stubbins retains
the title of chairman and chief executive
officer.) The plan included the stipulation that,
as older principals retired, their stock would
also be sold to the next generation. A strong
economy and healthy profits during the
1980s allowed the younger principals to buy
our the older generation's stock at a price
acceptable to both. The firm's new leaders renamed the practice The Stubbins Associates,
signalling a change in leadership, but the
intention to build on traditions established
by the founder.
Green believes that smooth leadership
transitions require cooPeration and positive
reinforcement from the founder, or the process is doomed to failure. The frequent in-

ability offounders to groom successors and
shape a buy-out and transition plan is one
reason why business- and service-oriented
firms have an easier time reiuvenating themselves than do practices whose reputations

depend on signature design. As illustrated by
the gradual transfer ofpower by The Stubbins Associates, a successfi.rl transition requires
three steps: a firm must be profitable, it

must plan ahead, and it must plan well.
To assure its profitability, the venerable
Chicago firm Holabird & Root, which has reiuvenated itself repeatedly for more than a
century, has instituted a system in which former partners retain a Percentage ofprofits for
10 years after retirement. "That makes them
choose new partners very carefully," explains
senior partner Gerald Horne. It also ensures
that retiring principals leave new Ieaders sufficient funds to compensate themselves.
Profitability eliminates a maior source of
friction and mistrust between the retiring
generation, which wants to sell for the highest
possible price, and the younger principals,
who want to buy into the firm at the lowest
achievable cost and least risk ofliability.
"Many problems occur because there isn't
planning until the owner wants to get out'
and then there isn't adequate time to fund a
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gradual transition of ownership and power,"
explains consultant Mark Zweig. By the time
the owners want to retire, their stock is often
too expensive for junior partners to acquire.
Mergers and mutations
THE FIRM MAY THEN BE FORCED TO LOOK

outside for new leadership with more capital,
or to merge with an existing practice. According to merger and acquisitions specialist Bob
Skunda, principal of Dewberry and Davis, an
engineering and design firm based in Fairfax,
Virginia, "fewer than 50 percent of mergers
make it." At best, they tend to mutate rather
than regenerate a firm, because each practice
has its own peculiar culture, which new owners generally replace with their own. Moreover, during a recession, few practices have the
capital to acquire other firms. But, while an
economic downturn is seldom a good time to

ployees, and offices in seven cities. "The hugt

transition for us," says principal David Hirzl,
"was from an entrepreneurial to a corporate

organization. The challenge was to maintain
the original character ofthe practice, to avoi<
becoming a huge, faceless enterprise."
The transition process is also easier withir
organizations founded by several partners
than for firms with only one or two founders
In firms such as The Architects Collaborativt
of Cambridge, Massachusetts, egos arei't a
problem. Founder I7alter Gropius instituted
a policy in which the presidency rotated every two years. Says John C. Harkness, a long
time TAC principal: "The transition between
Gropius and the rest of the office was easy, be'
cause we were all partners to begin with.
Financially, we were all equals. Offices can b,
divided into those where the whole thing
folds when the leader dies, and those where
leadership has always been shared."
Declaring independence

BECAUSE EACH ARCHITECTURAL PP"ACTICE IS

Because each architectural
practice is unique and rcoted
in its own traditions'
no two will branch out in
the same mannen
put a transition plan in place, it is often the
best period to prepare for succession by clari-

fying the firm's guiding principles and proas was accomplished by
The Stubbins Associates.
Zweig further warns that, in selecting
future leaders, founders should look for the
same entrepreneurial spirit that made the
firm successfrrl to begin with. The second gen-

moting key people,

eration's instinct is usually to maintain,
rather than take the risks needed to sustain a
spirited firm. In the majority of cases, even
once-small, design-oriented firms tend to become larger and more management-oriented
in the second generation. After acquiring
more principals, a practice tends to become
more corporate in style. Sasaki Associates of
\(atertown, Massachusetts, for example, began as a modest practice specializing in landscape architecture, but has matured into a

full-service firm with 28 principals, 275 elr'-

unique and rooted in its own traditions, no
two will branch out in the same manner. On
variation is the successor firm, as exemplifiec
by MGA Partners, heir to Mitchell/Giurgola
of Philadelphia. The firm started in 1958 ar
Mitchell/Giurgola Architects and split in

the late 1960s into two offices-one based i:
New York, headed by Romaldo Giurgola'
who was teaching at Columbia-the other rt
maining in Philadelphia.By 1986, Ehrman
Mitchell had retired altogether, and Giurgol
was spending more time in Australia after
completing the Parliament House in Canberra. Adrift, the remaining principals in th'
Philadelphia office began working with a
management consultant to identi$r the firm
strengths and goals in the hopes ofcontinuing as a firm. MGA Partners, established in
1990, is the resulting creation of the firm's
three current principals, Alan Greenberger,
Bruce Thompson, and Daniel Kelley. MGA
Partners' survival depended on the firm's or
going commissions, which carried it througt
its initial years. Questioned about his firm'

name change, Greenberger answers, "Our
name says we're a new firm that doesn't wal
to throw away its historY."

Regarding the new firm's client base,
Greenberger recalls, "\7e became good at
sniffing out which clients were looking for
stars and which were looking for expertise,
and we also got over answering the 'where'

Aldo?' question defensively. Now we just tt
clients which of us will be in charge." To
establish that it can succeed independently

rvithout abandoning its history, MGA has

within the local
architectural and academic communities. All
three partners have taught in schools of architecture, and Alan Greenberger was re:ently inducted as ).992 president of the
Philadelphia Chaprer/at.L.
also nourished relationsl-rips

Planning the next transition
I]OR FIPJ'{S THAT CAN SURVIVE THE EVOLU-

tion from founders to second-generation
leadership, the transition of power becomes
:asy and continuous. Power transfers have
5ecome second nature to such practices as
Sl'repley Bulfinch fuchardson and Abbot of
Boston, which, Iike Chicago's Holabird &
Root, has repeatedly renewed itself for well
)ver a century. The 106-year-old New York
.irm HLV/, known unril recently as Haines
Lundberg \Waehler, has likewise continually
:evived itself tl-rrough merit promotions. Ted
Hammer explains that his firsr assignmenr
*'hen l-re rvas elevated to managing parrner
rt age 39 was to find his own successor. He
eels it important to talk often and openly
rbout succession, because "the folks we choose
o lead tl.re firm have an efTect even after they
rre gone." urv, like many pracrices roday, is
;eeking leaders with international experience
;l.ho are are interested in new delivery sysems and comfortable with integrating techrology and design. Explains Hammer,
'\i(e've always done strategic planning. \We
<no$/ exactly where we want to go, but how
ve get there may surprise us."
The need to adapt to change is altering
:ven America's best known firm, Skidmore,
)n'ings & Merrill, in major ways. Previously
cd by a committee of partners, SoM last
uly named David Childs as its first chairman.
-hilds e xplains his acccssion as a rcacrion ro
l-re firm's need to be responsive ro the
hanging business climare. "Because of the
conomy and the diverse base ofour pracrice,"
re contends, "u,e needed a better organized
rperation to make decisions quickly. Part of
ny mandare," he concludes, "is to plan a
uture s'here promotions are more logical,
nd transirions are easier.'
These partners have successfully negotiated
l're uncharted waters of leadership rransiions, avoiding what consultant Zweig refers
c as "taking the lions' share ofthe rewards
nd perquisites without making sacrifices."
irooming successors, delegating aurhoriry,
nd charting a clear direction and strong firm
ulture produce pracrices where the young
re not alienated-they're in charge.
I
OppexuErt rEn DraN

Basics of Orunerchip Transition
UNTIL ABOUT 20 YEARS AGO, ARCHITECTS
rarely addressed the need to traosfer own-

ership of their firms. More commonly,
they gradually reduced their volume of
work and eventually retired. As firms

grew larger, the transfer of ownership
from older to younger practitioflers has
become more commonplace. Reasons for
passing the baton range from a need to
expand the practice and its markers, to
adding to a firm's capital, to ensuring
continuity of services and philosophy.
They include:
Continuity. If firms are to mainrain service
to their clients beyond the lives oftheir
founders, new owners musr be brought in
to keep the pracrice viabie.
F,.xpansion. Clients buy from and are
served by principals. If firms are to grow
they may need new owners who can market and sell to more clients.
Expedise, If principals wish to compere
for new kinds ofprojects, especially those
where extensive experience is necessary,
they may need new parrners with the appropriate background.
leaderchip. For firms to be successful,
owners must recognize the value of strong
leadership and the importance of identifying future owoers. Promising associates
must be recognized and given appropriate

opportunities. Those who have the ability
to practice at the level of partner will do
so-if not where they currently practice,
then elsewhere.
Capital. lVhen firms require funds for
growth, owners have the responsibility to
provide capital. New owners add to the
capital base.
Retircment. Founders seeking to diminish
or cease their activities in a firm without
liquidating it can only do so if others
replace them. New ownership can be accomplished through mergers and acquisitions, or rhrough transfer of ownership
co individuals within the firm.
Once the firm's needs are understood,
current partners must agree on the qualities they will seek in new owners. In
addition to providing capital, leadership
ability, experience, and the orher qualities
listed above, new owners may be chosen
because oftheir age, educarion, legal abilities, professional achievements, and shared
values. Current owners should be com-

fortable working with prospective owners
as part of the management team.
\(/hen ownership is transferred, something ofvalue changes hands. ("Value" is
ordinarily defined as the amount that an
informed buyer would pay a willing seller
in the absence of duress.) A firm's value
is simply the net difference between its assets and liabilities. To avoid reperitive and
costly appraisals or negotiations between
buyers and sellers, firms are advised to establish a specific value, a valuation process, or a valuation formula that will serve
various ownership transfer situations, including retirement, early wirhdrawal of a
partner, or admission of new owners.
lJfhen the percentage of the firm
changing hands-and its corresponding
v4lus-21s escablished, owners must create a transition process that achieves the
objecdves ofboth buyer and seller, taking
into consideration issues oftaxation, risks,
and liabilities. The mechanism can be
as simple as a transfer of cash, or ir can involve complex combinations of cash,
notes, deferred compensation, and retirement benefits, with or without interest.
Owners must also address how the
firm will be governed after the transirion.
Issues of control are the essence of a firm,
and they include such marrers as:
r How will decisions be made regarding
the compensation of owners?
r \7ho will decide the process by which
projects are to be developed and delivered?

r

\7hich partners will have final authority for design, management, and technical

decisions?

r

$flhat kind ofprojects should the firm

will make those decisions?
The actual transfer of ownershiphanding over the f216n-i5 relatively easy.
But making the transition effectively requires reevalua:ir.g a firm's purpose,
finances, ownership needs, and future conuol. The most successful transitions are
achieved through careful planning and
discussion, long before the change actually
seek, and who

occufs

-Pprln

PrvEN

Peter Piuen, FAIA, is a principal consultant
of Tbe Coxe Group, a Philadelphia-based
managentent consuhingfirm that sewes the

daign professions.
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Award-

o

o

coverage.
ARCHITECTURE is proud to

announce that the magazine
has won its

first Jesse H.

Neal Editorial Achievement
Award. Hailed as the Pulitzer
Prize of the business press, the

Neal Award is the industry's salute
to individual editors for their high standards of editorial
excellence. This year's 58th awards

jury of journalists

and educators honored ,q,RCgttECTURE's May 1991
issue on "green architecture" as the best subject-related

series of articles in its category. In that issue, we urge

architects to adopt a holistic approach to design
Nature s Revenge
A
--::i:i:::::..
n r-r
i-: -r-- i-

by examining the increasingly complet relationship
between the manmade and natural environments.
This message of ecological responsibility is conveyed

.:,==;=n:-=95+

=ffi#

through innovative examples of environmentally
conscious design and practical advice on selecting

====i=r

resource-efficient building materials and systems.
ARCHITECTURE's award-winning coverage

of such

important topics underscores our commitment to
providing architects with the most valuable information
on design, building technolog', and professional practice.

Award-winning ARCHITECTURE

TECHNOLOGY

Full Metal Jacket
New fabrication techniques elevate the profiles of steel- and aluminum-clad buildings.
\rITH THE REVIVED

POPULARITY OF STREAM-

lined Moderne, metal cladding has come into
its own. Many buildings, especially those
that house high-tech facilities of the computer
eta, ate dispelling the stigma of prefabricated
metal exteriors. In an effort to polish its image, the metal construction industry staged
its first annual convenrion last October for
building-design professionals (Ancurrrcrunr,

December l99l,page 79). Metalcon '91,
held in \Tashington, D.C., revealed recent
advances in manufacturing that offer new
design alternatives to standard metal compo-

Superplasticizing is a metal-fabrication
procedurc in which an aluminum alloy sheet
is heated until it can be formed like plastic
(top left). The process qeates detailed shapes
such as ribbed panels (center and bottom
left) and retains the structural strength of
aluminum. A composite panel constructed of
steel or aluminum skins adhered to a core
of foam insulation, corrugated kraft paper, or
metal honeycomb (boftom section) offerc
a smooth sudace finish (below).

nents and systems.
Coupled with improvements in coarings
that offer greater durability and expanded
color palettes (pages 97 -99), meral-panel
manufacturers have advanced rheir fabrication techniques, enabling architects ro specify
more detailed and customized metal-panel
profiles. Many of chese innovations are the
result of research and development conducted for the aerospace industry.
Superplastic aluminum
ONE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPED BY AEROspace engineers and adopted by the building

industry is the formation of superplastic alu-

minum, also known as "superplasticizing."
In this process, panels are fabricated from

an

aluminum alloy that behaves like plastic when
heated and blown into a mold with compressed air, but retains the strength of aluminum when finally formed. From molded
Ys-inch-thick sheets, aluminum panels can
be formed through this process into intricate

wirh smooth contours. Complex
components can be combined into a single
mold and formed from sheets in a single
pressing. This process reduces the need to
fabricate smaller sheet-metal parts and weld
or mechanically fasten them in the field, ensuring dimensional accuracy and consistency.
Although producrion facilities for architectural
applications of superplasticizing were first
established in England, Superform USA, an
American offshoot of the British company,
recently opened a plant in Riverside, California. According to Michael Reynolds, the comshapes

COMPOSITE PANEL

1
2
3
4

IVETAL PANEL FACE

HONEYCOI\4B CORE
SHIPLAP JOINT
IVIETAL

ANGLE
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pany's vice president of sales and marketing,
superplasticizing is most economical when
at least 50 and up to 5,000 panels of the same
profile are required. Recent applications of
superplasticized aluminum include Gatwick
Airport's North Terminal and the Financial
Times Print \forks in London (facing page).
Superplastic aluminum has yet to be employed in this country for a building, although it was recently considered by Centerbrook Architects and Planners for the
National Maritime Center, currently under

construction in Norfolk, Vrginia (right).
The architects became interested in superplasticizing in order to fabricate ribbed
panels with a flat flange for attaching coping
and flashing (a particular concern since
as a gutter for rainribbed panels tend to
^ct
water when oriented diagonally). But the
process requires that the metal be heated to
850 degrees Fahrenheit, thus adding to
finishing costs by preventing the sheets from
being painted before they are formed.
Gomposite panels
ISTHEN A SLEEK SURFACE IS DESIRED,

ARCHI-

tects often specify composite panels of
aluminum or steel over a foam insulation, corrugated kraft papeq or metal honeycomb
core. Also an offshoot of aerospace engineering, such panels offer improved strength
without increased weight and thickness. The
manufacture of composite panels is a result
of advances in epoxy adhesives that permit
improved lamination between core and skin
materials. The new adhesives provide a
smooth, blemish-free face without the threat
of"oil-canned" bulges or puckered surfaces.
The degree ofpotential curving, and a
composite panel's strength and weight, are
dependent on the thickness and type of
metal specified. According to Herb Larsen,
architectural-panel market manager for the

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania-based metal manufacturer H.H. Robertson, standard 2-inchthick composites can be curved with a minimum radius of 2 feet,6 inches, while a 6to 9-inch radius is possible for the thinnest
composites, as slender as Ye of an inch.
In specif ing metal systems, architects
must choose between conventional steel and
aluminum, the most commonly specified
metals for panels. Stainless steel is corrosion
resistant, but it is also extremely costly for
cladding applications, making aluminum the
usual metal of choice in highly saline environments. The alternative is to speci!' coatings over steel for enhanced rust protection.
More malleable than steel, aluminum is
104 ARCHITECTURE/MARCH
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Nauticus, The National Maritime Genter
Norfolk, Virginia
Genterbrook Architects and Plannerc
Shriver and Holland Associates

CURRENTLY UNDER CONSTRUCTION, THE

120,000-square-foot National Maritime Center (above) will house aquariums, aquatic
research labs, and interactive exhibits displaying Norfolk's history of shipbuilding and
maritime technologies. In choosing the

building's cladding, Centerbrook Architects

sought to create a nautically inspired image
that would stand apart from the area's typical
waterfront industrial development. Constructed atop a pier surrounded by a brackisl
river, the building will be exposed to a saline
environment: the architects therefore selecte<
painted aluminum panels for their resistance
ro corrosion. Horizontally and diagonally ori.
ented concave ribs are designed with staggered ends to follow the lines of building
edges (section), a detail easily achieved with
superplastic aluminum. Otherwise, the
crimp-curved panels would have to be cut,
leaving exposed edges, in order to conform
with the facility's angled features.
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DETAIL OF BALCONY EXTERIOR

1
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4

PAINTED ALUMINUM TRIM

5

PIPE FENDERS

ALUMINUM PANEL WITH FLAT FLANGE END RIB

6

CURVED ALUMINUM CANTING

CHEEKWALL

7

CRIMP.CURVED PANEL

CABLE MILING

8

ALUMINUM CURB COPING

Fimncial Times Print Works

london, England
Nicholas Grimshaw & Pailnels
THE BRITISH FIRM THAT DESIGNED THIS
printing plant for one of the United Kingdom's largest newspapers specified more than

1,700 flat and curved painted aluminum
panels with slender, vertically oriented concave ribs (center left) that add detail and
scale to the envelope of the austere, windowless expanses of the building. The panels also
contrast with the smooth-finished aluminum
cladding that wraps the freestanding service
and stair towers (top left). Extruded aluminum rails form horizontal banding with
open slots (axonometric, bottom left) that
function as gutters to collect rainwater away
from the panel face (elevation and section,
below). Superplastic aluminum panels, bolted
to the underlying structure of the vertical
and horizontal rails, add structural reinforcement to the building envelope and simplify
the construction of rhe curtain wall. They allow individual panels to be easily replaced by
reducing the number of components required

for field assembly.

CLADDING ELEVATION AND SECTION

(ONOMETRIC OF CLADDING

1
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VERTICALALUMINUM

CLADDING RAIL

SUPERPLASTICALUMINUMCLADDINGPANEL
STAINLESS STEEL SELF-TAPPING SCREW
HORIZONTALALUMTNUMCLADDINGEXTRUSION(NATURALANODTZEDFINISH}
SLOTTEO EXTRUSION
SEAI.ANT TAPE
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easily shaped, but

it

also lacks the tensile

strength ofsteel for an equivalent thickness
and can be more easily dented. Aluminum
also expands and contracts at approximately
twice the rate ofsteel, a consideration architects must take into account when combining components of different metals.
Crimp-curuing metal
DEVELOPED IN THE NETHERLANDS, CRIMPcurving is a patented, computer-controlled
process that incrementally pushes and pulls

conventional ribbed metal sheets into
rounded forms. It has only been available in
this country since 1985, according to Dennis
Klocek, architectural design consultant for
Curveline. the Ontario, California-based firm
that first imported the fabrication technology
and provides custom services for most of the
American ribbed-sheet-metal manufacturers.
Steelite, a Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania-based
metal-component manufacturer, also offers
crimp-curving for its line of metal panels.
The curving process actually increases the
effective strength ofpanels, thus reducing
their weight and corresponding need for underlying structure, while increasing allowable
spans. Such panels can be formed with multiple curves and, depending on specifications,
can turn a corner without requiring intermediary support. For aluminum sheets measuring
.032 inches to .050 inches in thickness and
18- to 26-gauge steel sheets (the larger the
gauge, the narrower the thickness), crimpcurving can shape panels up to 30 feet in
length, with ribs ranging from'lq' of an inch
to 4 inches deep. The deeper the ribs, the
larger the required turning radius ofthe curve.
The minimum radius that can be achieved
through the process is 10 inches.
Klocek explains that curved panels are
increasingly being specified by architects to
enhance pre-engineered structures such as
warehouses and manufactur'ing facilities. Architectural features such as curved mansards
must often be designed where local building
and design codes demand more than merely

U.S. Marshals Seruice Ar Operations DMsion
Oklahoma Gity, Oklahoma
HTB Architects, Engineers, Planners
TO ECONOMICALLY PROVIDE BOTH HANGAR

support facilities for transporting
federal prisoners to jails throughout the
United States, HTB Architects chose to customize a premanufactured metal structure
space and

(top), creating a building within a building.
The 67,000-square-foot complex provides

,000 square feet of office space on three
stories at the rear of a structure originally en'
gineered to house only aircraft (above left).
25

WINDOW

Standard, manufacturer-supplied flashing de
tails failed to provide overhead projection,
allowing water to stream down the painted
steel siding and over the face ofthe glass
where office windows were installed. Therefore, the architects specified the addition of
a continuous, semicircular rolled-steel component at the ribbon windows to deflect rain
water from the glass face (above right). The
dimension of its 9-inch radius was determine
to be small enough to avoid buckling without bracing, but large enough to bend easil'
when custom-fabricated. A sloped sill was
detailed in place ofa standard, flat sill cap tt
prevent water from streaking down the sidin

SLOPED SILL CAP

below (detail, left).

functional building profile.
\(ith its machined esthetic and streamlined, aerodynamic appearance, metal

a

cladding is increasingly being specified by
architects to visually express the technological
nature of buildings such as computer, engineering, airline, automobile, and naval facilities. nfith improvements in the manufacturing ofstandard components, architects now
have the potential to polish even mundane
building types with metals of distinction.

-Manc
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WINDOW DETAIL

1
2
3
4

STRUCTUML STEEL GIRDER
ROLLED-STEELTRIM

Engineering Research Facility
University of lowa
lowa Gity, lorva
Brooks Bory and Skiles, Architects
TO OUT\TARDLY REFLECT THE TECHNICAL

nature of the University of Iowa's environmental engineering and computer research
facility, the architecture and engineering firm
Brooks Borg and Skiles clad the concrete
block exterior of a former auto pafts store with
a new metal skin. The horizontally orienred,
steel "V"-ribbed siding is painted, installed in
standard 1O-foot widths (top right), and secured to the existing shell and a new addition.
Mechanical fasteners attach the siding at the
rise of each rib edge to extruded aluminum
Tsections (near right and detail, bottom center). The vertical Tlsections also serve ro delineate the strucure's lO-foot-square planning
module. Juxtaposed against the deeply textured ribbed siding, custom-fabricated,3f rc-

inch-thick plare-aluminum panels with a
clear anodized finish wrap the punched winJows (far right photo, bottom left, and far

right detail) and curvilinear main entrance
Itop) that project from rhe 100-by-100-foot;quare metal-clad building.
I

DETAIL OF CORNER AND SIDING DIVIDER

ryPICAL WINDOW SECTION
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PAINTED STEEL "V'.RIBBED SIDING
EXTRUDEDALUMINUMT-SECTION
MECHANICALFASTENER
METALANGLE
BIGID INSULATION
CONCRETE BLOCK

ALUMINUM PANEL

METALWALLFLASHING
RIGID INSULATION
CONCRETE BLOCK
WATERPROOFING
PAINTED STEEL'V"-RIBBED SIDING
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Whenyou see the ACCU-R EPS Programlabel,
you can be assured that this EPS roofing insulation
has been certified by the manufacturer to comply
with ASTM-C-578 specifications. The ACCU-R EPS
Program label, along with the ASTM specifications,
proudly bears the name of that manufacturer and the
stamp of the independent third party testing
laboratory that closely monitors adherence to ASTM
specifications. This independent third party also
sees to it that stringent quality control levels are
maintained.
Molded EPS has been

a

tried and true roofing

insulation material since the 1950's. Independent
tests of early installations have shown that, when
properly installed, the original R-value remains
constant. The ACCU-R EPS Program is striving to
improve on this already proven performance by
creating a nationwide network of participating

manuhcturers.
For more information or
the name of the nearest
manufacturer participating in
the ACCU-R EPS Program,
call toll-free 1-800-951-2001.

Gonsistent R'ualue
and zGFo thermal ilnift.
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TECHNOLOGY

Metal Protection
From paints to electrolytic processes, coatings preserve metal and offer finish options.
THE BEST \rAY TO PROTECT METAL AND ENhance its appearance is by coating its surface

with

protective finish. Some coatings, such
purely to preserve the
material, but these protective finishes may be
Ieft in their natural stare ro embellish the
metal's luster. Other coatings, such as paint,
are selected for esthetic appeal and perfora

as zinc, are applied

mance. For example, the

light buff-colored

paint covering the aluminum panels of Cesar
Pelli & Associar.es' 777 Tower in Los Angeles
was selected for its exceptional luminosity in
sunlight and nighttime illumination, which
provides a beacon on the Los Angeles skyline.
Io specify the appropriate finish for a variety
rf design, performance, and environmental
requirements, architects should consider the
rros and cons ofvarious coatinqs.

lnticorrosive coatings
{ NUMBER OF COATINGS

provides an impervious layer between the
metal and the elements.
The two most common elements used for
anticorrosive coatings are aluminum and
zinc. Coating steel with aluminum provides
barrier protection, and usually offers an even,
matte finish; product manufacrurers call it

"aluminized" steel. Coating steel with zinc
produces " galvanized" steel, a material with
both sacrificial and barrier protection. Another type of anticorrosive finish, aluminum/
zinc-coating for steel, offers the sacrificial
protection of aluminum and the barrier protection of zinc. All three coatings provide
excellent protection for metal, although aluminized steel is the most durable.
Esthetic coatings
FINISHES THAT ENHANCE METAL'S ESTHETIC

appearance include organic coarings, such
FOR METAL HELP RE.

:ard corrosion and are usually hidden bv a
inish coat; they may also ofieruo-. .sth"ti.
rppeal if left unpainted. Corrosion-retardant
:oatings are applied to cold-rolled, low-carron steel before it is formed into buildins
narerials. Such coatings protect metal in-two
vays: by "sacrificial" protection, in which
he coaring slowly oxidizes over time, thus
>rotecring the base metal beneath; or bv

barrier" protection, in which the coutins

liquid or powdered paints derived from
carbon compounds, and inorganic coatings,
such as anodizing, which produces a finish
through oxidation.
Organic coatings, such as paints with
fluorocarbon bases, are among the most
durable coatings for metal, and are common
in large commercial projects. Acrylic- or polyester-based paints, also derived from organic
compounds, are less durable, but also less
expensive, and are common in residential
as
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CLEANING AND PRETREATMENT

In the coil-coating process, sheet metat is fed
into a paint line (below, left to right) where it
is cleaned, primed, painted, baked, and then
recoiled or cut to size. The coated metal is
stamped or cut to form various building mate.
rials, such as bargeboard (above), for ltard
Associates' offices in Tuskaloosa, Aabama.
UNCOILING BARE METAL
COIL SPLICING
COIL ENTRY
DEGREASING, CLEANING. AND RINSING
DRYING OVEN
PRIMER UNIT
CURING OVEN
COATING UNIT
LAI\4INATING OR EMBOSSING
COIL EXIT
RECOILING FINISHED METI..

o-_l

PRIMER COATING
TOP COATING
LAMINATING OR EMBOSSING
BECOILING FOR SHIPMENT
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buildings. Fluorocarbon-based paints on metal
may be guaranteed for 20 years, while guarantees ofacrylic or polyester-based paints
usually cover only a three- to five-year period.
Fluorocarbon-based paints are made with
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) resin, which is

supplied by only two manufacturersAtochem North America and Ausimont. (In
a nongaseous state, fluorocarbons are not
threatening to the environment.) Because of
the complex technical process required for
manufacturing PVDF paints, the resin is distributed to only five paint companies: Akzo,
Glidden, Morton, PPG Industries, and
Valspar. Paint is usually composed of 70 percent PVDF resin and 30 percent proprietary
pigmentation and solvents. This composition
makes paint spreadable; during the subsequent curing process, the solvents evaporate.
The American Architectural Manufacturers
Association (AAMA) Standard 605 specifies
performance criteria for paints manufactured
with pvor resin. The standard calls for a
minimum of 30 percent gloss retention of the
finish; minimal change in color; and, at most,
only 10 percent erosion ofthe coating's surface. The standard requires manufacturers to
test other proPerties, such as the coating's
hardness and adhesion, its durability under
heat, salt spray, and direct impact, and its resistance to abrasion, alkalinity, detergents,
acid pollutants, and humiditY.
Performance standards for acrylic- and
polyester-based paints are stiPulated by a'*la
Standard 603, and are far less stringent than
those governing fluorocarbon-based paints'
For example, Standard 603 does not require
tests for erosion ofthe coating surface, color
retention, abrasion, or resistance to acid or
alkaline pollutants.
According to Steve Swaney, coil-coatings

Aluminum is anodized by dipping metal into
an electrolyte bath (above) and passing an
electric cunent through it to form a hald'
aluminumoxide coating. fuiodized aluminum
can be left clear (far risht) to rcveal the
metal's original color' or dyed a variety of
colorc, including bronze (right).
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market development manager for the Dexter
Corporation, a St. Louis-based coatings manufacturer, light colors are generally less expensive than dark colors, but tend to show
more color change than whites or light colors
due to fading. Light colors also reflect heat,
while dark colors absorb it. By reducing a
building's energy consumption, lighter

better choice for metal roofing in
warm climates.
shades are a

Goil-coating and spraying
TO COAT METALS, PAINT IS APPLIED IN T\TO
ways :

coil-coating and spraying. Coil-coating

is a mechanical process in which raw, coiled

aluminum or steel is flattened and fed
through a "paint line" that cleans the metal,
chemically treats it for painting, applies
primer and finish coats, and then cures the
resulting material. At the end of the process,
the metal is either recoiled or cut into sheets
for shipment to manufacturers for stamping
and forming. Coil-coating is most common
for coating building materials-particularly
metal panel systems, roofing, and gutters.
Coil-coating is usually more efficient than
spray-painting, because the material is coated
before it is formed. Post-production painting
tends to waste paint; typically only a little
more than half of the paint actually adheres to
the metal. Because the metal is painted on

both sides when coil-coated, it also offers
higher corrosion resistance.
Since the coil is flat when treated, coilcoating produces a more uniform finish than
spraying, which may produce uneven coatings when paints are applied to preformed

materials. However, both spraying and
coil-coating methods release volatile organic
compounds (vocs) such as hydrocarbons,
which deplete the ozone layer. According to

the National Coil Coaters Association. 90 to
95 percent ofthese compounds are captured
and recycled to fuel the curing ovens in the

coil-coating process.
Powder coatings
PAINTS IN THE FORM OF FINE PO\TDERARE
known as powder coatings, and contain no
solvents. Powder coatings, such as those applied to metal panels of the Crate & Barrel
store in Chicago (facing page), encapsulate
pigments within resin; they are applied to
metal through an electrostatic process, and
then oven-cured. Because no vocs are released during application, they are less harmful to the environment than spray-applied
liquid paint coatings and coil-coatings. Powder coatings with pvor resins are available,
and thus afford the same durability as liquid
paints. Presently, a smaller color choice is
available for powder coatings than for solvent-based coatings, primarily because of the
high cost of powder-grinding equipment.
Anodized finishes
PLENTIFUL, MAILEABLE, STRONG, NATUMLL}

resistant to corrosion, and recyclable, aluminum is growing in popularity as an architectural material. ln contrast to painting,
which hides metals, anodizing produces a
hard, noncorrosive oxide film on the surface ot
aluminum through electrolytic action. Anodizing is achieved by cleaning and chemicalll
treating the aluminum, and then dipping it

into an elecuolyte bath through which an

electric current is passed. Anodized coatings
can be applied by coil-coating, on preformed
sheets, or by batch or piece to extrusions an'
formed pieces. The Aluminum Association
rates these coatings according to thickness:
"protective and decorative" coatings measurr

than 0.4 mils thick; "architectural class
II" coatings are berween 0.4 and 0.7 mils;
"architectural class I" includes coatings 0.7

less

mils and thicker.

Aluminum can be colored in the anodrzing process by depositing a dye in its porous
oxide surface and then exposing the surface

to a hot water bath, which seals the surface
pores shut. Since the color is integral with
the metal, anodized finishes will not flake off,
and offer good color rerenrion when exposed
to ultraviolet light. However, because the
metal is visible beneath the coating, anodized
aluminum may reveal the metal's imperfections. Another drawback, notes Somerville,
Massachusetts, architect Kimo Griggs, a sole
practitioner who works exrensively in metals,
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that anodized aluminum is difficult to repair
if scratched. Anodized finishes are also more
susceptible to acid pollutants than fluorocarbon-based coarings. Dirt and stains can be
removed from anodized aluminum by scrub5ing the metallic surface with abrasive pads
rnd a mild detergent.
However, anodizing produces an environnentally sensirive coating process because,
rnlike solvent-based paints, electrochemical
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lpplication does not emit vocs. Anodizing

F
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loes not release harmful gases, and anodized

rluminum can be recycled without stripping.
lobert O. Hirsch, Executive Director of
:he Architectural Anodizers Council, refers to
rnodizing as the "green" finish. Architects
;hould keep in mind that the Clean Air Act
rnd the Resource Conservation and Recovery
emissions of many paint sol,ents. Solvent-based paint coatings may rhus
)ecome prohibitively expensive, leaving an-

tct now limit

dizing and powder coarings
:ffective oprions for finishing

as

the most cost-

aluminum. I
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Powder coatings, essentially paints without
solyents, arc baked onto metal building
components, such as the panels cladding the
Ghicago Grate & Barrcl storc (above and
section), designed by local firm Solomon
Cordwell Buenz. The building's larger panels
rcquircd special oversized oyens.

WPICAL SPANDREL PANEL
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4

POWDER COATING
FIELD-APPLIED HORIZONTAL TRIIVI
FACTOFY.APPLIED HORIZONTAL SNAP-ON TRIM
3M[,I-THICK PREFABRIoATEo ALUMINUM PANEL

pray painting metal building components
rbove) is an alternatiye to coil-coating. Gesar
elli & Associates clad its TTI Tower in Los

ngeles (right) in aluminum panels spray,ated with a fluorccatton paint, incolponting
olyvinylidene fluoride t€sin, one of the most
rrable paint coatings available.
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COMPUTERS

DOS-Mac Debate Gontinues
Evaluators compare improvements and additions to operating systems.
FAR FROI,I

SHO\(/ING SIGNS OF RESOLUTION,

the debate betr,veen users of Macintosh and
oos-based compurers has intensified in the
last year. For the mosr part, tl-re debate l-ras
been spurred on by two new developments:
the introduction of Windows 3.0, an iconbased graphical interf-ace, to the Microsoft
disk operaring system (r,rs-DoS), and the release of System 7, a major upgrade to the
Macintosh operating sysrem. Borh products
promise ro ease the initiation of beginne rs
trnd to impn;ve the productivity of expericnced computer operators.
Simply stated, an operating system is software that controls rhe internal functions of

rhe computer and the "look" that rhe computer presenrs to its user. r{S-DoS is by far
the most popular system for architects, with
rhc Macintosh system a distant second. Al:hough only Microsoft develops l,tS-OoS, it is

.nstalled on computers made by many manuiacturers, most notably IBI,I and Compaq.
Ihe Macintosh and its operarlng system are
)roprlerary to Apple Computer.
S7l-ren AncurrtrcruRtr first compared the
)OS and M;rcintosh compuring environmenrs
December 1990, pages 11t-119), architects
n each camp argued their pref-erences with
:motional zeal. Although no knock-our blow
vas deiivered, the Macintosh emerged with
r sligl'rt advantage in the opinion of the archi'ects who served as evaluarors.
Last December, this magazine asked an_
rther ser of architect evaluators to review the
rvo competitors in light of rheir mosr recent
ntroductions. The main panel of l5 evaluaors, evenly divided between Macintosh and
)OS users, met at ?iton College's School of
\rchitecture in the Chicago suburb of fuver
irove. Tl-rey listened to keynote speeches
ry represenratives

from Apple and Microsoft,
rllowed by presentations from vendors of
,ADD (Autodesk, Isicad, Foresight Resources,
.iaris, and Archicad's Graphisoft), financial
ranagement software (Timberline and Sam_
rra), specifications software (Eclat), general
usrness programs (Microsoft and Claris),
lotters (Houston Insrrumenr, JDL, and oyo
ieospace), and a digitizer (CalComp). The

vendors were selected because their products
are, or will be, among rhe firsr to take advantage of new computing environments made
possible by \Windows and/or System 7.
Computers selected for the presentarions
were the fastest available. \flindows programs ran on a Compaq 486lt0L with 16
megabytes of nau, )4}-megabyte hard disk,
NEC 5D monitor, DoS 1.0, and a Microsoft
mouse. \Wirhout monitor and mouse, the
compurer lists at fiI2,999 but is available
from dealers for about $10,700. Macintosh
applications were run on a Quadra 700 with
20 megabytes of RAM, 160-megabyte hard
disk, extended keyboard, mouse, and 19-inch
SuperMac monitor. The computer was accelerated from its normal operating speed of
2) megahertz to 33 megahertz with a $349
overdrive from Newer Technology, \7ichita,
Kansas. $Tithout moniroq the computer lists
for 98,137. Discounts ofup to 2) percent are
available from deaiers.
After the presentations, the evaluators
met for two hours in a closed session to discuss their impressions and to try to reach
consensus. The following day, the main panel
of evaluators was invited back to tiron College, along with other Chicago-area architects, for an open forum that permitted more
individual experimentation and interviews
with the vendors. After the evaluation. oarticipanrs concluded the following:
r Four, not jusr two, major competitive
systems are now available on rhe market:
DoS (which most of the evaluarors with oosbased computers have not abandoned).
Evaluator Kevin Kemp and Barbara A. Stotfel
(top) of Decker + Kemp Architects and
Urban Design, with Houston Instrument prod.
uct manager Lillian R. Rhoades (seated),
review the capabilities of the company's DMp162R plotter. Houston Instrument is one
of the first plotter manufacturers to offer a
Windows-specilic driver. Microsoftrs spread.
sheet program Excel is available for Windows
(center right), which has been designed
with a look and feel similar to Excel lor the
Macintosh (right).
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Dos with'Windows, Macintosh System 7,
and Macintosh System 6 (which most of the
evaluators with Macintosh computers have
not abandoned). In fact, System 7 requires a
hard disk, so Apple must continue to support
System 6 for Macintosh computers with
floppy disk drives only.
r The DoS/Macintosh debate lost most of its
emotional charge with the introduction of
$findows, whose graphical nature has much
in common with the Macintosh operating
system.

r
Laurence E. Dieckmann prepared a rendering
(above) on his Macintosh using MacPerspec'

tive, SuperPaint, and the Gal-Comp 33120AS
digitizer. The digitizer has a pressure'
sensitive pen that allows a computer drawing
to be signed with a recognizable signaturc.

Just because the debate has become less
emotional doesn't mean it has become less
intense. Apple adherents view the success of
lVindows as a vindication of their belief in a
graphical interface, but contend that the
similarities between \Windows and Macintosh
are mostly cosmetic.

r In addition to Mac and Dos, other operating systems must also be considered: Unix,
OS/2, and a DoS clone by Digital Resources
called on-ooS. Unix is backed by some of the
biggest names in computing. OS/2 develoPment and promotion have been taken over
by IBM, and Digital Resources was acquired
last year by Novell, the leader in personal
computer networking. Each is perceived as

having significant potential to become a
full-fledged comPetitor by one or more members of AncnrrECTURE's panel of evaluators'

r
The sawiest of the System 7 prcgrams'
Canvas 3.O (above), combines drawing, paint'
and CADD functions. After importing the
Canvas drawing into Microsoft Wordr for
exampte, users cian work on it easily and at
any time simply by double-clicking its icon.

No clear-cut winner emerged, but the

Macintosh continues to gain respect as a
business and graphics machine. The challenge
that both rVindows and the Macintosh face
is the inertia of a huge base of existing DoSbased computets and software applications,
and users who have grown comfortable with
the system. Nevertheless, the Macintosh
has enjoyed remarkable success among architectural practices. The 1991 AIA firm survey
shows that the Macintosh is used in 24 percent of all firms with computers. According
to the survey, DoS has captured 72 percent of
the architectural market, and other systems
have the rest. The reaction of architects who
participated in AncutrEcruRE's most recent
comparative evaluation of oos and Macintosh
envlronments suggests that \Tindows might
slow the rate at which the Macintosh is gaining market share, but probably won't stop

it. The Macintosh is the only comPuting enLotus 1-2-3 for the Macintosh displays both
spreadsheet and related chads simultane'
ously (above). A change in data immediately
alters the chart. The file format is compatible
with 1-2-3 for DOS and Windows, permitting
spreadsheet data to be easily exchanged.
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vironment that maintains its market share
among architects regardless of firm size'
I Attempts to comPare the speed of oos

with \Windows and System 7 proved futile'
Most of the demonstrated programs were still
under development or did not run in both
environments.

System 7
CREATIVE PEOPLE DO MORE THANJUST

stroke words or lines or numbers into a computer all day, argues Apple. Convinced that
most users are no mofe interested in the mechanics of a computer than in the boilers
and pipes of a building, Apple shields its operating system from view. The user never
sees it, even when the system crashes. \7hile
the graphic interface of System 7 is similar
to System 6, slight changes enable programs
to execute more complex instructions faster.
Released by Apple in May 1991, System 7 is

with an option
for switching back to System 6's 24-btt
structure to run older programs. (By compar'
ison, Windows is a 16-bit system.)
Handling of type in System 7 is less exa 32-brt operating system,

pensive, more convenient, and better matched
between the monitor and the printed page

than in System 6. The reason is the addition
of TiueType technology, which uses outline
fonts instead of bitmap fonts. Microsoft has
licensed TiueType technology from Apple
and promises to include it in the next version
of \Windows. The new Apple Laser\Triter IIf
and IIg printers are compatible with both
PostScript, the font-mapping method used ir
System 6, and ThueTYPe.
Vrtual memory is new to SYstem 7, enabling space on the hard disk to substitute
for needed random access memory. Also new
is the concept of aliases, which are tiny files
that lead directly to the full program ofapplication elsewhere on the disk or across the
entire network. An alias can be placed in the
Apple menu, which makes it available instantly from the desktop without searching
through folders within folders' Double-click'
ing on the alias launches the file or Program'
System 7 expands the Macintosh cut/cop1
paste capability with several techniques for

interapplication communication. Apple's
tools are calied "Publish and Subscribe" and
'Apple Events." One of the most stunning
features of System 7 is the use it makes of
AppleTalk, which Apple has long billed as
a networking device, but which most users
saw as iust a cable that connected two or mot
computers to the same printer. Now, all computers connected via AppleTalk constitute
complete Peer-to-peer network. Each user
can access the entire contents of the hard dis
of any other user on the AppleTalk network'
Standard network security is provided so tha

few simple clicks of the mouse, sensrtive files can be shielded or available only t
some users or only to users with a password
The beauty of this type of network is its

with

a

simplicity and cost: It's free for the price of
the cable. The catch is that it's 5l6s/-56 5l6vv
that you probably wouldn't want to install
a prcgram on only one compurer and have
everyone else share it. But it's an effective way
to share short files on an occasional basis and
to learn the basics ofnetwork operarion.
\(hile S(indows users have had little
trouble running programs written for old ver-

F

z

sions of Dos, some Macintosh users have experienced a less than rransparent conversion.

Running some programs in System 7 on a
Quadra, for example, may require that the

z

J2-bit addressing function be turned off
:hereby forfeiting the increased acceleration
rffered by the Quadra. Most software devel)pers are aware ofthis problem by now, and
rpdates or patches to exisring programs
;hould be available in the nexr few months.

)4

z

tindows
fHE BENEFIT OF VINDO\flS IS THAT IT PROrides an easy upgrade path for the 1) to 20
nillion DOS users. Although \flindows was

ntroduced in 1985, it did not catch on until
zersion 3.0 was released in May 1990. And
:atch on it did. As of last fall, Microsoft re>orted that it had shipped more rhan six mil-

ion copies to users and 6J,000 development
rits to potential authors of Windows-based
)rograms. Estimates of the number of \7in_
lows applications that have been released
ange from 1,000 by Computer Intelligence,
. San Diego-based market research firm, to
,,000 by Microsoft.
New users of Nfindows tend to focus on its
:ons and its use of the mouse as a pointing
nd selection device (instead of typing comnands as in DoS) because they make it easier
o use the compurer. \fith the mouse/icon
nechanism, diverse programs start to have
rore in common, which means greater
ransfer of knowledge. DOS users can make
o show citizens

of G6teborg, Sweden, what
s new opetia house would look like when
rc building is completed in 1994, local
rchitects Lund & Valentin superimpoeed a
rawing of the structure on a photograph
I its prcposed site (top right). From the
esign created in Archicad on the Macintosh
System 7, graphic artists.lonas Dagson
rd Michael Jansson used Aldus Freehand
rd Adobe Photoshop to complete the
erger. Wre-frame perspectiyes were atso
eated in Archicad (center right), as were
rtions and elevations (above and bottom
;ht) that were later hand-colored to create
esentation drawings.
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the transition to $Tindows without having to
discard any existing hardware or software.
DoS programs and devices can coexist with
programs and devices for \Windows. Lotus
uses Smartlcons, a program that can be customized, in its \Tindows version of I-2-3 ro
automate some procedures.
Less obvious advantages of \Windows are
features such as the ability to imbed files of
one program within the files of another program. The two files need not understand one
another's data formats-either file can be
changed by double-clicking its icon to bring
up the parent program. Or the secondary

"receiving" file can be linked to a primary
"parent" file, so that when the parent file is
updated, the receiving file is updated automatically. This procedure allows each program to specialize in what it does best without the burden ofunderstanding the
programming structure of a linked file. If an
architect wants to write notes or specifications while in a CADD program, for example,
he or she can call up a favorite word processing program; the CADD Program doesn't
have to try to incorporate word processing
as one

ofits

features.

also permits the user to open and
view two or more files from different pro-

\findows

grams simultaneously, a process called multitasking. The feature is useful to anyone who
keeps getting interrupted during the course
of the day with tasks that require checking
or editing avarrety of computer files. The kind
of multitasking done by N7indows is called

cooperative, which is not as efficient as Pre-

emptive multitasking, which is what OS/2
does. In cooperative multitasking, the program must return control of the operating
system voluntarily, and some programs want
to hog the processor until they are done or

until the oPerator intervenes. In preempttve

Many specification systems, such as U.S.
Gypsum's Action (top), suppod Windows
because occasional users find it easy to use'
Action is launched from the Wndows desk'
top; double-clicking on icons (second lrom
top) launches prcduct information that can be
shown as details in Autocad (bottom photos).
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multitasking, the operating system is the boss,
and it passes around control ofthe processor
according to priorities set by the operator'
In theory $flindows avoids the need for a
software developer to write a different link,
or "driver," between the operating system and
peripheral devices it wishes to support, such
as printers, plotters, and monitors. The developer iust references the Nfindows driver,
and the iob is done. In practice, Microsoft
has been slow to develop drivers or set standards for some devices of great importance to
architects, such as plotters and digitizers' The
plotter driver in \Tindows 3.0 is an unsuccessful implementation of Hewlett Packard's
Graphics Language (HPGL). Houston Instru-

ment and.JDL are among the first plotter

vendors to recognize this problem and write
their own drivers.

Despite all the \findows programs currently shipped, only a few GADD programs
are available-and most of those were originally written for Macintosh, such as Alias
Upfront and Ashlar Vellum. Drafix was the
as of early f992, stlll the only general-purpose CADD program written solely
for lWindows. Many more are coming, including Autocad and Cadvance, buc they must
be completely rewritten so that they will run
as fast as their DoS predecessors. Is the effort
worth it? Apparently so. Foresight Resources,
the vendor of Drafix, has been selling both
a DoS and a \Windows version, and the \7indows version has just recently begun to
outsell the Dos version.
Because \findows is an addition to Dos,
rather than a replacement, and because it is a
graphic system, it is inherently slower than
DoS. Experienced operators can run text- anc
vector-based Programs faster under DoS than
under either til7indows or Macintosh. DoS
still controls the word-processing, line-processing, and number-crunching functions.
Says Autodesk spokesman Andrew Zarcillo:
"In terms of raw speed, nothing beats Autocad 3851486 for extended Dos. And it's also
true that ri(indows is our most important

first and,

development platform."
DOS-Mac comparisons
BOTH NTINDO\rS AND THE MACINTOSH
share some advantages, like communication
among different programs, and some disadvantages, like big aPPetites for memory and
disk space. Fortunately, memory and storage
cost less than they did a couple ofyears ago,

and compression utilities can virtually doubl'
the effective storage capacity ofa hard disk.
Both computing environments have software gaps. Although more than a dozen
architect-specific financial management programs are available for DoS. none are writtel
for \il7indows and only two are available for

the Macintosh. The gap is being closed by
programs such as Clerk of the Works by
Samsara for the Macintosh and Timberline,
which showed a preliminary general ledger
for rVindows. Although dozens of excellent
drawing and paint programs are available fo
the Macintosh, only a few support DoS and
fewer still run under \Windows. Among the

best are Arts & Letters by Computer Suppor
Corporation. Corel Draw, and Micrografx
Designer. The most important features of
both \(indows and System 7 arc awatring
implementation by software developers.

For occasional users, it's getting harder to
tell the difference between one company and
the next. On one hand, Apple sues Microsoft

tem 7, we're not sure about a couple of important utilities. Windows has norhing that
the Macintosh didn't offer fbur years ago.

over the appearance and accessibility ofirs

The issue is really how we can pracrice berrer
arcl.ritecture, and I see the Macintosh fostering more innovation. Vith \(indows, Microsoft has czrught up ro where the Macintosh
was years ago. Despite some similarities, the
Macintosh is still simpler and more intuitive
than \i7indows, and presents tl-re user with
fewer system consideratrons.

operating systems; on the other hand, Apple
signs an agreemenr with

tnu ro develop

a

joint operating sysrem. And Microsoft and
lBM, which were once jointly developing
\Windows and OS/2 for separare markets, are
now separately developing those operating
systems for the same market. Meanwhile,
Apple has licensed two key components of its
technology, ThueType and QuickTime, to
Microsoft. QuickTime is a free software extension to System 7 that permits rime-based
Cata, such as video, animation, or sound. to
be inserted and played back wirhin an appli-

:ation

still images can now be
Lnserted and viewed. Of all the inrroductions
:hat l-rave resulted from such ioint ventures.

Eowano J. Mancrrx, Pbilip lY/est, Donald
Bergstrom and Associates: S(e're still running System 6 and have no plans ro convert.
System 7 doesn't seem to offer much yet for
the CADD programs we

Lrse.

as easily as

QuickTime holds the most promise of revoutionizing the way computers are used.
Ylac evaluations

\f HO EVALLATED MACINTOSH
romputers credit I(indows primarily for irs
3raphical interface, memory management,
\RCHITECTS

rnd linking fearures. But they still consider
Windows years behind System 7. Only one
he evaluators had converted his Macintosl.r

of

iom System 6 to System 7 as of December
1991. Most of the otl.rers were waitins for
heir applicarions to rake aduanrage ,,f Sysem 7's new capabilities.
)avro J. JouNsoN, Eastlake Studio: We stiil
raven'r converted from System 6 to System
'. \We run many programs and, though we
'xpect 90 percenr ofthem to run under Sys-

DoN M. Bnasrty, Don Beasley + Associates,
Arcbitects I Consuhants: I converted to System 7 because I consider it an inevitable steo.
even tlrrough rhere is no overwhelming urgency. It costs norhing. Doesn't it bother you
tirat \Windows doesn't go any further than it
It's a Mac clone. The Macintosl.r is
no longer as deficient as it was in manaqement
does?

sofrware. MicroPlanner's Projerr Manager is
as sophisticated as anything on another piat-

[orm. The interprogram communicarion
features of both $Tindows and Macintosh will
start a rrend toward downsizing programs.

We'll buy four g300 modules that will work
better rhan one 91,200 program. Ar-rthors
of \7rite, Draw, and Paint programs have gotten away from tl-re simple concept that made
them great and easy ro use. If pageMaker and
$Zord get any closer together, they'll merge.

I'm tired ofpaying 9100 a year ro upgrade to
features aheady included in the other.

The new version of Lotus 1.2-3 for Wndows
has a palette of Smadlcons in the upper
right-hand corner of the screen (top). Smart.
lcons launch common spreadsheet procedures. lf the default palette of ZO Smarflcons
is insufficient, users can create their own
(above) to customize additional procedures.
Users can also control which icons appear
and the order in which they appear. For
additional flexibility, spreadsheets created in
1-2-3 lor Windows are file.compatible with
spreadsheets created in 1-2-3 for the
Macintosh, which was recently introduced.
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When working in Drafix Windows CAD (above),
an inlormation bar appears at the bottom

of the screen to describe the selected iconrs
function. Elevation of a proposed medical
building (left) was drawn in Drafix by Clevemmwtrffiorom

ffim.m

landts Mongello Associates, which uses CADD

with restraint to avoid excessive repetition,
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GEnnro R. FlesnrnuuN. Arc-Assist: I can't
believe how far Archicad has come since our
last comparative evaluation of 3D programs.
It's pricey, but impressive.

dows, three expressed strong interest in the
Macintosh, and four were ambivalent.

CueRrrs GneNr PnlrnssN, Cbarles Grant
I just spent 15 minutes
working on a Macintosh, and System 7
makes \findows look like a half-hearted Dos
overlay. I'm not impressed with where ooS
Pedersen Arcbitect:

Ser \$fl GAETA, Roy H, Kruse r Associates,
Architects: Claris cAo is a relatively intuitive
drawing program and a good value for beginners. It needs an architectural symbol library
and an easier way to clean up the intersections of a wall connecting two nearby parallel walls. I was also very impressed with
Archicad. Ic has everything an architect would
want, although it is much more expensive
than Claris cao.

Sruanr D. SuanuN, Stuart Sbaynan Asboth Macs and PCs. Adding Sfindows to our PCs would make going
from one machine to the other a lot easier. \7e
use Architrion on the Macintosh, but Archicad seems to beat the pants offit. Archicad is
more intuitive, requires fewer keystrokes to

sociates'. Nfe use

make complex shapes, and sets up faster. The
roofand slab feature is a big advantage in
speeding design. I thought Clerk ofthe N7orks
was well designed for financial management
of an architect's office. I liked it. The oYo
Geospace plotting and imaging system was

wonderful.
LeuRrNcr E. DlEcrueNN, L'E, Dieckrnann,
Arcltitect: I was impressed with Cadvance,
\Windows offers
aithough it doesn't look like

much as System 7. I prefer Archicad as a
3D-based cADD program. I think about elevation development sooner than if I were iust
drawing lines that I'd extrude later to make
3D. For a financial management program, I
liked the input techniques for Clerk of the
\Works. It appears to match an architecture

as

practice very closely. The CalComp digitizer
has a pen that senses Pressure and widens
the line as the user presses down. That doesn't
mean much in drafting, but it considerably
improves the appearance of freehand drawing. Although the feature is available for
both Macintosh and oos models of the digitizer. most Programs that support it appear
to be for the Macintosh.
DOS evaluations
Evaluators praised lsicadts new Cadvance
pnogram (top) for its speed and full functionality, including 3D images (second from top)'
macros, and ability to be customized (second

frcm bottom). In addition, multiple active
views of the same drawing may be displayed
simultaneouslY (bottom),
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AFTER VIENTING ALL THE PRI'SENTATIONS'

architects who routinely used oos-based programs disagreed about the merits of oos,
\(indows, and System 7. Mostly Iongtime
DOS users, they were not eager to change to
other systems. Four evaluators said they are
committed to old oos, two favored \fin-

I foresee may be
OS/2 versus Mac. Once an office grows beis going. The next evaluation

yond three computers, a network becomes
very helpful. \Tindows is a disaster on a network-I haven't seen an application yet that
warrants the effort to install it. I'm not burdened with a lot of inertia in my office, and I
will need a couple of high-powered computers within the next year. I am going to consider Macintoshes. But as I look at other
architects' offices, I see a big mixture of oosbased computers. Nfhen you try to Put a network operating system on them, it's an absolute disaster. Macintosh computers, on the
other hand, can be strung together without
worrying about incompatibilities.

Mrcnerr B. Hocan, Loebl

Schlossman

and

Hackl: \Windows can be installed on a network, but the Novell manual takes 60 pages
to explain how. \(/e have 40 DoS-based computers running on a Novell network and
we need more. If I purchased Macintoshes, wt
would be able to afford only 25 computers.
Our workstations are set uP to insulate users
from derails ofeither the operating system
or the network; to switch to N7indows would
require at least some retraining, which is
hard to iustify these days. Still, I'm intrigued
with some capabilities of \Windows, such as
data links. CADD programs make lousy word
processors, and I get frustrated when I see
people typing general notes in CADD' \(hen
the links between programs are fully estabtWindows'
Iished, I could see switching to

Plotters, like the oYo Geospace, are beginning to accept both bitmapped and vector
files. This is important as more existing
drawings are scanned into the computer'

RonnRr C. RontcsEr, Enoiron'. At this
point, I'd never switch my office from DoS t'
either \Tindows or the Macintosh, but I
might buy a Macintosh for home use. The
problem with \findows is that it slows dowl
almost all programs, especially Autocad'

Pauses of 80 seconds between commands ar'

unacceptable. Ifyou know DoS, as we do
now, why switch? The advantage of the Ma<
intosh used to be its graphical interface, but
why should I depend on buying hardware

[rom one company when I can get better perbrmance from a Compaq clone for a iot less
noney?

Kurtz Associates:
l foresee basic computer functions coming

W',l,rrnn J. HerNsnuRluER,

:oSether and becoming more alike. Still,
here are more users of oos than of the Macntosh, which means more options and lower
>rices for DoS hardware and software. As for
:apability, I can do more in Drafix than in

llaris CAD.

VerrEnJ. FoMN, Gelick Foran Associates..
Iearned a lot today that I didn't know about

I liked it. First I thought
couldn't do it all with a Macintosh, and
hen I found that I could-to a point. I use
\utocad in the office, and lVindows looks
ike a great improvemenr. Autocad under
X/indows is more straightforward, simpler to
Lse, and easier to teach. But once you're into
program, there's nothing much for the icons
o improve upon.
he Macintosh, and

AMES

C. JeNrowsxr, Ross Bantel + Janlt used to take a long time to ger

ouski:

aOD applications running under DOS. Now
see four cables hanging from the back ofthe
.ompaq and eight or ten from rhe back of
re Macintosh. In some ways, the sysrems are
cnverging. IfI were just starting out and I
idn't have a computer, I'd look seriously at
re Macintosh. Microsoft has learned a lot.
'he commonality of programs
and the constency that rwindows brings are timervers. Nfe're going ro switch to Cadvance for
Tindows as soon as it is avaiiable. \fith
Tindows. I will have a common compuring

rvlronmenr to run both CADD and Excel,
love rext, and share data. I like the way Cad_
rnce for lJ(/indows permits multiple views
i the drawing, so I can see both a close-uo
rd the wider area at rhe same time. I Iike
re idea
r

ofnot having to quit the plan view

check the section view.

)HN C. VoosEN, Jobn C. Voosen Arcbitects:
espite all the software being ported back
rd forth between \Windows and rhe Macinsks

it mostly helps clerical staffdo their
faster. I see nothing that gets us to new

vels

ofthought and crearivity.

sh,

H. HANSoN, Stenbro Associates: At
I said I wouldn't switch
)m DOS. Now I'm committed to N(indows.
IHN

e last evaluation,
'e

have 20 computers and six more coming,
d I'm putting rVindows on all of them.

I'd just like to find a Windows CADD program.
Maybe we'll switch to Drafix. I can't see
paying $3,500 for Cadvance just to get \(indows. I might even buy one Macintosh because of its great graphics, but the cosr srill
seems astronomical for comparable power.

KEvrN Ktlrr, Decker + Kemp Arcbitects
and Urban Design: I go with what I'm comfortable with, and I'm comfortable with oos.
\Windows is not for us. Only our office manager uses the computer a lor, and she rarely
works in three programs at once. There's
much more to Dos than to the Macintosh.

Eoweno Nfl WrNznn, William Wenzler
and Associates: \Windows scares me. I foresee
at some point that my old applications won't
run, and I'll have to go rhrough retraining.
DoS now does whar I wanted when I first got
started in computing. All my macros are
written. To make any changes would require
some major new capability. If I were to buy a
Macintosh, I'd have to buy a new cADD program, and I'm not ready to start over again.
JeuEs R. PlnnsoN, Pearson * Associates
Arcbitects: I was impressed by System 7. The
learning curve on DoS is more difficult, although $Tindows is a big help. I'd switch to
the less expensive Drafix for rJ7indows, but
what I'd really prefer is a Nlacintosh with the
new version of Autocad.

Eclat (above), which provides free catalog
information on compact disc, runs exclusively
under Windows and uses its clipboard for
copying and pasting symbols and details
directly onto drawings. Microsoft Word for
Windows incorporates options accessed yia
icons, such as a grammar check (below).

Csanrns R. NEmraN, Cbarles Neuntan
and Associates: If I were to buy another com_
puter today, I'd really think about a Macintosh and pur ir on my Novell network. If
\Windows evolves inro
a complere operaring
system, we'll have the best of all worlds, but
for now, DOS wirh \Windows is nor as seamless as rhe Macintosh with System 7. After
expenmenring briefly with the Digital Re_
sources version ofoos, I like it better than
the Microsofr version. It does everyrhing MS_
DoS does, and more. It's also easier to work
wich and might be a little fasrer. Runnine on
the network, my compurer had 480 kilobvtes
free memory with lrs-oos and jc)4 kilobvtes
free memory with oR-oos.

Davro J.

Potter Lattson Arcbitects:
myself and a few orhers workins
in \Windows, but not our whole office. It's
still early. Autocad ran a lot slower under
$flindows than under DOS. I can't see Dur_
chasing the OyO Geospace plotter ar a price
of $9.600 without color.
I

I could

ENGELK_E,

see

-OLrvER
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OPTIMAR Family Place, Morris, Illinois

Chinn's Crab House, Wheeling, Illinois

Tadich Grill. San Francisco. California

llopicana Hotel & Casino, Atlantic City' New Jersey

Mount Sinai Hospital Medical Center, Chicago, Illinois

0'Hare International Airport, Chicago, Illinois

Absolutelyno
touching!
It's the latest trend in restrooms across
the country. And it's all because of a
revolutionary new line of electronic
plumbing products from Sloan Valve
Company.
Sloan OPTIMA@ systems use electronic
sensor technology to eliminate typical

washroom worries. Fixture operation
is on-demand and automatic-not left
to user discretion. And the total "nohands" restroom concept offers some
very real advantages for todaY's

buildings.

OPTIMA systems reduce water and
energy usage-up to 43% in some applications. Daily maintenance requirements are reduced, too. And then there's
sanitation. "Tbuchless" operation means
users enjoy the highest level of sanita-

heads and more.

tion possible.

Or write us.

OPTIMA systems meet building code
requirements and install easily in new
and retrofit applications' The line
includes faucets, soaP disPensers,
faucet/soap dispenser combinations,
flushometers, hand drYers, shower

Find out more about why there's 'AbsoIutely no touching" in a growing number ofbuildings around the country. Ask
your Sloan representative for the complete story on Sloan OPTIMA systems'

5LT3AN
lO5OO

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY
SEYMOUR AVENUE ' FRANKLIN PAFIK, lL 60131

Circle 90 on information card

PRODUCTS

Award-winning Siding
Wolverine honors vinyl-clad buildings.
$(/OLVERINE TECHNOLOGIES' SIXTH ANNUAL "FINISH FIRST'' DESIGN

:ontest honors buildings that express innovarive applications of rhe
lompany's vinyl siding, details, and accessories. The five jurors who
net in Dearborn, Michigan, last October included 1989 award-winrer Patrick Masterson of Virginia Beach, Virginia; president John
V{ikulak, rVolverine division; architect Biil Hobbs of Ann

Arbor,

Vlichigan; Professional Builder & RenndelerEditor Roy Diez; and ArcurTECTURT Senior Editor Michael J. Crosbie. Awarded were new and renrvated buildings that cake advantage of \Wolverine's trims, moidings,
.ents, and a variety of siding styles. According to Masterson, the winring projects demonsrrate that "vinyl is not contradictory ro design,
)ut can lead ro creative design solutions." Jurors cited the Spruce Hill

levelopment, by Running Brook Builders, and the pawleys Island
)resbyterian Church, by Key Architecture,
for combining vinyl com_
)onenrs with natural materials such as wood shutters and copper roof_
ng to integrate the structures into surrounding neighborhoods. _K.S.

1. Golumbia Gardens,
a condominium
complex in Gape May,
New Jersey, by S.J.
Fenwick Associates
of Linwood, New
Jersey, was awarded
the grand prize for
its application of
Wolverine's Stockbridge siding.
2. A Victorian house
conveded into offices
by Tuscaloosa,
Alabama-based J.W.
Itard Associates received the award for
historic renovation.
3. Pawleys lsland
Presbyterian Ghurch
in Pawleys lsland,
South Carolina, won
top honors in the light
commercial category.
4. The award for
most innorrative application was presented
to Krhounek +
Povondra Architects

of Omaha, Nebraska,

for the SWl Juvenile
Detention Center in
Council Bluffs, lowa.

5. Running Brook
Builders'Spruce Hill,
a 27-house development in Goshen,
New York, won the
award for new residential construction.
6. The Greenberg
House, by the
lohnson Group ol
Margate, New
Jersey, was cited in
the residential

remodeling category.

7. David Christensen
earned special
recognition for his
Solar Clock House in
Bellingham, Washington. For Wolverine
Technologies, circle
4Ol on information
card.
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Why Evefy Dock Needs A [ift.
leveler can
Not all truck beds are the same height. Not even a loading dock equipped with a dock
It's simple.
^the
three foot variation in today's truck bed heights.
handle
The solution? Give your dock a lift!

working range.of dock
At a raised concrete dock, a dock lift can handle all the trucks that fall outside the limited
the need for dangerous
eliminating
ptus,
thereby
access,
provide
dock-to-ground
aoct tits can
boards or levelers.
and expensive concrete ramps.
need for costly truck well
At a ground level building, a dock lift becomes the loading dock. Vhich eliminates the
recesses.

loads are transferred on
Iust as important, dock lifts enhance the safety ofyour loading dock operation because
are eliminated.
ramps
with
asiociated
sh6ving
and
;ffi;. ffir*ry l"rd;u;d rh. physical'pushing

;iil

WhyAdvance?
ldJance is the nation's leading manufacturer of dock lifts. Ve've specialized in them since
fyZ+. Wtri.tr means that our iquipment design, manufacturing processes and
component costs make for the best dock lift value in the industry'
superdokn'r dock lifts from Advance. The most dependable and cost-effective
way to "give your dock a liftl'

Call 1-800-THB DOCK.

E
J-::=

ADVANCE LIFTS
Adwance Lilts, lnc 3575 Sten Ave.
St. Chailes, tL 60174 708-584-9881

"Dvery Dock Needs A

[ift:'

Circle 92 on information card

PRODUCTS

West\$7eek Preview
\lew seating lines are unveiled this month at the Pacific Design Center.
The Knoll Group
ntroduces a lightveight bentwood
urniture collection,
lesigned by Frank
iehry. Comprising
our chairs, two
ables, and an oftonan, the collection
; constructed of
hin, laminated,
omestic maple
L.

trips and glue. Each
hair weighs less

eight pounds.
;eat pads for two ol
han

re chairs can be
pecified in fabric or
nther. Circle 4O2
n inlormation card.
. The ashwood
ubekka chair,
esigned by Andrea
ranzi of Milan
rr Atelier Interna.
onal, has an
pholstered leather
mt, Circle 403 on
formation card.
. Kimball manufac.
rres three lines of
l Arpeggio guest
lating to fit

lntemporary

traditional, or
transitional environments. Each line is
available in a variety
of finishes and
fabrics. Circle 4O4
on information card.
4. The Fitzgerald
Glub Chair by lazz
Furniture is constructed with
doweled hardwood
frames and domestic
hardwood legs.
Circle 4O5 on
information card,

5. Arflex manufac.
tures the Virgola
armchair designed
by lsraeli Yaacov
Kaufman, which
consists of molded
polyurethane foam
suppoded by a
painted metal frame.
Circle 4OG on
inlormation card.
ARCHITECTURE i NIAR(,H
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Flame Precautions
iprinklers, hardware, doors, and sealants protect buildings and inhabitants from fire.
1. Fyre Putty, a high.
temperature ceramic
caulk produced by
Gartorundum, does
not emit smoke or
noxious fumes.
Gircle 4O7 on
information card.
2. Each Model J
Glass Bulb Sprinkler,
manufactured by
Star Sprinkler, contains a glass ampule
that activates water
spray when heated.
Circle 4O8 on
information card.
3. Hevi-Duty/
Nelson's CMP is a
nontoxic cementitious substance designed to seal floor
and rvall openings,
inhibiting sprcad of
firc. Gircle 4O9 on
information card,
4. The Reliable
Automatic Sprinkler
Company's Model ZX
residential firc
sprinklers conceal
operating parts
behind a prctective
plate that retracts
into walls and

ceilings. Circle 410
on information card.
5. ASCOA Fire
Systems'HR Series
of residential
sprinklers can be
installed in single-

*
€

rJ

:ll,:lilif:lvuni'is
information card.

il:ri::T:"#tt'
series horizontal
sliding fire door
finished in galvanized

steel. Circle 412 on
information card.

7. Von Duprin manufactures the 52OO
series of delayedexit devices that
unlock immediately if
smoke detectors or
water-flow indicators
are activated. Circle

413 on information
card.
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hen it comes to ornamental metal,
beauty is just the beginning.

Whether forming an intricate flKure
or an imposing curtatnwall, nothing compares

And, certainly, no decorative material ts as
durable. The result is a kind of beauty that
everyone appreciates

-

positive impact on

the bottom line,

with its adaptability to varying designs. From

Ornamental Metal. The finishing

to polshed handrails,
nothing gives detail such solid appeal

touch for todaY's most successfu,

gleaming storefronts

building designs,

Circle 96 on information card

RCHITECTURE is the profession's leading
ublication...and independent research proves it! *
october, 1991 independent simmons National Survey of active
:hitects shows ARCHITECTURtr is the...
re

;FERDNCf,...
ast majority ot

ects tor usetul
ical informalion

LEADDR...
lor useful design
intormation

cHorcD...
of a majority of architects for
usef ul professional praclice

intormalion

IUOST

RESPf,CIDD...

and valued magazine
in lhe induslry

t:.

rd

that's exciting!

IIIITECTURE continues to build excitement
rroviding editorial coverage of both the design
the technological aspects of architecture to a
ree unmatched by any other magazine in the
ritectural field.
on the results of the Sixth Annual Study of U.S. Architects conducted
by
)ns Market Research Bureau, Inc., an independent research comoanv.

A/T-ARCHITECTU RE/Technoloov

AR-Architectural Record
PA-Progressive Architectu re

MOSTHELPFUI...
magazine to a majority ol

architects in their work

LAST CHAI{CE!
Did you miss valuable information offered by advertisers in last month's issue of RncgltECTURE?
The manufacturers listed below were advertisers in last month's issue who are anxious to provide.you with their latest product.information ^idI.For
erarure for your planning needs. To receive this information, circle the appropriate numbers on the self-addressed, postage-paid-responsecard.
oroduct i.rformaiio.r unJlir..utrr. from advercisers in this issue of ARCHITECTURE, circle the appropriate numbers shown on the advertisements.
AltgRrcaN OrnaN TrE. Your creativity knows fectiveness of prepainted Galvalume ''' sheet
no boundaries. Neither should your choice of for roofing and siding comPonents.
Circle No. 25
Circle No. 21
quality ceramic tile.

I trt

ACCi-ZONE.'" no-rouch metering-

oustru es. I ntrod uci ng

Circle No.

Metaphors"'-A new dimension in ceiling

Circle No,

3

natural choice for designs that

I

the

endure.
Circle No. 37

CEo,q.n

SHarn & SHINGLE Bupuau. \7e certifit

the finest
SrrEt- Conp. Send for

beauty,

durability, and stability make redwood

Arocutlt Nonru Arunmca. \flrite for the full
srory on the family of ryNRn engineering

s.

control.

35

ClrtrOnNt,q. RIDV/OOD ASSN. Natural

systems. Send for more information.
,
Circle No. 17

fluoiopolymer

#1

g,rade cedar available

information top mills.

BnrurnsElt
about the flexibility, durability, and cost-ef-

Circle No. 61

from the

Cirtle No. 1l

wide will be furnishing to their clients.
Cinle No. 59

\fhen you purchase G-P
products, you help take American athletes to
Citde No' 53
the Olympic Games.
GgOnClA-PaClFIC.

Gooovean Ttnt & RuseER Co. If you're
looking for a sizable improvemeot in ballasted systems, ask for our new 10-foot-3inch-wide Versiweld Roofi ng System.
Circk No. 41

Hit your target with
ARCHITECTURE SALES ACTION CARDS
and increase your response.
ARCHITECTURE Sales
Action Cards build direct response by delivering your message directly, effectively and
economically.

That's because Sales Action
Cards reach over 65,000 prime

targets by name and title.
You'll hit key targets - Professionals in a specifying
capacity - from ARCHITECTURE'S select circulation list.
Incredibly, SaIes Action
Cards hit each target for a little more than two cents. That's
a fraction of the cost of your
own mailing in postage alone.

I'4
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in-

formation on our Illusionso Collection.

BnaolEl CoRe You can now have precise me- COslttr. From April l0-1i 1992. Milan pretering an{ day-to-day reliability with Bradley views what the best furnishing stores world*

ANornsEN ConponattoN. In Japan, Andersen
helps an architect open a window to the \fest.
ARrutsrnoNc \i7on t-o

CHrcAGo Faucet Co. Send today for more

Look at the ways they work
for you. Use them to: Generate

sales leads . Announce new
products and services' Confirm existing research data'

For more information,

contact the ARCHITECTURE
Sales Office nearest
you. Or call
275-254-9868

Build your own customized
mailing list . Sell directly bY
using them as purchase orders
. Test product acceptance

ARCHITECTURE Sales Action Card decks are mailed
four times a year: FebruarY '
MaY . August. Nouember.
Closing Date is the 5th of
the month preceeding date of
issue.
Archilects love

I

GRoHs AuEuc,t, INc. Send for information
on our impressive collection of fine solid brass
plumbing fixtures for rhe bath and shower.
Circle

the curves as easily as che straightawaysCirde No. 45

Haws DnrNrrNG FAUCET. !7e now offer one
of the widest lines of drinking fountains in
Circle No. 31

Hupo Mr[,uroRK Co. Sfe give you a choice
of windows that offer the option ro rune a
building for the most energy efficiency possible.

Circle No. 55

Cirde No. 47

ISICAD. CADVANCE@ is the only CAD software designed specifically for PC networks.
Cirde Na i7

KocH MarsnrALS Co. Learn how TUFF-Nhelp you provide the dry basemenr
that today's homeowner desires.Circle No. 15

ManvrN \trINDo\rs. If you have a request for
a special windows or a problem you just can't
solve, call the one company you know will
have the perfect solurion.

METAr Ena. Send for more information on
Metal-Era's free "Position Papers" series of reports. Send roday for more information.
Circle No.

LCN Crosrns. No one offers more door closers
specially engineered ro meet the needs of those
Cjrcle No. 7

frail.

j

MussoN RuesrR Co. FluffCord Tile is exceotionally durable in heavy wear areas. Send fbr
more inlormation today.
Circle No. 9

N.E.C. Averuc,{. \When cladding exreriors or
interiors, specify beauty, strengrh, and durability at a competirive price . . . Neoparies.
Cirele Na 29

l

lighting that meets the strictest standards for
illuminating a vDT area'

circk

l

No. 65

l
I

Slt^r.nt Housr. Register today for the Smart
House Design Seminar.

Circle No. 19

MEncuaNorsr M,rnr. Neocono '92 will open
your mind ro new ways of thinking. June
8-L0, 1992, at the Chicago Merchandise
Mart.
Circle No. 27

DRI@ can

who are handicapped or

PErnrrss LtcnrrNc. Furnirure-Integrated

Na 43

Harele. The Hawa Wall Sysrem-ir handles

colors and sryles

LoutsnNa Pacrrtc. Call or write for our ideas
on how to make building affordable again.

Cirtle No, 13
lNousrmEs. lVhen you
see the ACCU-REPS Program label, you can
be assured rhat this EPS roofing insulation
has been certified by the manufacturer ro
comply with ASTM-d -l78 rprrrcirr,

Soctrry oF

PLASTIcs

l
l

l

N,,, 49

Suulrrrvnu Ttrrs.

Strara . . . The one narural surface that lasrs and lasts.
Circle No. 23

\Trarnnn Srunro

The end

MaNuFACTURTNG.

of washing windows is finally in sight. Send
for more information today.
Ltrcte t\0.

Jy

S/orvEruNE TscuNorocrns. Introducing
Restoration Portfolio Stepped fi.im
traordinary accents in vinyl.

'M-

Circk No

Ex-

63
1

20 Years of Energy Saving Lighting!

OPEN YOUR
BUILDING TO ALL
WHO WISH TO ENTER.

Classiquerv Elevator

HandirM Prolift@

Come and go without assistance.

:

=

THC ORIOII{RT CRST-

uoHTtl{o

.
6120 Delmar Blvd. .

A Division of

At

Sr Louil

v
-

Directions, Inc.

MO oill'2. llqs63_1895

Circle 100 on information card

The Americans with Disabilities Acr requires building
owners and businesses to provide a means ofaccess foi
those with disabilities. As a worldwide leader in the
manufacturing and sale of quality accessibility products,
Cheney can show you how to comply with the iOR tu*
...and how to do it on an affordable basis.
Opening your buildings and your heart to those with
disabilities isn't just a requirement ...it's good business.

1-800-569-1 222
,",*-

r'1,#j,\

CHENE}

\

t)epl. AIA 0392, P.0. 80x b1188, 2445 S. Cathoun Rd., ilesl Bertin.
Wt S3151

Circle 102 on infbrmation card
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Neat frle
ARcuttrcruRr's "No

StOng

Excuses

After This" information exchange

Firc Supprcssion

csr Diu-isian o44ou

cSt Diaision

1)320

Limestone Yersus Sandstone

Sizing Protection Systems

Many architects use the terms "limestone" and "sandstone" interchangeably, but the two materials are very different stones with
different compositions. Because the colors can be very similar, Iimestone and sandstone are difficult to tell apart. Because limestone
releases acetic materials when washed with rainwater, care must be
taken in restoration work not to replace sandstone with limestone,

N(hile codes may stipulate whether a building must incorporate a
fire sprinkler system, architects should talk to local fire officials an<
the client's insurance comPany regarding the size of fire protection
system required before conferring with a sprinkler consultant. Fire
officials should be consulted regarding the appropriate system for tl

and vice versa. Placing limestone over sandstone will cause the sandstone to deteriorate. A quick way of identifying the two materials,
without elaborate testing, is to look at the pattern of rainwater runoff on a building. Rain removes impurities from limestone, loosening
the base where poliutants might settle. Thus, rainwater cieans limestone, but it leaves a black residue on sandstone'
Vakrie Siuinski,

na

building's location, materials, use, and content. They can determine
whether the local water supply is sufficient, and whether fire puml
are needed. The client's insurance company should be consulted
regarding whether the system will discount insurance premiums' Tb
architect should also study variances in the building code for sprinkled buildings, such as requirements for egress, fire-rated constructio
and allowances for square footage and building height'
Frank Roberts
National Fire Sprinkler Associati

Tacoma, W'ashington

Chicago,

Granite Panel Testing
The minimum thickness for exterior veneer granite panels should be
set at 3 centimeters or 1Y+ inches after finishing, with atolerance
be
of plus l/re-inch, minus 0 inches. This base thickness should then
application
data,
oftest
\ralidated or increased following evaluation
formulas, design pattern and size, and type of mounting' The stone
the
to be tested should come from the same quarry where granite for
be
should
Tests
cut.
be
proiect will
conducted for compressive strength,
modulus of rupture, and flexural
strength. IIthe stone passes these
tests, additional evaluation should
be conducted on a samPle finished
panel for flexural strength both
perpendicular and Parallel to the

KERF ANCHORING EDGE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

CRITICAL SECTIONS
FACE LEG
KERF WIDTH

BACK LEG

stone's grain; durability in freeze/
thaw cycles; and absorPtion and
petrographic analysis. Kerf anchoring edges (detail. left) are partic-

Illin'

Sprinkler System: Alternatives
that contain fragile material
gas were once common
halon
on
fire-suppression systems based
\While
reduce the possibility
systems
halon
for .*ti.rg,rirhing a fire.
more expensive th
considerably
are
they
damage io uul.tubl. items,
containment
effective
require
and
conrrentional sprinkler systems

In buildings such

as rare book libraries

con
of the gas. Released halon is also an environmental hazard that
of
A
combination
layer.
ozone
Earth's
trib,..te-s to reduction of the
tl
reduce
now
systems
sprinkler
new developments in conventional
are
con
systems
Pre-action
collections'
rare
risk of water damage to
is
posed of dry pipes, which only fill with water when the system
discharg'
then
sprinklers
The
detectors'
actirrated by s-ok. or heat
firt
only in ur.u, .h.r. the sprinkler heads are subiect to heat from
co
be
can
heads
sprinkler
flow-control
If a wet pipe system is used,
Flowdamage'
water
potential
of
sidered for reducing the degree
are thermostatically controlled to open when heat i

control heads

detectedandtoclosewhenthefireisout'Fusablelinkheads'which
manua
activate when heat melts a lead alloy link, must be shut off

ularly fragile, and the test data are
essential in determining maximum
panel size and tolerances for such

pipe systen
and can thus cause considerable water damage. copper
not collec
does
copper
pipe,
as
iron
ofblack
can be specified in lieu
in th
to
books
damage
of
causes
major
be
,.rr, unJ dirt, which can

anchoring systems.

event of sprinkler discharge

ANCHOR

Carl Hensler AtA

BACK CHECK (IF FEQUIRED)

Skidmore, Owings

KERF DEPTH

& Merrill

lV'athinxton, D.C'

PANEL

Genit Zwart,

publication' send the submissions
inclucling drawings, sketches, ancl ph,otographs, for
Arcbitects are encouragecl to contribute rbeir Nn,;- ideas,
by
or
06426,
fax (202) 828-0825'
pir,
Grandaieu.,dnoo, Eiex, conneaicllt

Nn^.

1]6

ilriril
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Crubie, 47

'

Shepley Bulfinch Richardson and Abl
Boston, Masvchus

LooKS LIKE THE PERFEcT Spor FoR One OF OuR NEW CHATRS.
INTRODUCING A NEW LINE OF STACKING CHAIRS trROM
LFI. THEY'RE TASTEFUL. ELEGANT AND
EASY TO HANDLE. EVERYTHING STACKING CHAIRS USUALLY
AREN.T. CHooSE trRoM TWo DISTINCT

DESIGNS, VERONA AND FIRENZE, IN A VARIETY oF EASY-TO_MAINTAIN
MATERIALS, INCLUDING
WIRE GRID AND PERFORATED METAL. WOOD. TOO. ALL
METAL PARTS ARE FINISHED WITH oUR
EXCLUSIVE PANGARD II POWDER-COAT FINISH FOR
UNSURPASSED CHIP AND RUST RESISTANCE.

TO RECEIVE OUR COMPLETE BROCHURE,CALL
AOO_521-25+0.

Circle 4 on information card

LFI/LANdSCAPC FOrM, G

DESlGll uMlrATloll.
ilo EEr or lx|o

DESIG]I FTEXIBILITV,

t60

IEET

0I

6-P WOoD I BHt"
O.P WOODIBTITS IIAUE

IilE

lDllllllloE.

Some design possibilities arc im-possible with 2x10s. But not with G-P
Wood I Beams: And thats their
advantage.
G-PWood I Beams have more
load-bearing capacity per pound than

Desigrr flexibility for you, a quieter
floor for vour customer.
Thafi why ifs possible you'll never
have to askfor anythingelsebut G-P

WoodIBeams.
Duct work md
plumbing ro be
psged tnrcugn
W@d I Bems.
Consult refer-

ene guide for

hole placement

requiEments.

JOINTSPACING*
2x10
SYP #2

1810"

16',-5', 15',-5', 14',.Q',

wt439.25',
(G-P Wood
I Beams)

21|5" 19',4" 18',-0' 16'-7"

.From "Soan Tables for Joints and Ralters" (NFPA)'
Fine Maximum Spans lor Jcints and
"nJ;soiGr
RafterslSFPA)

dimensional lumber (and manY
other I joints), so larger rmms don't
need suPPort Posts. Services can be
run thni ish tle web, for a cleaner
look and a-higher ceiling. Shrdier
floors are another Plus: the wider
flanee pruvides more nailing and
gtuilgiuface, and Patented flangeweb ioint construction creates a
sreal€r bonding surface, for excel-

For our fue 28-Page Wood IBeam
Architechlral Reference Guide, call
Georeia-Pacific at L'ffi'447'?ff,2,
Ooer"ator #?31. tnok for us in Sweef,s,

.*tion

06190 GEO, bYline #5606'

For
"Wood I Bem" md 'Gorgia-Prcific Ask

It:

re

of C*.gi"-Pa-cific Corporation'
t
c-rpo*tio; All rishts '*Ned'
"a"*-t"
6fibii,*c";;;-F-#fi"

usA

ae9
OFFICIALSrcNgRff

THE 1S2
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lent strength and stabilitY.

Circle 2 on information card

oEonon PACltlc. Asl( FoR lr."

